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RECORD OF DECISION 
for the 
NEWCASTLE RESOURCE MA!,,~GIE"'EN:r ~I:-~~w
ENVlfioNMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
DECISION 
It is my decision to select and approve the 
accompanying Newcastle Resource Management 
Plan (RMP) as the future direction for management of 
the public lands and resources administered by the 
Newcastle, Wyoming Field Office of the. Burea~ of 
Land Management (BlM). The term ' publlc lands as 
used in this document, refers to all BlM-administered 
public land surface andlor federal mi~eral estate 
under the jurisdiction of the Newcastle FIeld Office. 
In accordance with the Newcastle RMP, the 
Whoopup Canyon Area of Critical Environmental 
Concem (ACEC) is expanded to 1,439.39 acres 
(BlM-administered public land surface only). 
Also in accordanco with the Newcastle RMP. 
selected tracts of public land surface within T. 4346 
N .. R. 60 W. (6th principle meridian), are designated 
the Stateline Special Recreation Management Area 
(SRMA). The remainder of the public lands In the 
planning area (except for the Whoopup Canyon 
ACEC) are deSignated an ExtenSIve RecreatIon 
Management Area (ERMA). 
The coal ctassifications that segregate 194,520 
acres of federal coal from transfer to nooraderal 
ownership will be removed since they no longer serve 
the purpose for which they were intended. 
The Newcastle RMPwas prepared in conformance 
with the federal regulations (43 CFR 1600) for 
implementing the Federal land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976 (FlPMA). An 
environmental impact statement (EIS) was prepared 
for the Newcastle RMP, in conformance WIth the 
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulatIons 
(CFR 40 1500) for implementing the Naltonal 
Environmentat Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). A copy of 
the EIS is on file in the Newcastle Field Office. 
This record of decision (ROD) approves the 
decisions reached by the BlM for ma~aglng 
approximately 292,168 acres of BlM-admlntstered 
public land surface and 1,698,866 acres.of BlM-
administered federal mineral estate Within In the 
Newcastle RMP planning area. The selection and 
approval of the Newcastle RMP is based on the 
analysis of environmental impacts of four alternatiVe 
management plans. public comments, and 
consultation with federal , state, and local 
governments and agencies, and on the co~Slderatlo.n 
of the folloWing four planning issues regardIng public 
land surface and federal mineral estate. 
1. Retention or Disposal of Public lands 
2. Surface Disturbance 
3. Special Management Area Designations 
4. Control of Prairie Dogs. 
The Newcaslle RMP is the same as the proposed 
RMP presented in the Final EIS for the Newcastle 
RMP, published in June 1999. MInor edltonal 
modifications have been made to reflect agency 
policy changes and wording clarification. The 
Newcaslle RMP provides a balance between resource 
production on public lands and protection of the 
environment. It represents BLM's preferred 
management plan alternative. for the Newcastle 
planning area and one of the enwonmentally preferred 
alternatives in tenns of minimizing env~ronmen~1 
impacts and guiding the uses of the public lands In 
the planning area. This alternative best meets the 
BlM's statutory mission under the FlPMA t? prOVIde 
for multiple use of the public lands, and IdentIfies 
actions to protect resources and avoid or minimize 
environmental harm. 
THE SELECTED RMP 
There were many considerations that pointed 
toward selection and approval of the Newcastle RMP. 
The selected Newcaslle RMP considers the land use 
and resource management plans, programs. and 
policies of local and state govemments, oth.er federal 
agenCies, Native American tribes, and the Ideas and 
comments provided by the public. Tloe RMP 
represents a mix of actions that best resolves the 
issues and management concerns that were raised 
during the planning process. The public land and 
resource uses will be managed under the multiple 
use concept by integrating ecological, economic, and 
social principles in a manner that safeguards long-
BEST COpy AVAILABLE 
term sustained yield, diversity of use, and productivity 
of the public lands and resources. 
ALTERNATIVES 
To begin the planning process for the NewcasUe 
RMP, the BlM and the public identified issues, 
concerns, and land and resource use conflicts on the 
public lands that needed to be addressed during 
preparation of the RMP. The maUers of most 
concern revolved around management and protection 
of the public lands in the Lance Creek Fossil Area 
National Natural landmar1t (NNl), administration of 
the federal mineral estate underlying private and state 
land surface ownership (spin estate) (Appendix 3 of 
the approved resource management plan), federal oil 
and gas development, grazing administration on the 
public lands (implementing the Wyoming BlM 
Standards for Heallhy Rangelands and Guidelines for 
livestock Grazing (Appendix 2 of the approved 
resource management plan), prairie dog control on 
the public lands, and management and protection of 
threatened and endangered plant and animal species 
or their habllat. 
These, and other issues were addressed in four 
a~emalives that were analyzed and documented in 
the Draft EIS for the Newcastle RMP issued in March 
1998. The a~ematives were: The BlM's Preferred 
Alternative: Alternative A-Continuation of Existing 
Management (or the No Action Altemative): and 
AIIematives Band C which suggested different 
combinations of emphasis for management of the 
various public land and resource uses on the basis 
of needs, opportunities, and public demand. These 
alternatives and their analyses were presented for 
public review and comment in the Draft EIS for the 
Newcaslle RMP issued in March, 1998. The Final 
EIS, containing the Proposed Newcastle Resource 
Management Plan (RMP), was published in June 
1999. 
Management Options Considered 
but Not Analyzed in Detail 
Management options which were considered but 
not analyzed in detail were (a) eliminating livestock 
grazing: (b) eliminating timber harvesting; (c) closing 
the planning area to federal mineral leasing and sale 
of fedoral mineral materials; (d) eliminating restrictive 
or protective stipulations from development and 
surface-disturbing activities; (e) eliminating oil and 
gas leasing in areas with high hydrogen sulfide 
potential ; (I) restricting development or activity in 
areas containing high amounts of selenium; and (g) 
maximum unconstrained alternatives that exclude 
other resource values. 
2 
Resources Not Addressed in the 
Newcastle RMP 
Certain public resource. administered by the BlM 
in other areas are not found within the 
boundaries of this planning area. Three of the more 
conspicuous of these resources include Wilderness, 
Wild Horses and Burros, and Wild and Scenic Rivers. 
Consequently, there are no management decisions 
developed for these resources. 
An extensive review was conducted to determine if 
any of the public land surface along waterways in the 
pfanning area met the wild and scenic rivers eligibility 
criteria and suitability factors. There were no ~u:;J1c 
lands aiof1g waterways that were found to meet the 
wild and scenic rivers suitability factors , Thus, no 
interim management decistons are developed for wild 
and scenic rivers. Documentation of the complete 
Wild and Scenic Rivers review process conducted for 
this planning effort is presented in Appendix 5 of the 
approved resource management plan. 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND 
CONSISTENCY 
The views of the public were solicited and 
coosidered throughout development of the NewcasUe 
RMP. Public participation in the process is 
summarized in Chapter 5 of the Final EIS for the 
RMP. The Final EIS also includes an accounting of 
the public comments received on the Draft EIS and 
the responses that were developed by the BlM in 
reply to those comments. 
The Wyoming Governor's Office was supplied 
copies of the Final EIS for review by state agencies 
and to satiSfy the Governor's conSistency review 
required by the planning regulations (43 CFR 1610.3-
2(e». No inconsistency problems between the 
Proposed Newcastle RMP and State of Wyoming 
plans and programs were identified. 
The public is invited to c:t:!'1tinue to participate in the 
management of public lands and resources through 
involvement in the activity and 
implementationplanning phase of Ihe planning 
process. This next planning phase deals with site-
specific, detailed implementation of the land and 
resource-use management objective and action 
decisions presented in the RMP. 
PROTESTS 
One protest was submitted to the Director of the 
Bureau of Land Management during the 3().day 
BEST copy AVAILABLE 
protest period for the Proposed Newcastle RMP. The 
Sierra Club submitted a protest citing that BlM's 
failure to recommend designation of an Area of 
Critical Environmental Concem (ACEC) for the BlM-
administered public land surface in the lance Creek 
Fossil Area NNl would jeopardize the protection of 
the valuable paleontological resources within the 
boundaries 'lf the NNL. 
After a thorough review, the Director of the BlM 
responded to this protest and the issue was resolved 
without any change to the Proposed Newcastle RMP. 
MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION 
Management actions and decisions of the 
Newcastle RMP will be monitored and evaluated to 
determine their effectiveness and to determine if the 
objectives of the RMP are being met. If evaluation 
ir.dicates that the RMP is not working as expected or 
needed, or if situations in the planning area change, 
it may become necessary to amend or revise the 
RMP. Intervals and standards for monitoring and 
evaluation will be established as necessary. 
Ali mitigation measures identified directly or 
referenced in the Newcastle RMP are adopted. 
Additional or revised mitigation identified through 
activity or implementation planning or individual 
analysis will be considered a supporting part of the 
Newcastle RMP. 
PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF 
THE NEWCASTLE 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
PLAN 
Copies of the Newcastle R P are available upon 
request from the Newcastle Field Office, 1101 
Washington, Newcastle, Wyoming, 82701 , telephone 
(307) 746-6600. 
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NEWCASTLE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
INTRODUCTION 
This Resource Management Plan (RMP) provides 
the management direction for approximatety 292,161\ 
acres of BlM·administered pubtic land surface and 
1,698,866 acres of federal mineral estate edministered 
by the Newcastle Field 0fIice of the Bureau of Land 
Management (BlM) in Crool<, Niobrara, and Weston 
counties in northeast Wyoming (Map 1, "General 
location Map" located at the end of the 'Planning and 
Management Decisions' section.) This Newcastle 
RMP supersedes all previous land-use planning 
decision documents for the planning area. 
The term ·public lands" as used in this document, 
refer.; to all Bl.l·administered public land surface 
and/or federal mineral estate under the jurisdiction of 
the Newcastle Field Office. 
There are also some public lands in Nebraska that 
are administered by the Newcastle Fiekj Office. These 
public lands are covered under the Nebraska Resounce 
Management Plan (USDI, Bl M 1992). 
As provided by the Fed8flIl Land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976 (FlPMA), the BlM has the 
responsibility to plan for and manage the pubtic lands. 
As defined by the Ad, pubtic lands are those federalty· 
owned lands, and any interast in lands (for exampte, 
federally-owned mineral estate), edministered by the 
Secretary of the Interior, specificalty through the BlM. 
Within the ptanning area, there are varied and 
intermingled land and mineral ownerships. The 
apprtNOd Newcastle RMP does not include planning 
and management decisions for privalety-owned land 
surface or private minerals, state-owned land surface 
or state minerals, or for federally-owned lands 
administered by other federal agencies (including no 
decisions for the fed8flll mineral estate in these federal 
lands). Table 1 provides a summary of the land 
surface ownership, mineral ownership. and the related 
administrative relationships for the ptanning area. (See 
the "Surface Ownership Map" located in the back 
pocket). 
-
. . 
Table 1 
land and Mineral Ownership In the Newcastle RMP Planning Area~ 
Areas the Newcastle RMP Decisions Cover Approximate 
A. Areas where both the land surface and mineral estate are federally owned and 291,168 
administered by the BlM (Crook County, 92,024 acres; Niobrara County, 124,085 
acres; and Weston County, 75,059 acres). Z 
B. Areas where the land surface is federalty owned and administered by the BlM and the 1,000 
mineral estate is owned and administered by private individuals, the state of Wyoming. 
or local govemments.~l 
C. Areas where the land surface is owned and administered by private indivtduals, the 1,407,698 
state of Wyoming, Of local government.s and the mi~eral ~~t~te is federally owned and 
administered by the BlM (Crook County, 359.211 ; Niobrara eounty, 622,237; and 
Weston COJnty, 426,250).!1 
Totat BLM·admlnl.tered federal land surface covered by RMP decisions 292.168 
(A+B) 
Total BlM-admlnlstered federal minerai estate covered by RMP decisions 1,698,866 
(A+C) 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
LIInd end Mlne .. 1 Owne .. hlp In the Newc .. tle RMP Planning A .. a~' 
ArNs \he Newcastle RMP Decisions do NOT Cov.r Approxlmlt. 
.cre.g. 
D. 'Ir8as where the federal land surface is administered by the Forest Service ~lacl< Hills 174,743 
National Forest) and the federal minerel estate is administered by the BlM._ 
E. Areas where the federal land sutface is administered by the Forest Service (Thunder 228,627 
Basin National Grassland) and the federel ;nineral estate is admlnisterad by the 
BlM .~ 
F. Areas where the federelland sutface is administered by the Bureau of Reclamation 
and the faderel mineral estate is administered by the BlM .~ 
16,863 
To"l BlM-admlnlstlrad fId ... t mlnl .. 1 .... t. NOT coverad by RMP decisions 420,233 
(D+E+F) 
G. Areas where the land sutface and minerals are both ownad by private individuals, and 2,452,473 
the state of Wyoming or local governments and the BlM has no jurisdiction or 
administrative authority. 
To .. lland surface In th. N.wca.lle RMP planning ar.a (all own ... hlps) 4,572,572 
(A+B+C+ D+ E+ F+G) 
i For the purposes of the Newcastle RMP planning effort, areas where one or more of the minerai resource 
categories are federally ownad were addressed as W all minerals in the area were federally owned. Where mixed 
minerals ownership occurs (for example, privately owned oil and gas overlappinq with federally ownad coal), minerals 
planning and management decisions in the RMP partain only to the faderally ownad minerels. 
2 In these areas, the RMP includes planning and managemenl decisions for both the federal land sutface and the 
federal mineral estate. 
3 In these areas, the RMP includes planning and management decisions for only the BlM-administered faderelland 
surface. While the faderal sutface management decisions may have some effect on the ability to manage and 
develop the nonfederally ownad minerals, the RMP planning and management decisions do not pertain to the non-
federal mineral estate. At the same time, sutface and minerals management actions and development activities 
anticipatad in these areas were taken into account for purposes of cumulative impact analysis in the EIS for the 
Newcastle RMP. 
• In these areas, the RMP includes planning and management decisions for only the BlM-administerad faderal 
mineral estate. While the land and resource uses and values on the nonfederel surface may have some effect on 
the ability to manage and develop the faderally-owned minerals, the federal mineral decisions do not partain to the 
state and privately owned land sutface. At the same time, sutface and minerals management actions and 
development activities anticipatad in these areas were taken into account for purposes of cumulative impact 
analysis in the EIS for the Newcastle RMP. 
5 In these areas, the land sutface planning and management decisions are the responsibility of these ·other" 
federal surface management agencies. Ally BLM-administre1ive responsibilities within these areas (for example, 
actions concerning the federal mineral estate) are handled case by case and are guided by the other sutface 
management agencies' policies, procadures, and plans. Thus, the Ne¥-cesIIe RMP does not include planning and 
management decisions for the federal minerals in these areas. At the same time, sutface and minerels 
management actions and ~ actMties anticipated in these areas were taken into accounl for purposes 
of cumulative impact analysis in the EIS for the Newcastle RMP. 
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BEST COP'1 AVAILABLE 
The following mulliple-usa planning decisions 
consist of managament objectives and management 
actions. The objectives and actions are designed to 
maintain environmental quality while meeting the 
foreseeable needs of the people of the Un~ad States 
and the local communities within the planning area. 
Implementation of the RMP d...-Jsions and relatad 
projects will be done through detailed and s~e-specific 
activity planning and any necessary environmental 
analysis that will be completed prior to 
implementation. The authorization of specific uses of 
the public lands will be based on the RMP de9sions 
and completion of site· specific environmentalanatysis. 
PLANNING AND MANAGE-
MENT DECISIONS (BY 
RESOURCE) 
The following RMP decisions are presanted in 
alphabetical order 01 the specffic resource or land use. 
Air Quality Management 
Decisions 
Management Objectives 
Maintain tfr enhance air qua~; protect public 
health and safety and sensitive n8tUralresourc •• , 
and minimize eml •• lons that could re.ultln acid 
rain, vlolallons of air quality standard., or 
reduced visibility. 
Management Actions 
All BlM-admlnlstered public land. will be 
managed to maintain the air quality atth. current 
prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) Clas. 
II .tandard. All BlM-lnlliated or authorized 
actions, such as the use of prescribed fire, will 
avoid vloiatlon of Wyoming and nallonal air 
quality .tandards, 
Mitigation or condilionat requirements will be 
applied to authorized acllons and actlvilies on a 
case-by-ca.e basi. to avoid air quality problems. 
These requirements could include, but are not limited 
to, limiting emissions, restricted spacing of project 
locations, and controlling dust from sutface-disturbing 
activities. 
The BlM will coordinate with the Wyoming 
Department of Envlronmen"l Quality and the 
Envlronmen .. 1 Protactlon Agency (EPA) on air 
quality s .. ndards and regulallons as needed, 
The BlM will coordinate and coope .. te with 
other fede .. 1 and slale agencies In monitoring 
and collactlng air quality data, 
See the other sactions in this document for other 
land and resource usa decisions and guidance thet 
may appty to air quality management activities. 
Cultural Resources Management 
Decisions 
Management Objective 
ProIec1, preMrve, Interpret, and manage 
signiflcllnt cultural resourcelj m.n.g. eutturlil 
resources for Information potentlll, public and 
educational values, and conMrvatlon_ 
Management Actions 
The previous designation of Whoopup Canyon 
II an .re. of critical environmental concern 
(ACEC) Is retained. (See -Planning and Management 
Decisions for Special Management Areas, Whoopup 
Canyon Area 01 Critical Environmental Concern.) 
Sile-speclflc Inv.ntorie. for cultural resource. 
will be requlrad bifore th. • .. rt · of surface-~ 
disturbing actlvltl... Adv.... effecIa on 
Significant re.ourc •• will be mitigated, or the 
re.ourc.sthem.etve. will be avoided by .urface-
disturbing activities. 
Oata will be t.~:~ect.d on the nature and 
condition of .'gnlflcant cultural slle. on public 
land.. Site protection mea.ure. will be Initiated 
for significant .Itls as needed. Cullurel resource 
mitlgallon plans will be developed for the more 
sensltive.IIe., 
Siles lI.ted on the National Raglster of Historic 
Place. (NRHP) will be protect.d. Suspected 
violations of the Archaeological Re.ource. 
Protection Act will be Inve.tlgated. 
The BlM will cooperate with oth.r ag.ncle. 
and private landowne .. to Idsnt!fy and Int.rpret 
hlstorictraUs. 
Ar.as within 0.25 mile, or the vlsuII horizon, 
whlchevlr Is clos.r, of .Ignlflcant segman .. of 
historic traUs that are lI.ted on the NRHP, or that 
are .lIglble for listing on the NRHP, a .. 
avoidance ar.a. for surface-dlsturblng acllvllles, 
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,.. appropriate •• p8Clflc .It •• on public land. 
wtll be managed for their traditional Native 
American culturel value • . 
Surface-dl.turblng and disruptive activities 
auoclatad with permitted collection of cultural 
...... urce. or alebllization of culturel .lte. or with 
con_"II and u.lng Interpretive .lte. and 
facilitle. will be .ubjllClto appropriate mitigation 
mea.ure.determlned through. but not limited to. 
... of the Wyoming BlM Mitigation Guidelines 
(Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to cu~ural resources management 
actiyjties. 
Fire Management Decisions 
Management Objective 
To co.t effectively protect life. property. and 
resource valu.. from wildfire and to us. 
prescribed fire to achieve multiple ua. 
managementgoal. (Also see Appendices 1 and 2). 
Management Actions 
SuppreSSion actlv;de. for wildfires will be 
conducted a. described In th. ea.tern Wyoming 
Zone Fire Management Plan. 
Full .uppre •• lon will be ulad on flr.s 
.ndangerlng human Ilf. or that spread to within 
0.25 mile of _e or private lands. structures and 
fecllllle •• 011 and ga. field •• Important riparian 
habitat, or other .. n.lllve relOurces. 
Some meth<KI. of suppression will be re.trlct.d 
In •• nsltlve areas. This may include, but is not 
limited to. restricting heavy equipment on cultural or 
historic sites. 
Flrea In IImlted-.uppresslon area. will be 
monltor.d to .nsure they do notth .. atan human 
life. structure. and facllllla.. ._ or private 
land.. 011 and ga. flalds. Important riparian 
habitat, or other senlitlve resource • • 
All wildfire. will be evaluated to determine the 
need for rehabilitation or reatoretlon mea.ure •. 
Reatoration of burned areaa will be by natural 
..-unlea. a ap8Clal nlad la Identified to 
prevent further relOurce damege. 
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Ullng bulldOZers In riparian and wetland 
are •• , are •• of Significant cultural resource. or 
hl.torlc trail • • and In Important wlldllf. birthing 
ar.a. generally will be prohlblt.d. 
Aerial fire retardant drop. and fire r.tardants 
containing dye. or chemical. are prohibited 
within the Whoopup Canyon ACeC. 
Fire retardanta containing dye. or chemicals 
are prohibited within 200 feet of flowing wat.r. 
lak.s and pond • . 
Pre.crlbed burning wlli be ulad II a re.ource 
manag.m.nt tool on BlM·admlnlstered public 
land surface. Activity plan. and environmental 
analy.e. will be prepared for prescribed burning 
propooal.to addre.s aIt"lp8Clflc application. and 
to develop burning prescription. under which the 
fire. could be contained. 
Prescribed burning will be conducted In 
accordance with, and to enhance, multiple use 
relOurce managem.nt objective.. A Wyoming 
DEQ permit will be secured before Initiating a 
prescribed fire project. Smoke and pollution will 
be minimized as described In th. Smoke 
""anagemenl Guidebook (USDI. BLM 1985). 
u.. of fire for dlspooal of sla.h and resldu. 
from timber sale. and thinning activities will be 
allowed when neeesoary to reduce the dang.r of 
wildfire and to reduce the volume of .Iash and 
d.brl. or hazardous fuell.v.l. In an ar.a. 
Fire line con.tructlon will be avoided If natural 
fire breaks can be u.ed. 
Surface-dl.turblng and dloruptlv. .ctlvltl.s 
assoclsted with all typesof fire managem.nt will 
be subj.ct to appropriate mitigation m.asur.s 
determined through. but notllmlt.d to. u .. of the 
Wyoming BlM MItigation Guldellne.(Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to fire management activities. 
Forest Resources Management 
Decisions 
Management Objectives 
Maintain and enhance the health. productivity. 
and biological diversity of fore.t and woodland 
eeo~stem.. Provld. a balanca of naturel 
BEST coPy AVAILABLE 
relOurce benefit. and u.... Including 
opportunltle. for commercial fore.t production 
(also see Appendix 1). 
Management Actlont; 
The public lands available for mansgement of 
foreat pr<KIucts (11 .935 acre.) will be managed by 
Impl.m.ntlng lOund sllvlculturel actlvltle. that 
Includ. two· or three-cut shelterwood harve.t. 
ar. 1 commercial and precommerclslthlnnlnga . 
The maximum allowable hsrvest level I. 4.7 
million board feet (mmbf) per decade. Timber 
will be harvested on an evenftow basis. 
Road construction for hsrvestlng timber or for 
conducting forest management practlc •• will not 
be al low.d on .Iopes greater than 25 percent. 
unle. slt .. speclfic environmental analyses 
d.monstratethatadverse effects can be mltlgsted 
or avoided. 
Skldd.r.type yarding will not be allowed on 
slopes gr.ater th.n 45 perc.nt. Other logging 
operetlons on .Iopes st.eperthan 45 percent will 
b. IImlt.d to technically and environmentally 
acc.ptabl. methods such as cabl. yarding. 
..... Management of forelt products on 
approxlmat.ly3.864 acres will b.llmlt.d because 
of slope r.strlctlon. or Inaccessibility for 
mechanical harvest methods. 
About 9.064 acres will be mad. available for 
forest products harvesting only wh.n tallorad 
specifically to benefit other Identified r.sourc. 
values. 
About 417 acres of forest land. will not be 
available for management of forest products to 
protect unique riparian ar •••. 
Roads and I.ndlngs developed for for.st 
producll removal will b. rehabilitated unless It Is 
det.rmlned that th.y would be useful for other 
m.nagement purposes. 
About 600 acres of timber stand Improvement 
and precommerclal thinning will be conduct.d 
per d.cade. 
To maintain biodiversity and the old growth 
component of the forest ecosystem, forested areas 
on public lands will be man.g.d to m.intaln 
approximately 5 percenl old growth. 
Minor foreet procIucta (firewo<KI. poate. poIH. 
CM.lma. tre .. ) will be made available on a 
demand ba.I • . 
Surface-dlaturblng and dlaruptlve activit Ie. 
"lOclated with all type. of foreat management 
practlce.wlll be .ubject to appropriate mitigation 
mea.ure. determined through. but not limited to. 
... of the Wyoming BlM Mitigation Guideline. 
(Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to forest resources management activities. 
Hazardous Materials 
Management Decisions 
Management Objective 
Protect public and .nvlronmentsl heelth and 
oaf.ty on BlM·admlnl.tered public lands. comply 
with applicable federal and stat8 law •• prevent 
waste contamination due to any BlM·authorized 
action.. minimize federel exposure to the 
liabilities a.soclated with ws.te management on 
public landa. snd Integrate hezardou. matorlal. 
and wa.t. managem.nt pollcle. and control. Into 
all BlM program. (also see Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
For BlM·authorlz.d actlvltl.s that Involve 
hazardous materials or their use, precautionary 
measures will be used to guard against rele.ses 
or spillS Into the environment. 
When discovered. BlM·admlnlstered public 
land sit .. contaminated with hazardous wastes 
will be reported. .ecur.d. and cleaned up 
according to appllcsble federal and .tate 
r.gulatlons and contingency plans. Parties 
respon.lble for contsmlnatlon will be liable for 
cleanup and resource damage costs, . s 
pre.crlbed In federal and .tate regulation •. 
The BlM will provide approprlst. warnings 
and •• tabllsh precaution. for oafety hazard. 
associated with the use of any aress on BlM· 
administered public Isnds where safety hazards 
are Identified. 
Surface-dlsturblng snd dl.ruptlve actlvltle. 
as.oclated with all type. of hazardou. material. 
and wa.te management will be aubjeetto. but not 
limited to. spproprlate mitigation mea. urea 
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:~ 
det8rmlned lllrough u .. of lIIe Wyoming BLM 
Mitigation Guideline. (Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and nssource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to hazardous materials mao.gement 
activities. 
Lands And Realty Management 
Decisions 
.. M~nallefT!~'"t pbjectlve 
Support the multlple-u .. n,anagem'; l t goals" 
the verlou. BLM reaource program.; re.pond to 
public roque ... for I.nd u .. authorization ....... . 
and a.chang.li and, Icqulre ace ••• to .erve 
edmlnl.tr.tlve and public n .. d. (also see Appendix 
2). 
Management Actions 
Utliity/tran.portation .y.t.m. will be located 
.djuent to existing utliityllran.portation .yatems 
wh.never practical. Areas to be .volded for new 
facility pl.cement and rout •• will beld.ntlfled on 
a ca ... by-ca .. be.I •• rather than attempting to 
:mbll.h utility corrklore. 
Are.. within 0.25 mile of developed or 
•• mld.v.loped recreation sit •• are avoidance 
area. for development actlvltle. such •• ro.ds. 
power lin •• , pipeline., and well pads. However, 
_ .re •• will be open to development .ctlvltles 
.peclfically for the purpo.. of recreation .lte 
facilitle •. 
Projut. will be designed to meet the 
obj.ctlv.. of e.tabllshed vl.ual resource 
management (VRM) claaaificationa and will 
Include appropriate mitigation. Facilltle •• 
Including thoae rolat.d to exl.tlng or new wella. 
-. power lin ••• and linear rlght .... f-way. 
may require acre.nlng. p.lntlng. or design th.t 
blend. with the .urroundlng landscape. Other 
mitigation requlrementa will be determined 
through. but not IImlt.d to. u .. of the Wyoming 
BLM Mitigation Guld.llne. (Appendix 1). 
There will be no requirement to avoid 
reduction of public land acreage In the planning 
.r ••. 
Area. wtthln 500 feet of l00-year floodplain •• 
..... nd.. or perennial .tre.m. on BLM-
admlnl.tered public land •• r •• vold.nce are •• 
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for .urface-dl.turblng.ctlvltl •• unle.a modlfled by 
the authorlz.d officer. 
landown.rehlp adjuatment action. Involving 
BLM-admlnl.t.red public land. (exch.ng •• or 
...... r.cr •• tlon and public purpo.e [R&PP) 
I •••••• nd pet.nta. withdrawal. and tran.f.re of 
admlnl.tratlv. Jurisdiction of public land.) will be 
con.ldered on a ca ... by-ca •• be.I •. 
Tho pref.rred method of landowner.hlp 
adju.tment will be through land exchange •. 
Appendix 4 outlines the landowner.hlp 
adju.tment .trategy to be followed. 
The BLM-admlnl.terod public I.nda In the 
pl.nnlng area are open to operation of the public 
I.nd I.w ••• xc.pt for the 1.152 .cro. clo.ed to 
mln.r.1 loc.tlon. sale. or .ntry under the I.nd 
I.w. (437 .cro. power .Ite claa.lficatlon; 715 
acr •• Fore.t Service withdrawal (.ee Map 3 
"Claaalflcation •• nd Wlthdr.w.I . ... ). 
The coal cla •• lflcatlon. th.t segregat. 194.520 
acr •• of federal coal from tranaf.r to "ontederal 
owner.hlp will be r.moved .Inc. they no longer 
.. rve the purpo .. for which they were Intended. 
As determined on • c .... by-ca.. baal •• 
e ... ment. will be pureuad to provld .. cce •• to 
public land. to .upport the objective. of other 
resource program • • 
The BLM-.dmlnl.tered public land. In the 
pl.nnlng .re •• re open to con.lderatlon of rlght.-
of-w.y location. Proposal. will be .ddre.sed on 
a caae-by-ca .. be.l. with emph •• i. on .voldlng 
I.nd u .. or reaource conftlcts anet .. nsltlve are ••. 
Surface-dl.turblng and dl.ruptlve actlvltle. 
associ.ted with all types of rlght ... f-way 
con.tructlon .nd m.lnten.nce will be .ubject to 
approprl.te mltlg.tlon m ••• ure. determln.d 
through. but not limited to. u .. of the Wyoming 
BLM Mltlg.tlon Guideline. (Appendix 1). 
See the other sections '0 this document for other 
land and resource use d~~ions and guidance that 
may apply to land and realty fT,-:'nagement activities. 
Livestock Grazing Management 
Decisions 
Management Objective 
Maintain or Improve for.ge production and 
range condition to provide •• u.talnable reaource 
BEST COP'1 AVAILABLE 
b.ae for IIve.tock grazing on the public I.nd. 
while Improving wildlife habitat and water.hed 
condition. (see Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
L1veatock grazing on BLM-admlnl.ter.d public 
land. will be authorized In a manner con.l.tent 
with .ound range management principle. and to 
be consistent with other resourc. valu ••• 
Th. authorized grazing u.e on the BLM-
admlnl.t.r.d public land. will not exc .. d 
recognized active preference (48.818 animal unit 
months [AUMs)). 
Implementation of grazing management plan., 
monitoring .tudles. and the con.tructlon of r.nge 
Improvement.. ba.ed on Identified need. will 
continue unle.s documented damage to other 
resource values Is shown. 
Prescribed fire and mechanical or blologlc.1 
vegetative treatments will be given preference 
over chemical treatments to help meet vegetation 
managemen~ goals . 
The BLM will coordin.te efforta with other 
federal .uthorltles and with atate and local 
authorltleato Implement safe and effective prairie 
dog control measures on public land. when 
prairie dogs are determined to be a thre.t to 
human health and safety or are caullng resource 
damage. Resource damage will be documented 
by BLM personnel when reported by the grazing 
les.ee, adjacent landowners, or other Interests 
This could indude resource damage occurring on 
private or state lands from prairie dog towns located on 
BlM·administered public lands. 
Animal damage control activities will be 
aubject to established proceduro. and pollcle. aa 
outlined In the n.tlonal .nd atate level 
memoranda of understanding between BLM and 
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
(APHIS) and the animal damage control plan for 
the planning area. Hum.n health .nd .afety 
determinations will be made by the State of 
Wyoming. Department of Health or by officera of 
the US Center for Dise.se Control. 
Unless one of the above situations were to 
occur. prairie dog control on BLM-admlnl.tered 
public I.nd. In the planning area will not be 
allowed. Prairie dogs and their towns are an 
important component of the prairie ecosystem and are 
valuable in providing habitat and a food source for a 
number of wildlWe species, some of which are species 
of special management concern. 
There will be no control of the .Ize of prairie 
dog town. on BLM-.dmlnl.tered public I.nd. 
un .... resource damage were to occur or human 
he.lth and .afety wer. to be thre.tened. 
New pr~lrle dog town. will be allowed to 
become e.tabll.hed on public land • . 
Permitting IIve.tock grazing u.. up to 
recognized active preference will continue until 
• chlnge In reaourc. condition. Indicate. that.n 
.dju.tm.nt I. n •• ded. The numbers of grazing 
allotments in the Improve (I). Maintain (M). or Custodial 
(C) categories are also subject to change as 
ecological range conditions change. 
Any adju.tment. In livestock grazing u .. wilt 
be made as • re.ult of monitoring and 
con.ultatlon with grazing permltt.... Monitoring 
.tudl •• will be conducted u.lng the current BLM-
approved methodology. 
Monitoring will be continued following 
adju.tmentaln grazing u .. to ••• ure th.t grazing 
.nd other managem.nt objectlva. are being met. 
Interdl.cipllnary rangeland monitoring .tudle. 
will be e.tabll.hed and conducted on BLM-
.dmlnl.tered public land.. Including riparian 
.r •••• on a grazing allotment priority ba.I •. The 
priority order. re.pectlvely. la "I". "M". and "c" 
category .lIotm.nt • . Studle. on riparian aroa. In 
c.tegory "M" and " CO allotment. will be 
•• tablished as workload allow. or a. need. are 
Identified. The.e monltorlngatudle. will be used 
to detect change. In range condition and trend, 
and to determln. If vegetation m.nagement 
objectives are being met for all relource u.e. 
(IIve.tock grazing. waterehed. riparian. and 
wildlife). 
Based on monitOring. tha effactlven ••• of on-
the-ground management tow.rd m.etlng RMP 
and varlou. rosource .ctlvlty and Implementation 
plan objective. will be .. valuat.d. Any r.ngeland 
atudle. will be c.rrled out In .ccord.nce with 
approved .tand.rd. and guld.llnea. Kind of 
livestock and seasons of livestock use may be 
modified to meet established multiple use objectives or 
to prevent resource damage. 
In conjunction with the wildlife habitat 
management and wat.r re.ource. management 
program.. .peclflc riparian m.n.gement 
BEST CoPy AVAILABLE 
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guldellne.wlll be developed .nd Implem.nt.d In 
.11 grulng .lIotment.. with priority glv.n to 
category "I" grazing allotm.nta. These guidelines 
could apply to such things as protective fencing, 
changes in livestock seasons of use, and project wor!< 
to enhance and impmvo8 riparian lones. 
D.veloped .nd •• mld.v.lop.d r.cr.atlon .It •• 
are clo .. d to IIv •• tock grazing, 
SurfacHllturblng and dlsruptlv. actlvltl •• 
aeaocl.t.d with .11 typ •• of rang. Improv.m.nt 
project construction .nd malnt.nanc. will b. 
subject to approprlat. mltlg.tlon m ••• ur •• 
det.rmln.d through. but not IImlt.d to. u .. of the 
Wyoming BlM Mltlg.tlon Guld.lln •• (Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to livestock grazing management activities. 
Mineral and Geology Resources 
Management Decisions 
Management Objective 
Malnt.ln or .nh.nc. opportunltl •• for mln.ral 
.xploratlon .nd d.v.lopm.nt whll. m.lnt.lnlng 
oth.r re.ourc. valu •• ( Also see Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
Surhlce-dl.turblng .nd dl.ruptlv. actlvltl •• 
... ocl.t.d with .11 type. of mln.ral •• xploratlon 
and dev.lopm.nt and with g.ophy.lcal 
.xploratlon will b. .ubject to .pproprlat. 
mltlg.tlon m.a.ure. d.t.rmln.d through. but not 
limited to. u •• of the Wyoming BlM Mltlg.tlon 
Guldelln •• (Appendix 1). 
A plan of op.ratlon. will be required for .ny 
mln.ral related .urhlcHI.turblng actlvHI ••• 
r.gardle .. of .Ize. In de.lgnated ACEC •• and In 
ar ••• closed to off'·road vehicular travel. 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to geology and mineral resources 
management activities. 
L .... ble Minerals 
Management Objective 
Maintain «enhance opportunHleil. for minerai 
exploration and development while maintaining 
other rnou,.,. v.lue. (also 888 Appendix 2). 
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Coal 
Man.g.m.nt Action" Coal clalllflc.tlon. on 
about 194.500 acre. of federal coal I.nd. will be 
termlnat.d. These land classifications were intended 
for the protection of the federal coal and are no longer 
needed to serve that purpose. 
AI co. I I •••• application •• re r.c.lv.d. the 
co.1 .creenlng proc •••• Including application of 
the coal un.ultabillty crlt.rla and d.termln.tlon of 
mltlg.tlon n •• d •• will be conducted on a ca •• -by-
ca •• ba.l.. The NewcasUe RMP will be amended, W 
necessary. 
011 and Ga. 
Managlm.nt Action.: Federal 011 and gal I ••••• 
will be I •• u.d with .pproprl.t. stipulation. for 
protection of other resource values. 
Oth.r l.a.able Minerai. 
M.n.g.m.nt Action.: lea.lng of oth.r I ••• able 
federal mln.rals will be considered on a ca •• -by-
case basis and will be subject to the sam. or 
similar r.source prot.ctlon and mltlg.tlon 
requlrem.nts as those appll.d to 011 and gas 
I.as.s and rlght.-of-way. 
Locatable Minerals 
Management Objective 
Maintain or .nhanc. opportunltl.s for minerai 
.xploratlon and d.velopm.nt whll. maintaining 
other r.source valu.s(also see Appendix 1). 
Management Actions 
Oth.r than I.nd. wlthdr.wn from mln.r.1 
location. the pl.nnlng are. will be op.n to 
minerai loc.tton, exploration, and development. 
A plan of operation. will be r.qulred for any 
aurhlce-dlaturblng Ictlvltle •• reg.rdl ... of .Iz •• In 
designated ACECllnd In area. cloeed to off-road 
vehlcullr trlvel. 
Salable Minerals 
Management Objective 
Maintain or enhance opportunHle.for minerai 
explorltlon and development while m.lnt.lnlng 
other reeource vllue. (also see Appendix 2). 
BEST coPY AVAILABLE 
Management Actions 
Oth.r th.n ar... that are closed. the BlM-
admlnl.ter.d f.d.ret mln.r.1 •• t.te In the 
planning ar •• will b. open to mlner.1 m.terl.l. 
sal •• and d.velopm.nt subject to approprlat. 
conditional requirements. 
Wheneverpos.lbl •• pref.renc. will be given to 
the .xtractlon of mln.ral mat.rlals from BlM-
admlnlst.red public land .urfac. to .vold us. of 
private lands where the minerai material a .r. 
fed.rally-owned (.plit .stat.) ( see Appendix 3). 
Free ~ .. 0; m~ner81 materials from .plit .... tata 
lands (non.federal surface over federal mlne,al) 
will b. dl.courag.d wh.n.ver po •• lbl. and will 
be allowed only when BlM-admlnlstered public 
land surface slt.1 are not available. 
Minerai material sale areas, free us. are •• , 
community pits, and common us. areas will be 
establlsh.d as n.eded. In accordanc. with other 
rasouree uses and value • . 
Reclamation plans will be required for all 
mineral material extraction site •. Reclamation of 
private land surface (split .stat.) will be 
developed In agre.ment with the prlvat. surface 
owner. 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to visual resource management activities. 
Geologic Hazards 
Management Objective 
Maintain or enhance opportunities for mineral 
.xploratlon and development while maintaining 
other resource valu.s (also see Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
All r.que.ts for a permitt.d activity on public 
land surfac.ln alandslld. or land slump area will 
be evaluat.d to d.t.rmlne If th.r. Is a threat to 
public health or saf.ty (see Map 2 "Generalized 
Geologic Hazards Map- located at the end of the 
"Planning and Management Decisions" section.). A 
"no surface occupancy" stipulation or 
con.tructlon specification. may be requlr.d In 
the .. areas. 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to geologic hazards management activities. 
Geophysical Exploration 
Management Objective 
Provld. opportunity for exptoratlon of minerai 
r •• ourc.s and geologic d.ta whll. protecting 
oth.r reaourc. value. on BlM-.dmlnl.tered 
public land .urfac. (also 888 Appendices 1 and 2). 
Management Actions 
All parts of the planning .re. th.t .re open to 
011 .nd gas 1 ... lng. exploration. .nd 
d.v.lopment will be open to geophy.lcal 
.xploratlon .ubJect to appropriate mitigation 
r.qulrement •. Mitigation m.y Include. but I. not 
limited to ... asonal u .. raatrlctlon •• reII.trtcttonil. 
during w.t or muddy porlod ••• xpto.lve charge 
restriction., and other restriction. wh.,.. 
disturbance in an are. I. determined to be 
und •• lrabl • . 
Explo.lve charg.s will not b. allow.d If 
environmental an.lysl •• how. th.t un.cc.ptable 
adverso Impacts could occur. 
On land. wh.re .urfacHI.turblng actlvltle. 
will be prohlblt.d or on public lands cloeed to off-
road vehicular (ORY) trav.l. ca.u.1 u .. 
geophyolel'l·.xploratlon will b. allowed. (Casual 
use for geophysical exploration is described in 43 CFR 
31S0.0S(b).) 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to geophysical exploration management 
activities. 
Paleontological Resources 
, Management Objective 
Manage BlM-admlnlster.d paleontological 
resources to enhance their Informational, 
educational, scientific, and recreational u •••. 
Management Actions 
Vert.brat. fo.sll. will only be collect.d from 
public lands under a Paleontological Resource. 
Us. P.rmlt Is.ued by the BlM. 
A Pal.ontologlcal Resourc.s Use Permit. 
Is.ued by the BlM.ls r.qulr.d forth. collection of 
note-worthy plant and Invert.brate fos.lIs from 
public I.nd • . 
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Indlvldu.l. m.y collect up to 25 pound. of 
p8trlfl8d wood. plu. one piece. p8r d.y from 
public I.nd .urface. Indlvldu.l. mlY collect • 
tolll of 250 pound. of p8trlfled wood p8r year 
without a p8rmlt. However. thl. materl.1 I. for 
penonol u .. only .nd may not be .old. b.rtered. 
ortr.ded. 
Indlvldu.l. m.y collect common Invertebret. 
fo .. llllnd pt.nt fo •• II. (.uch .. lelYe.) from BLM· 
.dmlnl.t.r8d public I.nd .urflco for p8rson.1 u ... 
Thl. m.terlll may not be u .. d for commercial 
purpoees. 
A, ... n.lit and mitigation of Impacte to 
paleontological re.ourc •• will be required on 
f.derel mln.rel I ..... In accord.nce with BLM 
policy. If .u.pecl8d fo •• 11 melerl.l. are 
uncover8d during construction. the op8r.tor will 
be requlr8d to elop _rk Imm8dlelety .nd conllct 
the BLM ._ offIcor. Actlvltie. will be 
broullhtto • hilt until the .uthorlz8d offlc.r c.n 
_ the .ltuellon .nd .dvl .. whether any 
mlllgettnil me •• ure. ne8d to be undertaken 
before the __ " con continue. If fo •• II. are 
found .nd op8r.tlon. Ire adver.ely affected. a 
.ulp8nslon of Op8reIlon. will be grent8d. 
MItIgetIon m ... ure. for .urf.ce-dl.turblng 
_ llsocillld with the collection 01 fo •• II. 
from thl BL .... dmlnlst.r8d public I.nd .urface 
will be dellrmln8d through. but not limited to. u .. 
01 the Wyoming BLM Mltlg.tlon Guldelln •• 
(Appendix 1). 
Recreation Resources 
Management Decisions 
Management Objective 
Provide outdoor recreellon.1 opportunltie. on 
BL .... dmlnl.t.r8d public land while providing lor 
........ reo protection. vi.ltor .. rvlco • • and the 
h .. lth .nd safety 01 public land vl.ltors (see 
Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
The BLM·admlnl.ter8d public land. In the 
planning ar •• ar. available for recreation u.e., 
.ubJect to appropriate restriction. lor the 
prt'tectlon of other resource value • . 
~l_.. to public reque.t.. Including 
dl.p8rs8d r.creatlon opportunltle. (.uch a. 
hunting. rock· hounding. and .Ight.eelng). 
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Inlormatlon. p8rmlttlng 01 guld. and outfitter 
actlvltle. on public land. limited fI.ld patrol. 01 
publlcl.nd during hunting.eason • • and boundary 
marking of are •• where problems or conflicts 
occur. will be provided. 
Acqul.ltlon 01 land. with public recr.atlon 
potentlll will be pur.ued. (Map 4 -Recreation 
Development Areas Map·). 
AcCIu to BLM·admlnl.ter.d public land 
• urfICIln •• Iect.d ar ... will be provided through 
purcha .. of .ce •••• exchange of us. agreement., 
or exchange 01 land.. ba.ed on a willing 
buyerlwllling .eller philosophy (Map 4). 
A recreation project plan, IIve.tock water 
developm.nt. and wlldille habitat management 
pl.n will be complet.d lor the development olthe 
propo .. d Meadow Draw Re.ervolr Recreation 
Site (T. 45 N .• R. 63 W .• section 8). 
Additional. develop8d recreation .Ite. on 
public land. will be pursued a. need. are 
Identlfl.d. 
Primitive camping .Ite. will be e.tabll.h8d on 
BLM·admlnl.ter8d public land .urface In Crook 
County (T. 56 N .• R. 66 W .• section. 5. 8. and T. 
56 N .• R. 67 W .•• ectlon 1) to provide better 
control of camping US" fire, and trash collection. 
E.llbll.hment 01 additional primitive camping 
.Ite.wlll be pur.ued a. need. are Identified (Map 
4). 
Area. within 0.25 mile 01 d.veloped or 
. amidev.loped recreation site. on public land are 
avoidanc. ar.a. for other d.velopment and 
.urflce-dl.turblng actlvitle. (.uch a. road • • power 
II ..... plp8l1ne • • and well pad.). Thl. requirement 
can be modified by the authorized officer. 
However, the .. are.s are open to development 
actlvltle •• peclfically lor the purpose 01 recr.atlon 
. lte facilitle • . 
Camping will be allow.d In developed 
recreation .lte. or on und.velop8d BLM· 
admlnl.tered public land .urfaco lor a p8rlod 01 
not more than 14 day. within a 28 conaecutlve 
day p8rlod. After this time. the camp must be moved 
to a site at least 5 miles away. 
Culling tree. and firewood lor recreational 
purpo ... I. re.trlct8d to dead and down t ..... 
The BLM will coop8rate with other agencle. 
and private landowner. to explore opportunltle. 
BEST coPy AVAILABLE 
to Interpret a portion 01 the Cheyenne to 
De.dwood Tr.lI. 
Selected tracts 01 BLM·admlnl.tered public 
land .urfaco within T. 43-46 N .• R. 60 W .• will be 
de.lgnated a. the Stateline SRMA to emph .. lz. 
recreatlon·related opportunities (.ee the Sp8cl.1 
Management Area. section. Stat.llne SRMA. lor 
more detail.). BLM·admlnl.t.red land. In the 
remainder 01 the planning area (except lor the 
Whoopup Canyon ACEC) are de.lgnated an 
Exten.lve Recreation Management Area (ERMA) . 
Surface.dl.turblng and dl.ruptlve actlvltle. 
as.oclated with con.tructlng and u.lng road • • 
campgrounds, Interpretive sites, and other 
recreationallacilitle. and activities will be .ubJect 
to appropriate mitigation mea.ures determined 
through. but not limited to. u.e 01 the Wyoming 
BLM Mitigation Guidelines (Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in tnis document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to recreation management activities. 
Off-Highway (or Off-Road) Vehicle 
Management (OHV or ORV) 
Management Objective 
Provide opportunities for OHV use in 
conformance with other resource management 
objectives. (Also see Appendix 2). 
Management Aciions 
Unless otherwise speCified, motorized vehicle 
use (Including over·the·snow vehicle.) on BLM· 
administered public land surface In the planning 
area Is limited to exlsllng roads and trail • . 
Sea.onal re.'rictlons may be applied In crucl.1 
wlldille habitat. (lor example. .age grou.e 
.truttlng grounds/ne.ting area • • fI.h .pawnlng 
beds, crucial big game winter ranges/parturition 
areas) as needed. 
On area. designated a. limited to exls"tIf/ 
roads and trails. the performance of n.c .... ry 
task. requiring off·road u.e of a motorized vehicle 
w ill be allowed. provided re.ource damage do .. 
not occur. An example of a necessary task is 
constructing or repairing authorized range 
improvements. 
Motorized vehicle trav.1 I. prohibited on we' 
.011. and on .lop8. greatar than 25 parcant II 
damage to vegelltlon. soli • • or w.ter quality will 
re.ult. 
Th. BLM·.dmlnl.tar8d public lind. within the 
Whoopup Canyon ACEC are cloaad to both 
motorized and non motorized v.hlcle UH, except 
lor authorlz8d admlnl.trellve purpo ... 
Soil Resources Management 
Decisions 
Management Objective 
Maintain soli cover and productivity and 
provide for Improv.ment In ar.as wh.re .011 
productivity may be below potential on BLM· 
admlnl.tered public land .urfaco. (See Appendix 
2). 
Management Actions 
Protecting and enhancing .011 r.source. on 
public land surface will be accompll.hed through 
.ite.speclfic mitigation 01 Individual .urface· 
disturbing action.. Mitigation m.a.ure., .uch a. 
spedal construction and reclamation technlqu." 
will be required on highly ero.lve or lreglle soli •. 
_ Land u"'1and .urface-dl.turbIQII al:livltle. on 
BLM.admlnl.tered public land surface will be 
de.lgned to promote reduction 01 channel 
ero.lon, where It would result In levere 10 .... of 
riparian habitat. and reduction 01 accelerated 
.urfaco erosion problems or su.ceptlbility. To the 
extent practical, damaged wetland and riparian 
area. will be re.tored. 
Vegetation Resources 
Management Decisions 
Management Objective 
Mllntlln or Improv. the dlver.lty 01 pl.nt 
communltle.to .upportllve.tock grazing. wildlife 
hlbltat. tlm~r production; wo'iershed protection 
vl.ual re.ource. and to r.duce the .pr.ad of 
noxlou. we8d. (also see Appendix 2). 
Malnllin or enhlnca .... ntl.1 .nd Important 
habillt. lor .peclal .t.tu. plant .p8cle. (for 
example. sensitive or threatened and endangered 
plants) on BLM .. dmlnl.tar8d public I.nd .urf.ce 
Ind prevent the need lor any .pecl.1 statu. pt.nt 
.p8cl.. being lI.ted a. threaten8d .nd 
andanger8d Ip8Cla • . 
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Manag.m.nt Actlon.......c;.n.ral 
The vegetation reeource. on BLM-admlnlstered 
public land .urface will be protected and 
enhanced through slt .. speclflc mitigation of 
surface-dlsturblng .ctMlles. 
Surface-dlsturblng and dlaruptlve activities 
a.eoclatad with all type. of vegetation 
management will be subject to appropriate 
mitigation me •• ure., determined through, but not 
limited to, uae of the Wyoming BLM Mitigation 
Guidelines (Appendix 1). 
Manag.m.nt Actions-Noxious W •• ds 
Noxious weeds and other undesirable 
vegetation on BLM-admlnlstered public lands will 
be controlled In cooperation with countie., 
APHIS, and other agencies and affected Intereata, 
conslatent with the Wyoming Reconl of DeciSion 
for the Fln.1 E/S Addressing Vegetation TlNlment 
on BLM unds In the 13 Wastem States (USDI. BLM 
1991a). 
Control of noxlou8 weeds, In priority orde" 
may Include the u .. of species-specific In .. cts, 
livestock grazing, mechanical methods, or 
chemical methods. If herbicides are proposed for 
u .. , tho .. with ",Inlmum toxicity to wildlife and 
fish will be •• Iected. A. appropriate, buff.r zones 
will be prdvlded along streams, rivers, lakes and 
riparian ar ••• , Including riparian areas along 
ephemeral and Intermittent streams. 
Vegetation treatments will avoid bird nesting 
seasons and other times of the year when loss of 
cover or disturbance by equipment will be 
detrimental to wildlife. Projects that may affect 
threatened or endangered plant. or animal. will 
be po.tponed or modified to protect the pre.ence 
of the.e specie.. In such cases, the BLM will 
consult with the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
(FWS) a. required by the Endangered Specie. 
Act. 
Manag.m.nt Actions-Sp.cial Status 
Plant Sp.cles 
Threatened. endangered, and sensitive plant 
specie. surveys and general floristic 
surveys will be conducted on BLM·admlnl.tered 
public land .urface to note locations and to obtain 
recommendations for management. 
Special atatus plant species aurvey. will be 
required before allowing surface-disturbing 
actlvltle. In potential habitat locations. Terms 
and conditional requirements will be developed 
to protect or enhance discovered populations. 
Sensitive species designation for species 
Identified as being presenl or potentially present 
In the planning area will be requested. 
The BLM will work with the FWS to Identify 
sensitive plant species that may be present in the 
planning area. 
Table 2 idenlifies the three species of planls in the 
planning area that have been proposed for special 
status designation. Known populations of these plants 
will be avoided by use authorizations involving surface-
disturbing activities. 
Table 2 
Proposed Special Status Plant Species 
Scientific Nome/Common Name Federal BLM Status "TNC County 
Status Status 
Spiranthes diluvialis Federally Sensitive G2/S1 Niobrara Ules Ladies' Tresses Threatened 
Lesquerella arenosa vaf. argillosa 
------ Sensitive G5T3/S1 Niobrara Sidesaddle Bladderpod 
Parthenium afpinum 
Alpine fever·few ------ "Watch" G3/S3 Niobrara 
• The Nature Conservancy 
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Surface-dllturblng and dl.ruptlve actlvltle. 
a .. oclatad with an types of vegetation 
management will be subject to appropriate 
mitigation mea.ure., determined through, but not 
limited to, use of the Wyoming BLM Mitigation 
Guidelines (Appendix 1). 
See th~ other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to vegetation management activities. 
Visual Resources Management 
Decisions 
Management Objective 
Maintain or improve scenic values, visual 
quality, and establlah visual resource 
management (VRM) priorities in conjunction with 
other resource values. (Also see Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
Visual resources will be managed in 
accordance with objectives for VRM classes that 
have been assigned to the planning area (see 
Glossary). Map 5 "Visual Resource Managemenl 
Map" shows the VRM management areas. 
The VRM requirements apply to activities 
conducted on public lands or to BLM·authorlzed 
mineral exploration and development ac:tivities 
on apllt-estate lands. 
Visual resources will be considered before 
authorizing land uses that may affect them. 
Mitigation to protect visual resources will be 
determined through, but not limited to, use of the 
Wyoming BLM Mitigation Guidelines (Appendix 1) 
and could require that facilities or structures such as 
power lines. oil wells, and storage tanks be screened 
from view, painted. or otherwise designed to blend with 
the surrounding landscape. 
See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to visual resource management activities. 
Watershed And Water Resources 
Management Decisions 
Management Objective 
Maintain or Improve surface and groundwater 
quality con.istent with existing and anticipated 
use. and applicable .tate and federal water 
quality ltandards; provide for the availability of 
water to facilitate authorized uses; and to 
minimize harmful consequences of erosion and 
surface runoff from BLM·admlnlstered public land 
surface. (Also see Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
Waterresources will be protected or enhanced 
through site-specific mitigation of use 
authorizations. 
When authorizing proposals for use of 
herbicide. or pesticide. on BLM-admlnlstered 
public land., those chemicals with minimum 
toxicity to wildlife and fish will be selected. "No 
chemical use" buffer zones, to be delineated on 
a cas .. by..: .. e basis, will be required along 
streams, rivers, lakes and riparian areas, 
including riparian areas along ephemeral and 
intermittent streams. 
Areas within 500 feet of 100-year floodplain., 
wetlands. or perennial streams, are avoidance 
areas for surface--disturbing activities. 
Areaswithi!"l100·yearfloodplains, wetlands, or 
riparian areas are closed to the placement or 
construction of structures (fuel or chemical 
storage tanks, well pads, buildings, or other types 
of structures), where there is potential for 
property, ecological, and general resource 
damage and human health and safety hazards 
from a flooding event. 
land use and surface·disturbing activities on 
BLM-adminlstered public lands will be designed 
to promote reduction of channo' erosion where It 
would result in severe reduction of riparian 
habitat, and to promote reduction of accelerated 
surface erosion In areas having severe erosion 
problems or fragile or erodible solis. To the 
extent practical, damaged wetland or riparian 
areaa on public lands will be restored (Appendix 
1). 
Protecting watershed resources will be 
considered in the analysis of industry and BlM 
initiated projects. Watershed conservation 
practices and State of Wyoming Best Management 
Practlcaswill be applied aa necessary. 
Surface-disturbing and disruptive activities 
associated with watershed management will be 
subject to appropriate mitigation measure. 
determined through, but not limited to, use of the 
Wyoming BLM Mitigation Guidelines (Appendix 1). 
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See the other sections in this document for other 
land and resource usa decisions and guidance that 
may apply 10 watershad management aclivijies. 
Wildlife Habitat Management 
Decisions 
Management Objectives 
• Mllntaln biological diversity of plant and 
animal species. 
Support the Wyoming Game and Fish 
De~rtment (WGFD) strategic plan population 
objective levels to the extent practical and to 
the extent consistent with BlM multiple-use 
management requirements. 
Mllntaln. and where possible Improve. forage 
production and qUllity of rangelands. fisheries. 
and wildlife habitat. 
To the extent possible. provide habitat for 
threatened. endangered, and special status 
animal and plant s~cles on BlM-admlnlstered 
public land surface In compliance with the 
Endlngered S~cles Act (ESA) and approvld 
recovery plans (al.o ... Appendix 2). 
Management Actions 
The BlM will coordinate efforts with other 
federal authorities and with state and local 
authorltllsto Implement safe and effective prairie 
dog control measures on public lands when 
prairie dogs are detennlned to be a threat to 
human heatth and safety or are causing resource 
damage. Resource damage will be documented 
by BlM ~rsonnel when reported by the grazing 
Ie ..... adjacent landowners, or other interest • . 
Damage could include resource damage cccurring on 
private or state lands from prairie dog towns located on 
BlM-administered public lands. Animal damage 
control activities will be subject to established 
procedures and policies as outUned In the 
national and state 'evel memoranda of 
understanding between BlM and APHIS and the 
animal damage control plan for the planning 
area. Human health and safety determination. 
will ·be made by th.. State of Wyoming. 
Departmlnt of Health 0 " by officers of the US 
Center for [;isease Control. 
The size of prairie dog towns on BlM-
administered public lands will not be controlled 
un .... re.ource damage is occurring or human 
health and safoty are threatened as stated above. 
Un.... one of the above situations wore 
occurring. prairie dog control on BlM-
administered public land in the planning area will 
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not be allowed. Prairie dogs and their towns are an 
important component of the prairie ecosystem and are 
valuable in providing habitat and a food source for a 
number of wildl~e species. some of which are species 
of special management concern. 
New prairie dog towns will be allowed to 
become established on public lands. 
No BlM-authorlzod actions will be allowod that 
will disrupt anln.als on Identified crucial winter 
range. generally from November 1 through March 
30. unless approved by the authorized officer ( see 
Map 6. -Deer Critical Winter Range Map-,. 
To protect raptors and .age and sharp-tailed 
grouse during their nesting seasons, disruptive 
activity generally will not be allowed from 
February 1 through July 31 . This limitation does 
not apply to maintenance and operations of 
existing facilities. Modification oflhls limitation In 
any year may be approved In writing by the 
authorized officer. (See Map 7 "Grouse Nesting and 
Raptor Concentration Areas Map.-) 
Timberharvesting on BlM-administered public 
land surface in crucial winter range areas will not 
be allowed unless the timber harvostls designed 
to Improve winter habitat for wildlife species. 
Riparian habitat management guidelines will 
be developed and Implemented In all grazing 
allotments, with priority given to category "I" 
allotments. These guidelines could apply to such 
things as protective fencing, livestock season of use 
deSignations, and project work to enhance and improve 
riparian zones to achieve a healthy and productive 
condition in wetland/riparian areas. and to apply the 
"no net loss of wetlands" policy. 
Fence construction will be required to meet 
cUmlnt BlM fence .landards. 
Fence. on BlM-admlnlstered public land 
surface that cau .. documented wildlife confilcts 
will be removed, reconstructed, or modified, as 
appropriate or necessary, to eliminate or reduce 
the conflict. 
Construction of fences that interfere with 
movements of big game species In crucial big 
game wlntor range will not be allowed on BlM-
administered public land surface. 
Animal damage control activities will b. 
considered on a case-by-case balil. Tho.e 
actlvltl.. will be lubject to e.tabllshed 
procedurel and poliCies as outlined In th. 
national and state lovel memoranda of 
BEST coPY AVAILABLE 
und.rstandlng be_n BlM Ind APHIS Ind the 
anlmll dlmlg. control plln for tho pllnnlng 
Ir... Situltloni where the propoeed Inlmal 
dlmago control actIvItIn (III or opecIfIc _I) 
.re not com~tlble with BlM pllnnlng Ind 
m.nlgement objectlvel or with prncrIpIIonl for 
other resource actlvltle. Ind u ... the APHIS/WS 
will be requelted to am.nd th. propoeed Inlmll 
d.mlge control Ictlvltl •• Iccordlngly. Human 
hoalth and safety detennlnltlon. will be med. by 
the State of Wyoming. De~rtment of H.llth or by 
office .. of the US Centor for 01 ..... Control. 
The BlM will work In coo~rlllon with the 
WGFD to provide adequate habltlt for wildlife 
population objectives In the It.t.·1 Ipproved 
strategic plan for wildlife populatlonl. 
Surface-dl.turblng and dl.ruptlv. actlvltle. 
aSloclatedwlth wildlife habitat managem.nt will 
be subject to appropriate mitigation m.l.ure •• 
detennlned through. but not limited to. u .. of tho 
Wyoming BlM Mitigation Guideline. (Appendix 1). 
See the other sections in this document ft'f' other 
land and resource use decisions and guidance that 
may apply to wildlife habitat management activities. 
Planning And Management 
Decisions For Special 
Management Areas 
Unless otherwise stated, the management action 
decisions for the general Newcastle RMP planning 
area will apply. 
Stateline Special Recreation 
Manag.-.ment Area 
Management ObjectiVE: 
Ensure continued public use and enjoyment of 
recreation activities, while protecting and 
enhancing natural and cultural values; Improving 
opportunities for high quality outdoor recreation; 
and, improving visitor services related to safety, 
Information, Interpretation, and fa,Hlty 
development and maintenance. 
Management Actions 
Selected tracts of BlM-adminlstered public 
land surface In T. 43-46 N .• R. 60 W. are 
designated th. "State lin. Special Recreation 
Management Area" (SRMA) due to their high 
potential for recreational activities (Map 4). The 
following additional maOl!l8fT*1l actions wijl be 
implemented in the SRMA: 
_ Recrelltlonll trail. In the SRM wfll be 
developed on BlM-edmlnllltenod public lInd 
surfKe for use by h ....... 1Idara. and mountain 
bike riders. The trails oould also be nature _ 
trails 0; usad by schools. voIksmal'CMs. and 
c:ompeIitive and I'iOI ocornpetitiYa events for --.g. 
horseback riding. mountain bike events. and cross-
oountry skiing. 
Whoopup Canyon Area of Critical 
Environmental Concern 
Management Objective 
Protact Ind ItUdy rock Irt In the Whoopup 
Clnyon Ire.; explnd public education Ind 
Interpretation In the arel; protact cultural 
resource value. from degr1lcllltlon; Ind provide 
for wildlife Ind scenic vllue.. Ind Nltlve 
AmerIcan concern • . 
Management Actions 
The Whoopup Clnyon ACEC lrell. ex~nded 
to 1.439.39 acres (BlM-admlnl.tered public land 
surface only). The legal description for the ACEC is: 
6th Principal Meridian 
T. 43 N .. R. 60 W. 
sec 5: Wl/2SWl/4 
sec 6: SEl/4NWl/4 
sec 7: Lot 4. SE1I4SW1/4 
sec 8: Wl/25W1I4 
T. 44 N .. R. 60 W. 
sec 19: SEl/4SW1I4. 5112SE1/4 
sec 20: Sl/2SW1/4 
sec 29: NW1/4NW1I4. SWl /4SEl/4 
sec 30: Lots 3 and 4. Nl/2NE1I4. 
NEl/4NWl/4. SEl/45El /4 
sec 31 : lots 1 through 4 inclusive. 
NE1I4. El/2NWl/4 . E1I2SWl/4 
sec 32: NEl /4NEl/4. Sl /2NW1 /4 
sec 33: NWl/4NW1/4 
TOTAL ACRES 
Acres 
80.00 
40.00 
80.19 
80.00 
120.00 
80.00 
80.00 
239.80 
479.40 
120.00 
40.00 
1,439.39 
Site-specific management activities within the 
ACEC will be developed through further activity or 
Implementation planning that will Incorporate the 
following actions. 
-The public lands within the ACEC are cloeed to: 
public access and unsupervised general 
public use; 
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--- ..... orbIngecllvlllea, 1nc:IuoIna ..... 
of • .., KIIon.. The onir exception to 1111. 
will'" "'- ~rbIng KtII;ItIn 
~ for IIIMtIntI .... ......h. 
acIuaIIon. ~ ..... ~
...........-t obfedIfta forlhe_; 
...-..--. ..... ; 
mI .... 1ocetIon ,. __ from ataklng 
of mining cIaIma and mining ultder .... 
IIlning ~ will ... puraued); 
motorized or nonrnotorlzed mechanical 
tr.naport. Exception. for ph""ly hand .. 
capped perwn. will ... expIofM on • _ 
."...... INI.I •• nd may .... 11owed wIIere 
~• ..,. .nd practical. Vahle .. u .. for 
admIn_ purpoaaawlll .... 11owecI on. 
~c-.""; 
.... u .. of .xpIoa/vM or bIatIng; 
_ of fino _ chemlcal8 or 1110 .. 
rNnIanta containing dyes to pmtenI 
....... .thda to .... petroglyph. and to 
~ .... Integrity of aodocultu ........... ; 
geop/Iy.lcal .xpior8tIon activity; .nd 
comm.rcl.1 Ilm ... r h.rv •• ,lnll .nd 
IIarveatIng of _ fornt procIucta. 
The public I.nd. wIIIIln the ACEC ... open 
to con.lderatlon for mlner.1 .... Inll wllh • 
no aurface occupancy atlpulation (see 
Glossary) . 
The public I.nd. within tha ACEC will INI 
m.n.lI.d conal_ willi .... C .... II vi_I 
.. .ouree .... nagemenl (YRII) cl ... _on. 
The requlr."",nl. ldenllfled .bov. for no 
aurface occupancy atlpulatlon. on federal 011 
alii pe or_ federal minerai ....... will 
... applied. .. .pproprIate. to .pliI ... tat. 
....... ,prIv .. aurface _ federal minerai.). 
Intermingled _II or adJ ... nl 10 Ihli 
publle ....... In .... ACEC. In .. latIon :0 
f.d.r.1 mln.r.1 ."plor.tlon .nd 
_......- KtII;ItIn only. TheN Include 
aurfam.dlaluftling __ • .... u.. of 
."pIoaIve. or bl .. llnll. lI.ophy.lc.1 
.xpIoratIon. ml".,.1 m.,.rI.1 •• 1... .nd 
minerai 1000000n. 
~ llrazlng objectlve. will ... 
ev.lu.,ad .nd • •• n ........ modlfl.d 10 ... 
COII-'-'t with Ih ..... n.gem.nl obJ.ctlve. 
forthl ...... 
Leg.1 ....... ICrOII privata lend. for 
_In_ .nd m.n.II."",nl purpo ••• 
will ... PUrluad . 
VlaItItIon 10 .nd u.. of Ih. .r.. will be 
IImllad 10 (I) ..... rch under • cullural 
rnou.... .. ... rch parmll; (2) Iradlllon.1 
"'Iglou. u .. by Native AmerIcan.; .nd. (3) 
aupervl_'ourlll" _ by BLII peraonnel. 
AcIIw ..... rch .nd p,. .. rv.,lon .cllvill •• 
will ... conductad. To Ih •• xt.nl po •• lbl •• 
petroglyph' •• rtIIoc:t ••• nd cullural depo. ll. 
will ... pre .. rvad .nd prolectad from 
... ,h.rlnll .nd v.nd.lI.m. 
A I.nd ."ch.nll. will be purau.d 10 Icqulr • 
prlv.'. I.nd.ln Ih •• r •• del.rmlned 10 hive 
slgnlflcant cultural resource v.'ues. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Active preference: The currently authorized livestocl< 
grazjng use on public lands in an allotment, 
measured in animal unit months (AUMs) of forage. 
Attolmenl: An area of land designated and managed 
for livestock grazing. An allotment may include 
intermingled private, state. public, and other 
federally administered lands that are administered 
for grazing. The number of livestocl< and period of 
use are stipulated for ea. allotment. An allotment 
may consist of several pastures or may be only one 
pasture. 
Attolmenl calegorlzatlon: The grouping of livestock 
allotments into the categories "M" (maintain current 
condition). "'" (improve current condition). or "e" 
(manage custodially while protecting existing 
resource values). The criteria that determine the 
allotment categorization are described in Appendix 
G in the first draft document. 
Animal unil monlh (AUM): The amount of forage 
needed to sustain one cow and calf pair. five sheep. 
or one horse for one month. 
Authorized Officer: Any employee of the Bureau of 
land Management to whom has been delegated the 
authori~y to make final, binding decision or take 
specific action. or both, as an official representing 
the United States Government. Such authority has 
legal base in statute or regulation. 
Avoidance area: An area designated to be avoided 
due to some resource value that may become 
damaged or detracted from if development activities 
were allOWed. Examples of an avoidance area may 
be a recreation si leor known cultural site. An area 
may also be an avoidance area if some hazard 
exists such as a landslide area. The area may not 
be totally unavailable but should be avoided if 
possible. 
Biological diversity: Biological diversity is the variety 
of life and its processes. Although vastly complex, 
it includes some measurable distinctions like 
genetic differences within and among species. 
species variations, assor.iations of species with 
each other and their environment, and the patterns 
and linkages of these biological communities 
across geographical areas (Keystone Center 1991). 
Inventay. monitoring . research . data 
management. and infonnation sharing are needed 
for understanding the elements of biological diversity 
that exists in the Newcastle planning area. 
Thonl is a need to identify biologically diverse 
areas and oonserve their richness of plan and 
animal species. The Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act mandates inventory of the public 
lands and the use of inventories in management. 
According to the Keystone Center, BlM's multiple-
use management of public lands promotes 
biological diversity because, under this 
management, a variety of ecological stages of 
habitat are developed and maintained, each with its 
particular plant and animal communities. Also, th,,, 
variety of landscapes and habitat types making up 
the public lands provides naturally for biological 
diversity. 
The BlM policy requi;es that habitals be 
managed with emphasiS on biological communities 
and natural systems to ensure self-sustaining 
populations and an abundance and diversity of 
wildlife. fish , and plant resources on the public 
lands; and that rare, vulnerable, and representative 
habitats. plant and animal communities, and natural 
systems be conserved. The Newcastle RMP EIS 
considered the effects of the altematives on 
biological diversity by using the evaluation of habitat 
as a starting point. 
Crucial winter range : Winter habitat on which a 
wildlife species depends for survival. Because of 
severe weather conditions or other limiting factors. 
no altemative habitat would be available. 
Diversity: The relative abundance of wildlife spades, 
plant species. plant communities, and habitats in 
an area. 
Ecosystems and Ecosystem Management: An 
ecosystem is an intricate group of organisms within 
their environmental communities. working as an 
ecological unit or natural system. Plants and 
animals, including humans, are a part of this 
dynamic process of living and nonliving interaction. 
The BlM's mission is to efficiently manage these 
ecosystems. 
Ecosystem management is a process that 
considers the total environment. It requires the 
skillful use of ecological, economic. social . and 
managerial principles in managing ecosystems to 
produce. restore, or sustain ecosystem integrity 
and desired conditions. uses. products. values, and 
services over the long term. Management of 
indi'-Adual components of ecological systems for 
immediate needs is tempered or expanded to 
responsible management centered on long-term 
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goals and objectives targeted to the entire 
ecotogical system. The principles of ecosystem 
management, used in BlM's day-to-day 
management of the public lands and resources, 
include recognition that paopIe and their social and 
economic needs are an integral part of ecological 
systems. it is consistent with the BlM's mission 
and dinaction under the FlPMA and ~ is supported 
by other laws guiding the BlM's mission. 
Effective ecosystem managemenl will be 
incorporated into implementation olthe Grass Creek 
RMP, into s~e-specific implementation plans, and 
into daily management decisions. 
Forlgl: All browse and herbaceous foods tnot are 
available to grazing animals. 
Full auppresalon: A strategy for extinguishing fir" 
that requires immediate and continuous aggressive 
attack in the most cost..effective manner, with the 
least amount Of. property damage or resources lost. 
Full suppression may include control, containment, 
or confinement of a wildfire to meet land 
management objectives. 
Interdisciplinary: Characterized by participation or 
cooperation among two or more disciplines or fields 
of study. 
Monitoring: The orderly collection, analysis, and 
interpretation of resource data to evaluate progress 
toward meeting resource management objectives. 
No surflce occupancy (NSO): This tenn is used to 
define a no surface occupancy area where no 
surface-disturbing activities of any nature or for any 
purpose would be allowed. For example, 
construction or the pennanent or lang·term 
placement of structures or other facilities for any 
purpose would be prohibited in an NSO area. It is 
also used as a stipulation or mitigation requirement 
for controlling or prohibiting selected land uses or 
activities that would conflict with other activities, 
uses, or values in a given area. When used in this 
way, the NSO stipulation or mitigation requirement 
is applied to prohibit one or more specific types of 
land and resource development activities or surface 
uses in an area, while other~rhaps even 
similar- types of activities or uses (for other 
purposes) would be allowed. For example, 
protecting important rock art relics from destruction 
may require closing the area to the staking of 
mining claims and surface mining. off-road vehicle 
travel, construction or long-tenn placement of 
structures or pipelines. power lines. general purpose 
roads, and livestock grazing. Conversely, the 
construction of fences to protect rock art from 
vandalism or from trampling or breakage by 
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livestock, an access road or trail, and other visjtor 
facilities to provide interpretation and opportun~ for 
public enjoyment of the rock art would be allowed. 
Further, if there were potential and interest for 
leasing and development of leasable minerals in the 
area, leases for gas and oil, coal, and so forth , 
could be issued with a -no surface occupancy" 
stipulation or mitigation requirement for the rock art 
site. which would still allow access to the leasable 
minerals from adjacent lands and underground. 
The term "no surface occupancy" has no 
relationship or relevance to the presence of people 
in an area. 
Nonmotorlzed mechanical transport: Any device 
for moving people ')f' material in or over land. 
water. snow or air that has moving parts, and that 
is powered by a living or nonliving power source. 
This includes. but is not limited to. sailboats. 
hang gliders. parachutes. bicycles, game carriers. 
carts and wagons. The term does not indude 
wheelchairs when used as necessary medical 
appliances. nor does it include skis, snowshoes. 
nonmotorized river craft. sleds. travols . or similar 
primitive devices without moving parts. 
Off-road vehicle (ORV)/off-hlghway vehiCle (OHV) 
- these terms are synonymous : Any motorized 
vehicle capable of. or deSignated for. travel on or 
immediately over land. water. or other natural 
terrain . excluding: (1) any nonamphibious 
registered motorboat; (2) any military, fire , 
emergency. or law enforcement vehicle while 
being used for emergency purposes; (3) any 
vehicle whose use is expressly authorized by the 
authorized officer. or otherwise offiCially approved; 
(4) vehicles in official use; and, (5) any combat or 
combat support vehicle when used in times of 
national defense emergencies (43 CFR 8340.0-5). 
Off-road vehlcle/Off-hlghway (ORV/OHV) 
management designations: Designations apply 
to all off-road vehicles regardless of the purposes 
for which they are being used. Emergency 
vehicles are exduded. The CRV designation 
definitions have been developed in cooperation 
with representatives from the US Forest Service. 
US Parl< Serv;ce, and BlM state and district 
personnel. BlM recognizes the differences 
between off-road vehtcles and over-the-snow 
vehicles in tenns of use and impact. Therefore, 
travel by over-the-snow vehicles will be pennilled 
off existing routes and in all open or limited areas 
(unless otherwise specifically limited or closed to 
over-the-snow vehides) ~ they are operated in a 
responsible manner without damaging the 
vegetation or hanning wildl~e . 
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CIoaed_ Vehide travel is prohibited in the area. 
Access by means other than motorized vehicle 
is penmilled. 
Open_ Vehide travel is penmilled in the area (both 
on and off roeds) W tha vehide is operated 
responsibly in a manner not causing. or unlikely 
to cause, significant undue damage to or 
disturbance of the soil, wildlife, wildlWe habitat. 
improvements, cultural , or V81jetative rasoun:es 
or other authorized uses of the public lands. 
limited 
•. Vehicle travel is permitted only on existing 
roads and vehicles routes whtch were in 
existence prior to the date of designatton in 
the Federal Register. Vehicle travel off of 
existing vehicle routes is permitted only to 
accomplish necessary tasks and only if such 
travel does not result in resource damage. 
Random travel from existing vehide routes is 
not allowed. CreaUon of new routes or 
extensions andlor widening of existing routes 
is not allowed without prior written agency 
approval. 
b . Vehicle travel is permitted only on roads and 
vehicles routes deSignated by BlM. In areas 
where final designation has not been completed, 
vehicle travti! is limited to existing roads and 
'.ehicle routes as described above. Designations 
are posted as follows: 
1. Vehicle route is open to vehicular travel. 
2. Vehicle route is closed to vehicular travel. 
c. Vehicle travel is limited by number or type of 
vehicle . Designations are posted as follows : 
1. Vehicle route is limited to four-wheel drive 
vehicles only. 
2 . Vehicle route is limited to motorbikes only. 
3. Area is closed to over-the-snow vehicles. 
d. Vehicle travel is limited to licensed or 
permitted use. 
e . Vehicle travel is limited to time or season of 
use . Posted: 
"Seasonal closure to all motor 
vehlcles(the approximately dates of 
closure are indicatedJ·" 
f. Where specialized restrictions are necessary 
to meet resource management objectives. other 
limitations also may be developed. Posted: 
"Recreational ORV play area" 
Pre.,ribed fire : The skillful application of fire (by 
planned or unplanned ignition) to wildland fuels in 
either their natural or modified state under specified 
conditions to allow the fire to bum in a 
predetermined area while producing the fire behaoor 
required to acIMw certain manegenwII~. 
~ of .... ~ deWIoollllon (PSO): The 
process incorporated in the Clean Nr Act which 
ptaces emi.-.sion limitations on specified MW or 
modified sources. PSD regulations ..... intended to 
limit deterioration of air qU8l~ that is currentty 
cleaner than national ambient air quality .tandIIda. 
Public I.nd: Any land or in_ in lands owned by 
the Un~ed States and administensd by the 
Secretary of the Interior through the _ at Land 
Management, except lands located on the outer 
Continer.;al Shelf and lands held for the benefit of 
Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos (43 CFR 1601 .0-5). 
The term -public lands- as used in this document. 
refers to all BlM-administered public land surface 
and/or federal mineral estate under the jurisdiction 
of the Newcastle Field 0fIice. 
Public u .. : This category is apptied to any cuKural 
property found to be appropriate for consideration as 
an interpretive exhibit in place. a subject of 
supervised participation in scientific or historical 
study. or related educational and recreational uses 
by members of the general public. 
Range condition : The existing state of range 
vegetation in an area described in comparison to the 
climax (natural potential) plant community for that 
area. It is an expression of the relative degree to 
which the kinds. proportions. and amounts of plants 
in a plant community resemble that of the climax 
plant community . Range condition is rated as: 
potential natural-more than 75 percent of the 
vegetation is in a climax state: later sera~51 
percent to 75 percent of the vegetation is climax: 
mid sera~26 percent to 50 percent is climax; and. 
early seral---less than 26 percent of the vegetation 
is cl imax. 
Range improvement: Any activity or program on or 
relating to rangelands designed to improve 
production of forage. change vegetation 
composition. control patterns of use. provide water. 
stabilized soil and water conditions. or provide 
habitat for livestock or wildlife. Range improvement 
projects may be fences. reservoirs. brush control . or 
spring and well developments. 
Riparian habitat: Common usage refers to the green 
zones along the banks of streams and ponds and 
such wetlands as springs or wet meadows. Other 
usage defines it as any area characterized by 
vegetation dependent on more water than is 
available to normal upland vegetation. The BlM's 
usage is "an area of land directly influenced by 
permanent water. It has visible vegetation or 
physical characteristics reflective of permanent 
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_1ntIuence. ~ and -..benI<s are 
typIceI rtparien _ . Exduded are such sitas as 
~ --.. Q( _ Ih8t do not .xhibit 
the ~ 01 vege\IItion dependent on """ water 
in the ..... " See aloo Wetlands Jurisdictional 
Wetlands." 
---. of ... : The part at the year in which Iivastod< 
grazing is authorized on a givan range area. as 
specified In the grazing _ . 
~ DI8Iu_ (or aurfllce.cllllurOlng 
ectIvItiee,: The physical disturbance and 
"""""'*" Q( removal of the land surface and 
vegetation. H ranges from the v8fY minimal to the 
maximum types of surface disturbance associated 
with such things Btl oII-mad vehicle travel Q( use 01 
mechanized. rubberized. Q( tracked equipment and 
vehicles: SC<n8 timber cutting and Ic<&st silvicuhural 
practices: excavation and development activities 
associated with use of heave equipment lor road. 
pipeline. power line and other types 01 construction: 
blasting: strip. pH and underground mining and 
related activities. including ancillary lacility 
construction: gas and oil well drilling and field 
construction 01 development and related activities: 
range improvement project construction; and 
recreation site construdton. 
MHigation 01 surface.disturbing activities centers 
around surface reclamation and the control and 
prohibftion of surface uses. Mitigation IS associated 
with concerns for such things as movement of 
disturbed or denuded soil (by water. air. or gravity,: 
erosion. water quality (sedimentation, salinity 
pollution,: wildlile habilat (vegelative and special. 
aquatic or terrestrial); vegetative composition, cover 
01 productive capacity (qu~lity. quantity) lor 
consumptive and nonconsumptive uses (grazing, 
scenic values. watershed stability); surface and 
subsurface cuttural and paleontological values; and 
other subsurface values (cave or karst systems. 
aquWers). 
Trend: The direction 01 change in Ihe condition 01 
heahh 01 the range. usually gauged in relation to its 
natural potential and determined by observation over a 
period 01 time. 
VI.usl reaource management (VRIII): The planning. 
design. and implementation 01 management 
obj"clives lor mainlaining scenic values and visual 
qua Iii). The system is based on research that has 
prodUCllC ways 01 asseSSing aesthetic qualities 01 
the Ia~scape in objective terms. After inventory 
Ilnd """ ....... tion. lands are given relative visual ratings 
(manegamant ctesses). which determine the 
amount 01 modification allowed to the basic 
elements 01 the landscape. Following are the live 
classes. 
VRIII C .... I: This dass applies 10 areas where 
the objective is to maintain a landscape 
setting that appears unahered by man. 
VRIII CI ... II: This class applies to areas 
where the objective is to design proposed 
alterations so as to retain the existing 
character 01 the landscape. 
VRIII Cia .. III: This class applies to areas 
where the objective is to design proposed 
alterations so as to partially retain the 
exis~ng character 01 Ihe landscape. 
vr,dl Cia.. IV: This class applies to areas 
where the objective is to provide lor 
management activities which require major 
modification of the existing character of the 
landscape. 
VRIII CI ••• V: This class applies to areas 
where the natural character has been 
drastically altered, and the area requires 
rehabilitation to upgrade it to one 01 the above 
classifications. 
Wetland: Defined by Ihe U.S. Fish and Wildlile 
Service as "areas inundated tJr saturated by surface 
or ground water at a frequency and duration 
sufficient to support and which. under normal 
circumstances do support a prevalence of 
vege"tion typically adapted lor lile in salurated soil 
conditions," The BlM's usage is virtually 
synonymous with ripariar. area, but included 
associated waters such as ponds or streams, and 
all other wet areas such as springs, wet meadows, 
bogs. swamps. and sloughs. 
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Appendix 1 
WYOMING BlM MITIGATION GUIDELINES FOR 
SURFACE-DISTURBING AND DISR.UPTIVE ACTIVITIES 
INTRODUCTION 
These guidelines are primarily lor the purpose 01 
attaining statewide conSistency in how requirements 
are delermined for avoiding and m~iga~ng 
environmental impacts and resource and land use 
conflicts. Consistency in this sense does not mean 
that identical requirements would be applied lor all 
similar types of land use activities that may cause 
similar types 01 impacts. Nor does it mean Ihat the 
requirements or guidelines for a single land use 
activity would be identical in all areas. 
There are two ways the mitigation guidelines are 
used in the RMP EIS process: (1) as part of the 
planning criteria in developing the RMP alternatives, 
and (2) in the analytical processes 01 both developing 
the alternatives and analyzing the impacts of the 
altematives. In the first case, an assumption is made 
that anyone or more of the mitigations will be 
appropriately included as conditions of relevant 
actions being proposed or considered in each 
alternative. In the second case, the mitigations are 
used (1) to develop a baseline lor measuring an~ 
comparing impacts among the alternatives: (2) to 
identify other actions and alternatives Ihat should be 
considered. and (3) to help determine whether more 
stringent or less stringent mitigations should be 
considered. 
The EIS for Ihe RMP does not decide or dictate 
the exact wording or inclusion of these guidelines. 
Rather. the guidelines are used in the RMP EIS 
process as a tool 10 help develop the RMP 
alternatives and to provide a baseline for comparative 
impact analysis in arriving at RMP decisions. These 
guidelines will be used in the same manner in 
analyzing activity plans and other Site-specific 
proposals. These guidelines and their wording are 
matters of policy. As such, specific wording is 
subject to change primarily through administrative 
review. not through the RMP EIS process. Any 
further changes that may be made in the continuing 
refinement of these guidelines and any development 
of program-specific standard stipulations will be 
handled in another lorum. including appropriate public 
involvement and input. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose 01 the "Wyoming BlM Mitigation 
Guidelines" are (1) to reserve. lor the BlM. the right 
to modWy the operations 01 all surface and other 
human presence disturbance activities as part of the 
statutory requirements lor environmanlal protection. 
and (2) to inlorm a potential lessee. permittee. or 
operator 01 the requirements that must be met when 
using BlM-administered public lands. These 
guidelines have been writtan in a format that will allow 
lor (1) their direct use as s~pulations. and (2) the 
addition 01 specific or specialized mHigation lollowing 
the submission 01 a detailed plan 01 development or 
other project proposal, and an environmental 
analysis. 
Those resource activities or programs currently 
without a standardized set of permit or operation 
stipulations can use the mitigation guidelines as 
stipulations or as conditions of approval, or as a 
baseline for developing specifiC stipulations for a 
given activity or program. 
Because use of the mitigation guidelines was 
integrated into the RMP EIS process and will be 
integrated into the Site-specific environmental 
analysis process, the application of stipulations or 
mitigation requirements derived through the guidelines 
will provide more conSistency with planning decisions 
and plan implementation than has occurred in the 
past. Application 01 the mitigation guidelines to all 
surface and other human presence disturbance 
activities concerning BLM-administered public lands 
and resources will provide more uniformity in 
mitigation than has occurred in the past. 
MITIGATION GUIDELINES 
1. Surface Disturbance 
Mitigation Guideline 
Surface disturbance will be prohibited in any olthe 
following areas or conditions. Exception, waiver, or 
modification 01 this limitation may be approved in 
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writing, including documented supporting analysis, by 
the authorized officer. 
a. Slopes in excess of 25 percent. 
b. Within important scenic areas (Class I and II 
Visual Resource Management Areas). 
c. Within 500 feet of surface water andlor riparian 
areas. 
d. Within either onlHluarter mila or the visual horizon 
(whichever is closer) of historic trails. 
e. Construction with frozen material or during periods 
when the soil material is salurated or when 
watershed damage is likely to occur. 
Guidance 
The intent of Ihe SURFACE DISTURBANCE 
MmGATION GUIDELINE is to inform inlerested 
parties (polential lessees, permittees. or operators) 
that when one or more of the five (1a through 1e) 
conditions exist, surfac£K1isturbing activities will be 
prohibited unless or until a permittee or his 
designated representative and the surface 
management agency (SMA) arrive al an acceplable 
plan for mitigation of anticipaled impacts. This 
negotiation will occur prior to development. 
Specific criteria (e.g .. 500 feel from ,·,.ter) have 
been established based upon the best information 
available. However. such items as geographical 
areas and seasons must be delineated at the field 
level. 
Exception, waiver, or modffication of requirements 
developed from this guideline must be based upon 
environmental analysis of proposals (e.g .. activity 
plans. plans of development. plans of operalion. 
• pplications for permit to drill) and. if necessary. must 
allow for other mitigation to be applied on a 
site·specific basis. 
2. Wildlife Mitigation Guideline 
a. To protect important big game winter habilat. 
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activities or surface use will not be allowed from 
November 15 through April 30 within certain areas 
encompassed by the authorization. The same 
cmeria appty to defined big game birthing areas 
trom May 1 through June 30. 
Application of Ihis limitation to operation and 
maintenance of a developed project must be 
based on environmental analysis of the operational 
or production aspects. 
Exception, waiver, or modification of this 
limilation in any year may be approved in writing, 
including documented supporting analysis, by the 
authorized officer. 
b. To protect important raptor and/or sage and 
sharp-tailed grouse nesting habitat, activities or 
surface use will not be allowed from February 1 
through July 31 within certain areas encompassed 
by the authorization. The same criteria apply to 
defined raptor and game bird winter concentration 
areas from November 15 tIlrough April 30. 
Application of this limitation to operation and 
maintenance of a developed project must be 
based on environmental analysis of the operational 
or production aspects. 
Exception, waiver. or modification of this 
limitation in any year may be approved in writing, 
including documented supporting analysis. by the 
authorized officer. 
c. No activities or surface use will be allowed on 
that portion of the authorization area identified 
within (legal description) for the purpose of 
protecting (e.g .• sage/sharp-tailed grouse breeding 
grounds, and/or other species/activities) habitat. 
Excepti,1n, waiver, or modification of this 
limitation in any year may be approved in writing, 
including documented supporting analysis. by the 
authorized officer. 
d. Portions of the authorized use area legally 
described as (legal description). are known or 
suspected to be essential habitat for (name) which 
is a threatened or er,dangered species. Prior to 
conducting any onsite activities , the 
lessee/permittee wiil be required to conduct 
inventories or stujies in accordance with BLM and 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service guidelines to verify 
the presence or absence of this species. In tho 
event that (name) occurrence is identified, the 
lessee/permittee will be required to modify 
operational plans to include the protection 
requirements of this species and its habitat (e.g., 
seasonal use restrictions, occupancy limitations, 
facility design modifications). 
Guidance 
The WilDLIFE MITIGATION GUIDELINE is 
intended to provide two basic types of protection: 
seasonal restriction (2a and 2b) and prohibition of 
activities or surface use (2c). Item 2d is speCific to 
situations involving threatened or endangered 
species. legal descriptions will ultimately be 
required and should be measurable and legally 
definable. There are no minimum subdivision 
requirements at tills time. The area delineated can 
and should be defined as necessary. based upon 
current biological dala, prior to the time of processing 
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an application and Issuing the usa authorization. The 
legal description must eventually become a pert of 
the condition for approval of the permit. plan of 
development, andlor other use authorization. 
The seasonal restriction sec1ion identifies three 
example groups of species and delineates three 
similar time frame restrictions. The big game species 
bighorn sheep. all require protection of crucial winter 
range between November 15 and April 30. Elk and 
bighorn sheep also require protection from 
disturbance from May 1 through June 30, when they 
typically occupy distinct calving and lambing areas. 
Raptors include eagles. accipiters. falcons (peregrine. 
prairie, and me~in). buteos (ferruginous and 
Swainson's hawks). osprey, and bunrowing owts. The 
raptors and sage and sharp-tailed grouse require 
nesting protection between February 1 and July 31 . 
The same birds often require protection from 
disturbance from November 15 tIlrough April 30 while 
they occupy winter concentration areas. 
Item 2c, the prohibition of activity or surface use, 
is intended for protection of specific wildlife habitat 
areas or values within the use area that cannot be 
protected by using seasonal restrictions. These 
areas or values must be factors that limit life-cycle 
activities (e.g., sage grouse strutting grounds, known 
threatened and endangered species habilat). 
Exception, waiver, or modification of requirements 
developed from this guideline must be based upon 
environmental analysis of proposals (e.g., activity 
plans, plans of development, plans of operation, 
applications for permit to drill) and, if necessary, must 
allow for other mitigation to be applied on a 
site-specific basis. 
3. Cultural Resource Mitigation 
Guideline 
When a proposed discretionary land use has 
potential for affecting the characteristics which qualify 
a cultural property for the National Register of Historic 
Places (National Register). mitigation will be 
considered. In accordance with Section 106 of the 
Historic Preservation Act. procedures speCified in 36 
CFR 800 will be used in consultation with the 
Wyoming State Historic Preservation Officer and the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in arriving 
at detenninations regarding the need and type of 
mitigation to be required. 
Guidance 
The preferred strategy for treating potential adverse 
effects on cultural properties is "avoidance." If 
avoidance involves project retocaIion. the new project 
area may also require cuttural ......,...-ce inYMIDry. H 
avoidance is imprudent or unfeasible. appropriate 
m~igaIion may inctude excavation (data recovery). 
stabilization. monitoring. protection barriers and 
signs, or _ physical and edministrative measures. 
Reports documenting results of cu~ural resource 
inventory. evaluation. and the establishment of 
mitigation a~ematives (W necessary) shell be written 
according teo Slandards conlained in BlM Manuals. 
the cu~ural resource perm~ stipulations. and in other 
policy issued by the BlM. These reports must 
provide sufficient information for Section 106 
consultation. Reports shall be reviewed for adequacy 
by the appropriate BlM cu~ural resource specialist. 
H cultural properties on. or eligible for. the National 
Register are located within these areas of potential 
impact and cannot be avoided. the authorized officer 
shall begin the Section 106 consultation process in 
accordance witll the procedures conlained in 36 CFR 
800. 
Mitigation mea<iures shall be implemented 
according to the mitigation plan approved by the BlM 
authorized officer. Such plans are usually prepared 
by the land use applicant according to BlM 
speCifications. Mittgation plans will be reviewed as 
part of Section 106 consullation for National Register 
eligible or listed properties. The extent and nature of 
recommended mitigation shall be commensurate with 
the significance of the cultural resource involved and 
the anticipated extent of damage. Reasonable costs 
for mitigation will be borne by the land use applicant. 
Mitigation must be cost effective and realistic. It 
must consider ;>roject requirements and limitations, 
input from concemed parties. and be BlM approved 
or BlM formulated . 
Mitigation of paleontological and natural history 
sites will be treated on a case-by-case basis. 
Factors such as site significance, economics, safety. 
and project urgency must be taken into account wt.en 
making a decision to mitigate. Authority to protect 
(through mitigation) such values is provided for in 
FlPMA. Section 102(a)(8). When avoidance is not 
possible, appropriate mitigation may include 
excavation (data recovery), stabilization, monitoring, 
protection barriers and signs, or other physical and 
administrative protection measures. 
4. Special Resource Mitigation 
Guideline 
To protect (resource value), activities or surface 
use will not be allowed (i.e .. within a specific distance 
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cA the resource value or between date to date) in 
(legal description). 
Application of this limitation to operation and 
maintenance of a developed project must be based 
on environmental analysis of the operational or 
production aspects. 
Exception, waiver, or modification of this limitation 
in any year may be approved in writing, including 
documented supporting analysis. by the authorized 
officer. 
Example Resource Categories (select or identify 
category and specific resource value): 
a. Recreation areas. 
b. Special natural history or paleontological features. 
c. Special management areas, 
d. Sections of major rivers. 
e. Prior existing rights-of-way. 
f. Occupied dwellings. 
g. Other (specify). 
Guidance 
The SPECiAl RESOURCE MITIGATION 
GUIDELINE is intended for use only in site-specific 
situations where one of the first three general 
mitigation guidelines will not adequately address the 
concem. The resource value. location, and specific 
restrictions must be clearty identified. A detailed plan 
addressing specific mitigation and special restrictions 
will be required prior to disturbance or development 
and will become a condition for approval of the permit . 
plan of development, or other use authorization. 
Exception, waiver, or modification of requirements 
developed from this guideline must be based upon 
environmental analysis of proposals (e.g .• activity 
plans. plans of development, plans of operation, 
applications for permit to drill) and, if necessary, must 
anow for other mitioation to be applied on a 
site-specific basis. -
5_ No Surface Occupancy 
Guideline 
No Surface Occupancy will be allowed on the 
following described lands (legal description) because 
of (resoun:e value). 
Example Resource Categories (select or identify 
category and specific resource value): 
a. Recreation Areas (e.g ., campgrounds, historic 
trails, national monuments). 
b. Major reservoirs/dams. 
c . Special management area (e.g., known threatened 
or endangered species habitat. areas suitable for 
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consideration for wild and scenic rivers 
designation). 
d. Other (specify). 
Guidance 
The NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY (NSO) 
MITIGATION GUIDELINE is intended for use only 
when other mitigation is determined insufficient to 
adequately protect the public interest and is the only 
atternative to "no deveJopment" or · no leasing." The 
legal description and resource value of concern must 
be identified and be tied to an NSO land use planning 
decision. 
Waiver of, or exception(s) to. the NSO requirement 
will be subject to the same test used to initially justify 
its imposition. If. upon evaluation of a site-specific 
proposal. it is found that less restrictive mitigation 
would adequately protect the public interest or value 
of concern, then a waiver or exception to the NSO 
requirement is possible. The record must show that 
because conditions or uses have changed, less 
restrictive requirements will protect the public 
interest. An environmental analysis must be 
conducted and documented (e.g .. environmental 
assessment, environmental impact statement. etc .. 
as necessary) in order to provide the basis for a 
waiver or exception to an NSO planning decision. 
Modification of the NSO requirement will pertain only 
to refinement or correction of the location(s) to which 
it applied. If the waiver, exception, or modification is 
found to be consistent with the mtent \Jf the planning 
decision, it r,lay be granted. If found inconsistent 
with the intent of the planning decision, a plan 
amendment would be required before the waiver, 
exception, or modification could be granted. 
When considering the "no development" or "no 
leasing" option. a rigorous test must be met and fully 
documented in the record. This test must be based 
upon stringent eta~dards described in the land use 
planning document. Since rejection of all 
development rights is more severe than the most 
restrictive mitigation requirement, the record must 
show that consideration was given to devek>pment 
subject to reasonable mitigation, including "no 
surface occupancy." The record must also show that 
other mitigation was determined to be insufficient to 
adequately protect the public ioterest. A "no 
development" or "no leasing" decision should not be 
made solely because it appears that conventional 
methods of development would be unfeasible, 
especially where an NSO restriction may be 
acceptable to a potential permittee. In such cases, 
Ihe potential permittee should have the opportunity to 
decide whether or not to go ahead with the proposal 
(or accept the use authorization), recognizing that an 
NSO restriction is involved. 
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Appendix 2 
STANDARDS FOR HEALTHY RANGELANDS AND 
GUIDELINES FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING MANAGEMENT 
FOR PUBLIC LANDS ADMINISTERED BY THE 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT IN THE STATE OF WYOMING 
INTRODUCTION 
According to the Department of the Interior's final 
rule for grazing administration, effective August 21, 
1995, the Wyoming Bureau of land Management 
(BlM) State Director is responsible for the 
development of standards for heatthy rangelands and 
guidelines for livestock grazing management on 18 
million acres of Wyoming's public rangelands. The 
development and application of these standards and 
guidelines are to achieve the four f~ndamental.s of 
rangeland health outlined in the grazing regulations 
(43 CFR 4180.1). These four fundamentals are: (1) 
watersheds are functioning property; (2) water, 
nutrients. and energy are cycling property: (3) water 
quality meets State standards: and (4) habitat for 
special status species is protected . 
Siandards address the health. productivity. and 
sustainability of the BLM·administered public 
rangelands and represent the minimum acceptable 
conditions for the public rangelands. The standards 
apply to all resource uses on public lands. Their 
application will be determined as use·specific 
guidelines are developed. Standards are 
synonymous with goals and are observed on a 
landscape scale. They describe healthy rangelands 
rather than important rangeland by-products. The 
achievement of a standard is determined by 
observing, measuring, and monitoring appropriate 
indicators. An indicator is a component of a system 
whose characteristics (e.g., presence, absence, 
quantity, and distribution) can be obs~rv~d , 
measured, or monitored based on sound sCientific 
principles. 
Guidelines provide for, and guide the development 
and implementation of, reasonable, responsible. and 
cost-effective management practices at the grazing 
allotment and watershed level. The guidelines in this 
document apply speCifically to livestock grazing 
management practices on the BLM·administered 
public lands. These ma~agement p~?1ices will either 
maintain existing deSirable conditions or m.ov.e 
rangelands toward statewide standards Within 
reasonable timeframes. Appropriate guidelines will 
ensure that the resultant management practices 
renect the potential for the watershed. consider other 
uses and natural influences, and balance resource 
goals with social, cultural/historic . and econ?:nic 
opportunities to sustain viable local C?mmunitI9s. 
Guidelines. like standards. apply stat8W1de. 
Implementation of the Wyoming standards and 
guidelines will generally be done in the following 
manner. Grazing allotments or groups of allotments 
in a watershed will be reviewed based on the BLM's 
current allotment categorization and prioritization 
process. Allotments with existing management plans 
and high·priority allotments will be reviewed first. 
Lower priority allotments will be reviewed as time 
allows or when it becomes necessary for BLM to 
review the permiVlease for other reasons such as 
permiVlease transfers, permitteellessee requests for 
change in use, etc. The permittees and interested 
publics will be notified when allot~~nts a.re sched~led 
for review and encouraged to participate In the revIew. 
The review will first determine if an allotment meets 
each of the six standards. If it does, no further action 
will be necessary. If any of the standards aren't being 
met, then rationale explaining the contributing factors 
will be prepared. If livestock grazing practices are 
found to be among the contributing factors, corrective 
actions consistent with the guidelines will be 
developed and implemented before the next grazin~ 
season in accordance with 43 CFR 4180. If a lack vi 
data prohibits the reviewers from determinin.g if a 
standard is being met, then a strategy Will be 
developed to acquire the data in a timely manner. 
On a continuing basis, the Standards for Healthy 
Rangelands will direct on·the.ground management on 
the public lands. They will serve to focus the on· 
going development and implementation ?f activity 
plans toward the maintenance or the attainment of 
healthy rangelands. 
Quantifiable resource objectives and specific 
management practices to maintain or a~hiev~ t~e 
standards will be developed at the local BlM Dlstnct 
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and Resource Area levels and will consider all 
reasonable and practical options available to adlieve 
desired results on a watershed or grazing allotment 
scale. The objectives shall be reflected in sile-
specific activity or implementation plans as well as in 
liveslock grazing permilslleases for the public lan~s . 
These objectives and practices may ba developed 
formally or informally through mechanisms available 
and suiled 10 local needs (such as Coordinaled 
Resource Managemonl [CRM] efforts). 
The development and implementation of standards 
and gOluelines will enable on-thEHJround management 
of the public rangelands to maintain a clear and 
responsible 'ocus on bolh the hea~h of Ihe land and 
its dependent natural and human communities. This 
development and implementation will ensure that an}' 
mechanisms currently being employed or that rna} 
be developed in the future will maintain a consist::;,lt 
focus on these essential concems. This development 
and implementation will also enable immediate 
attention to be brought to bear on existing resource 
concerns. 
Tilese standards and guidelines are compatible 
wilh BlM's Ihree-liered land use planning process. 
The first tier includes the laws, regulations, and 
policies governing BlM's administration and 
management of the public lands and their uses. The 
previously mentioned fundamentals of rangeland 
health specified in 43 CFR 4180.1, Ihe requiremenl 
for BlM 10 develop Ihese slale (or regional) slandards 
and guidelines, and the standards and guidelines 
themselves, are part of this first tier. Also part of this 
first ti'j( are the specific requirements of various 
federal laws and Ihe objectives of43 CFR 4100.2 that 
require BlM to consider the social and economic 
well being of the local communities in its 
man01~ement process. 
These standards and guidelines will provide for 
statewide consistency and guidance in the 
preparation, amendmenl, and mainlenance of BlM 
land use plans. which represent the second tier of the 
planning process. The BlM land use plans provide 
general allocation decistcns concerning the kinds of 
resource and land uses that can occur on the BlM-
administered public landS, where they can occur, and 
the types of conditional requirements under which 
they can occur. In general, Ihe slandards will be Ihe 
basis for development of planning area-specific 
managemenl objectives conceming rangeland health 
and productivity, and the guidelines will direct 
devek>pment of livestock grazing management 
actions to help accomplish those objectives. 
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The third lier of the BlM planning process, aclivity 
or implementation planning, is directed by the 
applicable land use plan and, Iherefore, by Ihe 
standards and guidelines. The standards and 
guidelines, as BlM stalewide policy, will also direclly 
guide development of the site-specific objectives and 
the methods and practices used to implement the 
land use plan decisions. Activity or implementation 
plans contain objectives which describe the 
site-specific condit ions desired . Grazing 
permits/leases for the public lands contain terms and 
conditions which describe specific actions required to 
attain or maintain the desired conditions. Through 
monitoring and evaluation, the BlM, grazing 
permittees, and other interested parties determine if 
progress is being made to achieve activity plan 
objectives. 
Wyoming rangelands support a variety of uses 
which are of significant economic importance to the 
5t~te and its communities. These uses include oil 
and gas production. mining, recreation and tourism, 
fishing , hunting, wildlife viewing, and livestock 
grazing. Rangelands also provide amenities which 
contribute to the quality of life in Wyoming such as 
open spaces, solitude. and opportunities for personal 
renewal. Wyoming's rangelands should be managed 
with consideration of the State's historical, cultural, 
and social development and in a manner which 
contributes to a diverse, balanced, competitive, and 
resilient economy in order to provid~ opportunity for 
economic development. ~ealthy rangelands can best 
sustain these uses. 
To varying degrees. BlM managemenl of Ihe 
public lands and resources plays a role in the sodal 
~l1d economic well-being of Wyoming communities. 
The National Environmental Policy Act (part of the 
above-mentioned first planning tier) and various other 
laws and regulalions mandale Ihe BlM 10 analyze 
the socioeconomic impacts of actions occurring on 
public rangelands. Thp.se analyses occur during the 
environmental analysis process of land use planning 
(second planning tier), where resource allocations are 
made. and during the environmental analysis process 
of activity or implementation planning (third planning 
l'er). In many situations, faclors Ihal affect Ihe social 
and economic well-being of local communities extend 
far beyond Ihe scope of BlM managemenl or 
individual public land users' responsibilities. In 
addition. since standards relate primarily to physical 
and biological features of the landscape, it is very 
difficult to provide measurable socioeconomic 
indicators Ihat relale to Ihe health of rangelands. It is 
importanl Ihat slandards be realislic and wilhin Ihe 
control cf the land manager and users to achieve, 
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STANDARDS FOR HEALTHY 
PUBLIC RANGELANDS 
STANDARD #1 
Within the potential of the ecological .'te (soli 
type, landform, climate, and geology), solis are 
stable and allow for water Infiltration to provide 
for optimal plant growth and minimal surface 
runoff. 
THIS MEANS THAT: 
The hydrologic cycle will be supported by providing 
for water capture, storage, and sustained release. 
Adequale energy flow and nulrient cycling Ihrough Ihe 
system will be achieved as optimal plant growth 
occurs. Plant communities are highly varied within 
Wyoming. 
INDICATDRS MAY INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT 
liMITED TO: 
Water infiltration rates 
Soil compaction 
Erosion (rills, gullies, pedeslals, capping) 
Soil micro-organisms 
Vegelalive cover (gully bottoms and slopes) 
Bare ground and litter 
The above indicators are applied as appropriate to 
the potential of the ecological site. 
STANDARD #2 
Riparian and wetland vegetation has structural. 
age, and species diversity characteristic of the 
stage of channel succession and Is resilient and 
capable of recovering from natural and human 
disturbance in order to provide forage and 
cover, capture sediment, dissipate energy, and 
provide for groundwater recharge. 
THIS MEANS THAT: 
Wyominq ~as highly varied riparian and wetland 
systems on public lands. These systems vary from 
large rivers to small streams and from springs to large 
wet meadows. These systems are in various stages 
of natural cycles and may also reflect other 
disturbance that is either localized or widespread 
throughout the watershed. Riparian vegetation 
captures sediments and associated materi~ls , thus 
enhancing the nutrient cycle by captunilg and 
utilizing nutrients that would otherwise move through 
a system unused. 
INDICATORS MAY INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT 
LIMITED TO: 
Erosion and deposition rate 
Channel morphology and floodplain function 
Channel succession and eroskln cycle 
Vegelative cover 
Plant composition and diversity (species, age 
class, structure, successional stages. desired 
planl community, elc.) 
Bank slabilily 
Woody debris and instream cover 
Bare ground and litter 
The above indicalors are applied as appropriate 10 
Ihe potenlial of the ecological sile. 
STANDARD #3 
Upland vegetation on each ecological site 
consists of plant communities appropriate to the 
site which are resilient, diver •• , and abl. to 
recover from natural and human disturbance. 
THIS MEANS THAT: 
In order to maintain desirable conditions and/or 
recover from disturbance within acceptable 
l imeframes, plant communities must have the 
components present to support the nutrient cycle and 
adequate energy flow. Plants depend on nutrients in 
the soil and energy derived from sunlight. Nutrients 
stored in the soil are used over and over by plants, 
animals, and microorganisms. The amount of 
nutrients available and the speed with which they 
cycle among plants, animals, and the soil are 
fundamenlal componenls of rangeland health. The 
amount. timing, and distribution of energy captured 
Ihrough pholosynlhesis are fundamental 10 Ihe 
function of rangeland ecosystems. 
INDICATDRS MAY INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT 
LIMITED TO: 
Vegetative cover 
Plant composition and diversity (species, age 
class. structure. successional stages. desired 
plant community, elc.) 
Bare ground and litter 
Erosion (rills, gullies, pedeslals, capping) 
Water infiltration rates 
The above indicators are applied as appropriate to 
Ihe polenlial of Ihe ecological sile. 
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STANDARD #4 
Rangelands are capable of sustaining viable 
populations and a diversity of native plant and 
animal species appropriate to the habitat. 
Habltatathat support or could support threatened 
spec"'s, endangered specie., specl •• of special 
concem, or .. nsiliv. specl •• will be maintained 
or enhlnced. 
THIS MEANS THAT: 
The management of Wyoming rangelands will 
achieve or maintain adequate habitat conditions that 
support diverse plant and animal species. These 
may include listed threatened or endangered species 
(U.S. Fish and WildIWe-designated). species of 
special concern (BlM-designated). and other 
sensitive species (State of Wyoming-designated). 
The intent of this standard is to allow the listed 
species to recover and be delisted. and to avoid or 
prevent additional species becoming listed. 
INDICATORS MAY INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT 
UMITEDTO: 
Noxious weeds 
Species diversity 
Age class distribution 
All indicators associated wnh the upland and 
riparian standards: 
Population trends 
Habitat fragmentation 
The above indicators are applied as appropriate to 
the potential of the ecological sne. 
STANDARD#S 
Water quality m .. ta State standard • . 
THIS MEANS THAT: 
The State of Wyoming is authorized to administer 
the Clean Water Act. BlM management actions or 
use authorizations will comply with all Federal and 
State water quality laws. rules and regulations to 
address water quality issues that originate on public 
lands. Provisions for the establishment of water 
quality standards are included in the Clean Water 
Act. as amended. and the Wyoming Environmental 
Quality Act . as amended. Regulations are found in 
Part 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations and in 
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Wyoming's Wate, Quality Rules and Regulations. 
The latter regulations contain Quality Standards for 
Wyoming Surface Waters. 
Natural processes and human actions influence the 
chemical, phYSical, and biological characteristics of 
water. Water quality varies from place to place with 
the seasons, the climate. and the kind substrate 
through which water moves. Therefore, the 
assessment of water quality takes these factors into 
account. 
INDICATORS MAY INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT 
LIMITED TO: 
Chemical characteristics (e.g .. pH. conductivity. 
dissolved oxygen) 
PhYSical characteristics (e.g., sediment, 
temperature. color) 
Biological characteristics (e.g., macro-- and 
micro--invertebrates, fecal coliform. and plant and 
animal species) 
STANDARD #6 
Air quality meets State .tandards. 
THIS MEANS THAT: 
The State of Wyoming is authorized to administer 
the Clean Air Act. BLM management actions or use 
authorizations will comply with all Federal and State 
air quality laws, rules, regulations and standards. 
Provisions for the establishment of air quality 
standards are included in the Clean Air Act. as 
amended. and the Wyoming Environmental Quality 
Act, as amended. Regulations are found in Part 40 
of the Code of Federal Regulations and in Wyoming 
Air Quality Standards and Regulations. 
INDICATORS MAY INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT 
LIMITED TO: 
Particulate matter 
Sulfur dioxide 
Photochemical oxidants (ozone) 
Volatile organic compounds (hydrocarbons) 
Nitrogen oxides 
Carbon monoxide 
Odors 
Visibility 
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BlM WYOMING GUIDELINES 
FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING 
MANAGEMENT 
1. TIming. duration. and levels of authorized grazing 
will ensure that adequate amounts of vegetative 
ground cover, including standing plant material 
and litter. remain after authorized use to support 
infiltration, maintain soil moisture storage, 
stabilize soils. allow the release of sufficient 
water to maintain system function, and to 
maintain subsurface soil conditions that support 
permeability rates and other processes 
appropriate to the site. 
2. Grazing management practices will restore, 
maintain. or improve riparian plant communities. 
Grazing management strategies consider 
hydrology. physical attributes. and potential for 
the watershed and the ecological sne. Grazing 
management will maintain adequate res~dual 
plant cover to provide for plant recovery. residual 
forage. sediment capture, energy dissipation, and 
groundwater recharge. 
3. Range improvement practices (instream 
structures, fences, water troughs, etc.) in and 
adjacent to riparian areas will ensure that stream 
channel morphology (e.g .. gradient. width/depth 
ratio, channel roughness and sinuosity) and 
functions appropriate to climate and landform are 
maintained or enhanced. The development of 
springs. seeps, or other projects affecting water 
and associated resources shall be deSigned to 
protect the ecological and hydrological functions. 
wildlife habitat, and significant cultural , historical, 
and archaeological values associated with the 
water source. Range improvements will be 
located away from riparian areas if they conflict 
with achieving or maintaining riparian function. 
4. Grazing practices that consider the biotic 
communities as more than just a forage base will 
be designed in order to ensure that the 
appropriate kinds and amounts of soil organism~, 
plants. and animals to support the hydrologiC 
cycle, nutrient cycle, and energy flow are 
maintained or enhanced. 
5. Continuous season-long or other grazing 
management practices that hinder ~he 
completion of plants' IWe-sustaining reproductive 
and/or nutrient cycling processes will be modified 
to ensure adequate periods of rest at the 
appropriate times. The rest periods will provide 
for seedling establishment or other necessary 
processes at levels sufficient to move the 
ecological site condition toward the resource 
objective and subsequent achievement of the 
standard. 
6. Grazing management practices and range 
improvements will adequately protect vegetative 
cover and physical conditions and maintain, 
restore. or enhance water quality to meet 
resource objectives. The effects of new range 
improvements (water developments. fences. etc.) 
on the heanh and function of rJngelands Will be 
carefully oonsidered prior to their implementation. 
7. Grazing management practices will incorporate 
the kinds and amounts of use that will restore, 
maintain, or enhance habitats to assist in the 
recovery of Federal threatened and endangered 
species or the conservation of federally-listed 
species of concern and other State-designated 
special status species. Grazing management 
practices will maintain existing habitat . or 
facilitate vegetation change toward desired 
habitats. Grazing mana~ement will consider 
threatened and endangered species and their 
habitats. 
8. Grazing managp., .!nt practices and range 
improvements will be designed to maintain or 
promote the physical and biological conditions 
necessary to sustain native animal populations 
and plant communities. This will involve 
emphasizing native plant species in the support 
of ecological function and incorporating the use 
of non-native species only in those situations in 
which native plant species are not available in 
sufficitmt quantities or are incapable of 
maintaining Of achieving properly functioning 
conditio"" and biological heatth. 
9. Grazing management practices on uplands will 
maintain desired plant communities or facilitate 
change toward desired plant communities. 
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DEFINITIONS 
Activity Plan.: Allotment Management Plans 
(AMPs), Habitat Management Plans (HMPs), 
Watershed Management Plans (WMPs), and 
other plans developed at the local level to 
address specific concerns ar.d accomplish 
spacific objectives. 
Coordlnat.d R .... urc. Manag.m.nt (CRM): A 
group of people working together to develop 
common resource goals and resolve natural 
resource concerns, CRM is a people process 
that strives for win-win situations through 
consensus-based decision making. 
D •• lred Plant Community: A plant community 
which produces the kind, proportion, and amount 
of vegetation necessary for meeting or exceeding 
the land use plan/activity plan objectives 
established for an ecological site(s). The desired 
plant community must be consistent with the 
site's capability to produce the desired vO{jetation 
through management, land treatment, or a 
combination of the two. 
Ecological Sit.: An area of land with specific 
physical characteristics that differs from r,ther 
areas both in its ability to produce distinctive 
kinds and amounts of vegetation and in its 
response to management. 
Erosion: (v.) Detachment and movement of soil or 
rock fragments by water, wind, ice, or gravity. 
(n.) The land surface wom away by running 
water, wind, ice, or other geological agents, 
including such processes as gravitational creep. 
Grazing Manag.m.nt Practlc •• : Grazing 
management practices include such things as 
grazing systems (rest-rotation, deferred 
rotation, etc.), timing and duration of grazing, 
herding, salting, etc. They do not include 
physical range improvements. 
Guldelln •• (For Grazing Management): Guide-
lines provide for, and guide the development and 
implementation of, reasonable, responsible, and 
cost-effective management actions at the 
allotment and watershed level which move 
rangelands toward statewide standards or 
maintain existing desirable conditions. Appro-
priate guidelines will ensure that the resultant 
management actions reflect the potential for the 
watershed, consider other uses and natural 
influences, and balance resource goals with 
social, cultural/historic, and economic oppor-
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tunities to sustain viable local communities. 
Guidelines, and therefore, the management 
actions they engender, are based on sound 
science, past and present management 
experience, and public input. 
Indicator: An indicator is a component of a system 
whose characteristics (e.g., presence. absence, 
quantity, and distribution) can be observed, 
measured, or monitored based on sound 
scientific prindples. An indicator can be 
evaluated at a site- or species-specific level. 
Monitoring of an indicator must be able to show 
change within time frames acceptable to manage-
ment and be capable of showing how the heaUh 
of the ecosystem is changing in response to 
specific management actions. Selection of the 
appropriate indicators to be observed, measured, 
or monitored in a particular allotment is a critical 
aspect of early communication among the 
interests involved on-lhe-ground. The most useful 
indicators are those for which change or trend 
can be easily quantified and for which agreement 
as to the significance of the indicator is broad 
based. 
Litter: The uppermost layer of organic debris on the 
soil surface, essentially the freshly fallen or 
slightly decomposed vagetal material. 
Management Actions: Management actions are the 
specific actions prescribed by the BLM to 
achieve resource objectives. land use a1Jocations. 
or other program or multiple use goals. 
Management actions include both grazing 
management practices and range improvements. 
Objective: An objective is a Site-speCific statement 
of a desired rangeland condition. It may contain 
either or both qualitatrve elements and 
quantitative elements. Objectives frequently 
speak to change. They are the focus of 
monitoring and evaluation activities at the local 
level. Monitoring of the indicators would show 
nagative changes or positive changes. Objec-
tives should focus on indicators of greatest 
interest for the area in question. 
Range Improvements: Range improvements include 
such things as corrals, fences, water develop-
ments (reservoirs. spring developments. pipe-
lines, wells, etc.) and land treatments (prescribed 
fire, herbicide treatments, mechanical treat-
ments, etc.). 
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Rang.land: Land on which the native vegetation 
(climax or natural potential) is predominantly 
grasses, grass-like plants, forbs, or shrub~ . ThiS 
includes lands revegetaled naturally or artificoaUy 
when routine management of that vegetation IS 
accomplished mainly through manipulation of 
grazing. Rangelands include natural grasslands, 
savannas. shrublands, most deserts. tundra, 
alpine communities. coastal marshes, and wet 
meadows. 
Rangeland H.alth: The degree to which the 
intagrity of the soil and ecological processes of 
rangeland ecosystems are sustained. 
Riparian: An area of land directly influenced by 
permanent water . It has visible vegetation or 
physical characteristics reflective of permanent 
water influence. Lakeshores and streambanks 
are typical riparian areas. Excluded are such 
sites as ephemeral streams or washes that ~o 
not have vegetation dependent on free water In 
the soil. 
Standards: Standdrds are synonymous with goals 
and are observed on a landscape scale. 
Standards apply to rangeland health and not to 
the important by-producls of healthy rangetands. 
Standards relate to the current capability or 
realistiC potential of a specific site to produce 
these by-producls, not to the presence or 
absence of the products themselves. It is the 
sustainability of the processes, or rangeland 
heaUh, that produces these by-producls. 
Terms and Conditions: Terms and conditions are 
very specific land use requirements that are 
made a part of the land use authorization in order 
to assure maintenance or attainment of the 
standard. Terms and conditions may incorporate 
or reference the appropriate portions of activity 
plans (e.g .. Allotment Management Plans). In 
other words. where an activity plan exists that 
contains objectrves focused on meeting the 
standards, compliance with the plan may be the 
only term and condition necessary in that 
allotment. 
Upland: Those portions of the landscape which do 
not receive additional moisture for plant growth 
from run-off, streamflow, etc. Typically these are 
hills, ridgetops, valley slopes, and rolling plains. 
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Appendix 3 
SPLIT-ESTATE LANDS 
OVERVIEW 
In Wyoming. the BlM manages approximately 
I 1.6 million acres 01 lederal minerals under private 
surface. usually relerred to as spl~ estate. The 
majority 01 this split estate resuned from the Act 01 
Juty 17, 1914, as amended, (30 U,S,C,§ 121 ,122) 
which opened prior withdrawn lederal mineral lands to 
nonmineral entry, more specifically, the appropriate 
Homestead Acts (HA), and the St_raising 
Homestead Act (SRHA) 01 December 29, 1916, as 
amended, (43 U,S,C,§ 299). 
By the late 1800s much 01 the public domain 
lands had been translerred to private ownership either 
by sale or by homesteading, The annual report lor 
1882 from the General Land 0IIice pointed out that 
companies had fraudulently acquired great quantities 
01 valuable coal and other lands. In response to this 
and subsequent invesUgations President Theodore 
Rooseveft, in 1906, w;thdrew more than 66 millton 
acres 01 coal lands from settlement and location, 
Congress questioned whether or not the President 
had authority to do this, In 1910 Congress passed 
the General Withdrawal or Pickett Act giving the 
President power to "temporarily· withdraw public 
lands Irom settlement and location lor public 
purposes, 
In response to the uproar thai this created with 
politicians. business people. and homesteaders 
President Roosevett signed the Act 01 March 3. 1909 
which allowed homesteaders who had settled coal 
lands to patent those lands as long as the coal was 
reserved to the Unrted Stales, The Act 01 June 22, 
1910 permitted homesteaders to file lor coal lands as 
long as the coal was reserved to the United States, 
The mineral ~jcies were extended to reserving 
portions or, in most cases, the full mineral estate to 
the United States by the Act 01 July 17, 1914, That 
A-t opened lands that were withdrawn or classified lor 
phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil. gas, or asphalic 
minerals or are valuable lor those deposrts to entry 
under the appropriate HA, Finally, the SRHA 
reserved all minerals to the United States, 
As part of the mineral policies initiated during his 
Presidency, Roosevett had advocated a leasing poticy 
lor coal and petroteum lands, but Congnsss nssisIed 
the idea, In 1917. potassium deposits could be 
leased ~ the enactment of the Potash leasing Act. 
which was passed because potassium _ essential 
to America's production of milrtary explosives during 
World War I, After numerous proposals and much 
heated debate in the congress, the Mineral leasing 
Act (30 U,S,C,§ lei et seq,) _ adopted in 1920 
and extended leasing to coal. petroteum, natural gas, 
sodium, phosphate oil shale, and gilsonrte, Under 
the appropriate provisions and authorities 01 the 
Mineral leasing Act. individuals and companies could 
prospect lor and develop the minerals lis1ed, 
Discussed in this appendix is what authority BlM 
has to condition and regulate lederally authorized 
leases, specifically oil and gas, on split estate and 
the policy and guidance used to accomplish this, 
The BlM is mandated by the Federal Land 
Management and Policy Act 01 1976 (FlPMA), 
section 202, to develop, maintain, and revise land use 
plans on public lands where appropriate using and 
observing the principles 01 multiple use and sustained 
yield, Section 103(e) 01 the FlPMA defines public 
lands as any lands and interest in lands owned by 
the Unrted States, The mineral estate is an interest 
owned by the United States. The BlM has an 
obligation to address this interest in their planning 
documents (43 CFR 1601 ,G-7(b): Bureau Manual 
1601 ,09), 
The FlPMA is intrinsically tied to the mandate 
provided by the National Environmental Policy Act 01 
1969 (NEPA), Specifically, section 102 01 NEPA 
states, "Congress authorizes and directs the lederal 
government and its agencies to use a systematic 
interdisciplinary approach which insures the 
integrated use 01 the natural and social sciences and 
the design arts in planning and decision making 
where man has an impact on man's environment." 
This theme is also present in section 202(c)(2) of the 
FlPMA where, as ~ NEPA, it recognizes that 
management 01 the public lands and resources 
(interest) and the consequences associated with their 
use or consumption are tied to biologic, ecologic. 
social, and economic boundaries and not merely 
surface boundaries, 
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Through Ihe years, from Ihe planning stage 
Ihrough development of !he mineral estale, two areas 
eI concern have consistently arisen from this split. 
.state issue: does Ihe BlM have the statulory 
authoIity 10 regulate how private surface owners use 
their property, and does !he BlM have tha aulho<ily 
10 CXlndition and regulate federal mineral development 
such as a federal oil and gas lease. These two 
concerns have been addressed in Ihe resolution of 
two RMP protests in 1988 on splil estate (North 
Dakota RMP and LiIUe Snake RMP) and two 
Washington Solicitor's Opinions (April 1 and 4, 1988). 
Tha conclusion states, 
·'n summary, while the BlM does not have 
!he legal authority in split estate situations to 
regulate how a surface owner manages his 
or her property, the agency does have the 
staMory authority to lake reasonable 
measures to avoid or minimize adverse 
environmental impaels that may resu~ from 
federally authorized mineral lease activity." 
An example oflhis aulho<ily is a January 7. 1992 
Interior BoanI of Land Appeals (IBLA) Decision (122 
ISLA 36, Glen Morgan, January 7, 1992) which stated 
"The operator of an oil and gas lease is responsible 
for reclemation of land leased for oil and gas 
purposes, even after expiration of !he lease ilnd even 
where !he surface estate is privately owned. Such 
reclamation includes !he restoration of any area 
within the lease boundaries disturibed by lease 
operations to !he oondition in which it was found prior 
to surfa::e disturbing aeliv~ies'" Another key point 
IhaI was presented in Ihis IBLA decision referenced 
!he reservation of mineral reserves under section 9 of 
!he SRHA. Th's saction provides lhat reserved to Ihe 
Un"ed States is !he ·rightto prospect ",,", mine. and 
remove !he (reserved minerals]." which right 
encompasses "it:! purposes reasonable incident to 
!he mining or removal of !he coal or oIher minerals· 
(43 USC §299, 1988). As long interpreted by !he 
Oepartment of !he Interior, such purposes include 
reclemetJOn of !he surface of !he aflected land after 
mining is oompIete and !he minerals are removed. 
AUTHORITY 
The Minerai Leasing Act of 1920 
(MLA) 
Tha Mineral leasing AeI, as arnendt!d (30 U.S.C. 
§§ 181-287) and its implemented regulations are !he 
aulho<ily 10 lease and produce ~ m_. Tha 
restrictions identified through !he planning process 
and attacIIed 10 federal oil and gas leases oonslilutes 
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a legal contract between the lessee and the BlM. 
No other party can change that contrael without the 
expressed consent of the authorized officer. The 
authorized officer may waive, modify, or amend lease 
conditions as site-specific analysis dictates. 
The saction of Ihe MLA that specifically refers to 
the regulation or surface-dislurbing activities on oil 
and gas leased lands is found in 30 U.S.C. § 226(g), 
1988. The key statement which does not distinguish 
between public surface and split-estate surface but 
applies to all leases is, • The Secretary of Interior, or 
for the National Forest lands, the Secretary of 
Agriculture, shall regulate all surface-disturbing 
activities conducted pursuant to .ny lease issued 
under this chapter. and shall detennine reclamation 
and other actions as required in the interest of 
conservation of the surface resources· (emphaSis 
added). 
h has been cited that Onshore Oil and Gas Or,jer 
#1 of 1983, "Approval of Operations on Onshore 
Federal Land and Indian Oil and Gas leases· is the 
final resolution to the spln-estate mineral issue. Tha 
order has sometimes been interpreted to mean that 
BlM has waived all or many of its responsibilities 
during !he development 01 the federal oil and gas 
where spljt estate is involved. The order does not 
rescind or revoke any of the law or regulations 
including the MLA that inspired il. Furthennore, this 
order cannot revoke any other BlM responsibility or 
obligation specified elsewhere in laws or regulations, 
again including the MLA. 
Tha following are !he laws and executive orders 
in addition to the MLA thai pertain to split-estate 
federal mineral authorizations. They are not all 
inclusive: new laws and amendments are passed 
frequently. 
Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976 
(FLPMA) 
The BlM is responsible for both considering the 
impacts of jts actions and approvals in land use 
planning as well as for managing those impacts for, 
public lands. Tha public land to be considered for· 
split estate is the mineral interest and not the 
surface. Tha private surface is not public land: thus, 
it is not subject to the planning and management 
requirements of Ihe FlPMA. BlM has no authority 
rNf!J( use of !he surface by !he surface owner. Tha 
BlM is required to dectare how !he federal mineral 
~stat.e will be managed in the RMP, including 
identification of all appropriate Ieese stipulations (43 
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CFR 3101 .1: BlM Manual Handbook, H-1624-1 , 
IV.C.2). To be oonsistent with !he requirement of the 
FlPMA, n is necessary to apply the same standards 
for environmental protection of spin estate lands as 
Ihat applied to the federal surface (BlM Manual 
3101 .91 B.1). The FlPMA also provides in Section 
202 that the BlM • ... shall provide for compliance with 
applicable pollution control laws, including State and 
federal air. water. noise. or other pollution standards 
of implemented plans." Many of these laws are 
addressed later in this document. 
National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (NEPA) 
Tha BlM's responsibilities on split-estate lands 
under NEPA are basically the same as for federal 
surface. Even though the impacts will occur on 
private surface, BlM is still responsible for 
conSidering alternatives or imposing protective 
measures since the impacts will be caused as a 
direct consequence of aelivities approved by BlM and 
conducted pursuant to a federal oil and gas lease. 
Mitigation measures for impacts which are identified 
during the NEPA analysis may be imposed under the 
general authority set out in sections 30 and 37 of the 
MLA of 1920 (30 U.S.C. §§ 187 and 193) and the 
policy of FlPMA. Other statutes Ihat could apply for 
taking reasonable measures to avoid or minimize 
adverse environmental impacts that may result from 
federalty authorized mineral lease activities are: the 
Clean Water Act of 19772 (CWA), Ihe Clean Air Act 
(CM), the National Historic Preservation Ael 
(NHPA). the Endangered Species Ael of 1973 (ESA), 
and the Federal Onshore Control and Reclamation 
Act of 1987 (FOCRA). The FOCRA specifically 
requires BLM to regulate surface disturbance and 
reclamation on all leases. With respect to offsile 
impacts which also could include off-~ase, off-unit, or 
off-original patent boundary, mitigation must be 
considered and met in order to approve a lease actten 
regardless of whelher Ihe surface is private or federal. 
Tha legal jurisdielional boundary (the lease boundary) 
and access to such will be discussed in more detail 
in the section -Access to Split Estate to Develop 
Federally Owned Minerals." If an oparator cannot 
mitigate impacts of jurisdictional boundaries for lease 
development. BlM gives careful consideration as to 
whether the application could or should be approved. 
Also, before leasing the mineral estate or approving 
lease development, BlM detennines whether that 
aelion would significanlly affect the quality of the 
humane environment regardless of the surface 
ownership. In this analYSiS, BlM considers all 
impacts, even visual. of the proposed action whether 
those impacts are to surface resources, to use of the 
land by Iha surface owner, or 10 the subsurface. The 
BlM also takes into acoountlhe views of the surface 
owner and what aflects implementing Ihe mnigation 
measures for lease activity would have on hislher use 
of !he surface. 
National HI.toric P", .. rvatlon Act (NHPA) 
Section 106 of the NHPA requires the BlM to 
consider the effects of its actions on historic 
properties and to seek comments from the State 
Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council 
on Historic Preservation (BLM Manual Section 
8143.06). In fael , federal agencies are required to 
take into account the effeel of any federally assisted 
or federally licensed undertaking on properties 
included on, or eligible for inclusion on, the National 
Register of Historic Places. These responsibilities 
are the same on split-estate land as on public land 
(BlM Manual 3101 .9). The 1992 amendments to the 
NHPA replaced the definition of ·undertaking· in 
Seelion 301 of the Act as follows. 
"Undertaking means a project, activity, or 
program funded in whole or in part under 
the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a federal 
agency, including: 
(A) those carried out by or on behalf of 
the agency: 
(B) those carried out with federal 
financial assistance; 
(C) those requiring a federal pennit, 
license, or approval; and 
(D) those subject to Slate and local 
regulation administered pursuant to a 
delegation or approval by a federal 
agency." 
If activities to be conducted on split estate under 
the terms and conditions of a federal oil and gas 
lease would result in adverse effects to historic 
properties, BlM has the authority to impose 
appropriate avoidance or mitigation measures. 
Currenlly, the BlM Authorized Officer consults with 
the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to 
identify and evaluate historic properties that might be 
affected, to assess effects, and to determine 
satisfactory means for avoiding or mitigating adverse 
effects. The AdviSOry Council is then given the 
opportunity to comment only if listed or eligible 
proparties would be affeeled. This process is 
explained in more detail in a current agreement 
between the Advisory Council, SHPO and BlM 
(regulation guidance is found in 36 CFR 800). 
The BlM Manual 8100 (including the Wyoming 
manual supplements) contains guidance. policy, and 
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the extent that BlM is responsible on split estate. It 
also indicates direction when access is denied to an 
op8IlItor or BlM personnel in determining effects 
pursuant to the NHPA. Key points in the manual are 
that (a) any historic properties encountered belong to 
landowner and ~ the landowner wishes. any cu"ural 
matenat removed from the property would be returned 
after study; (b) the Authonzed Officer must consider 
attematives if the landowner continues to refuse 
access for cultural resource work, including the 
feasibility of retocating the project; and. (c) the 
Authonzed Officer may atso consider approval or 
deniat of the application without the cultural resource 
infonnation. The other avenue for access is by way 
of the courts and Is addressed under "Access to 
Develop Federally Owned Minerals." 
Endangered Species Act of 
1973 (ESA) 
Section 7 olthe ESA requires federal agencies. in 
consultation with the Secretary (currently delegated 
to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) to ensure that 
no action authorized, funded, or carried out by the 
agency is likely to jeopardize the continued existence 
of a threatened or endangered species. whether plant 
or animal, or would result in the destruction or 
adverse modification of a species' cntical habitat. The 
ESA requirements apply to oil and gas leasing and 
operations on split estate just as they do to federal 
lands (Onshore Order No. 1; 43 CFR 3164.1). 
A proposed surface-disturbing federally-related 
action cannot and must not be approved until all 
applicable federal statutory requirements have been 
met. 
OTHER STATUTES AND 
EXECUTIVE ORDERS 
Clean Water Act of 1977, as amended 
(CWA) 
This act is an extremely complex and lengthy 
statue but is a key law regarding the control of toxic 
substances. It requires the BlM to participate with 
the state and other federal agencies in water quality 
planning and permitting activities. 11 was amended by 
the Water Quality Act of 1987 to require states to 
assess their rivers. streams, and lakes and to 
develop nonpoint source management plans to 
control and reduce specffic nonpoint sources of 
pollution. It required federal agencies to be 
consistent with management programs. The 1987 
Act added section 402(p) to the CWA to address 
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storm water discharges under the National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). The 
discharge of any pollutant to surface waters of the 
United States is regulated by issuing a NPDES 
permit. This permit establishes effluent limitations 
and monitoring requirements for discharges. Oil and 
gas exploration and production (E&P) wastes 
discharged to surface water requires these permits. 
In 1990. Ihe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
published regulations requiring all storm water 
discharges associated with industrial facilities to 
obtain NPDES permits. Industnal discharges 
included construction projects where five or more 
surface acres are disturbed. Oil field development 
(surface disturbance) could be included in this 
definition. The State of Wyoming. Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) has been delegated this 
responsibility from EPA of administering and issuing 
permits for this program. In order to meet the 
demand and number of permits. DEQ developed a 
single generiC permit which was issued to cover a 
large number of similar facilities within a geographic 
area. The EPA granted DEQ pnmacy for general 
permits in 1991 . and in 1992. DEQ issued its general 
permit for storm water discharges from construction 
activities. 
Another portion of the CWA. amended by Ihe 
Water Quality Act of 1987. that warrants discussion 
is section 404. In oil and gas surface-disturbing 
activities, section 404 must be complied with. This 
section covers all discharges of dredged or fill 
material into waters of the United States including 
lakes, streams, intermittent waterways, and 
wetlands. Certain categories of activities. including 
some oil and gas surface-disturbing activities. could 
be permitted under a current nationwide permitting 
system. The most frequent need for a 404 permit in 
oil and gas development is in road and pipeline 
construction through wetlands. Although many BlM 
speCialists have been trained in the identification of 
wetlands. the authonty for identifying and delineating 
wetlands lies with four federal agencies: Army Corps 
of Engineers (CE). EPA. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(FWS). and Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS). However. all activities affecting a npanan-
wetland area which result in the discharge of dredge 
or fill material require a 404 permit. These are issued 
by the CE located at 504 West 17th Street. 
Cheyenne. WY 82001-4348. (307) 772-2300. Other 
permits are required when a 404 perm~ is needed. 
An example is a 401 permit (Water Quality 
Certification) from the DEQ. This certification is 
intended to demonstrate that the project will comply 
with state water quality standards and other 
requirements as may be imposed by the state. This 
is required before a 404 permij will be issued. 
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Clean Air Act of 1955, as amended 
(CAA) 
The Act states that BlM and its permitted actions 
must comply with national and State air quality 
standards. It al30 directs BlM to cooperate with the 
states in carrying out their implemented plans. The 
Act also provides for the prevention of significant 
deterioration of air quality and places significant 
responsibil ity upon the BlM for the protection and. in 
certain cases, for enhancement of air quality and air~ 
related values including visibility. 
Executive Order (EO) 11988 of 1977, 
"Floodplain Management" 
This EO states "direct or indirect support of 
floodplain development must be avoided wheneYer 
there is a practical alternative." The BlM Manual 
7221 states. "long- and short-term adverse impacts 
on natural and beneficial floodplains functions 
associated with the use and modification of 
~oodplains must be avoided. to the extent possible; 
and actions causing definable adverse impacts (tong-
or Short-term) to the natural and beneficial floodplain 
functions must include protection, minimization of 
damage. restoration, and preservation measures .. " 
The 1979 manual guidance is somewhat outdated; It 
refers to unit resource analysis (URA). management 
frameworl< plan (MFP). and some BlM planning and 
environmental assessment guidance more recently 
updated, but the basic processes and guidance are 
still applicable. The resource area plans do not 
contain floodplain identification. The guidance refers 
to the appropnate official (BlM hydrologist) to identify 
the base (1 OO-year chance of a flood) and/or critical 
(500-year chance of a flood) floodplain in relation to 
the location of the proposed action. This 
identification must extend upstream and downstream 
beyond the boundanes of the proposed action far 
enough to permit an analysis of the impacts that the 
proposal may have on the floodplain functions beyond 
the project boundary. Also. the public must be 
afforded an opportunity to be involved in the decision 
makin9 process for all actions within a floodplain or 
that may affect it. The difference in restrictions for 
addressing proposed actions within base versus 
critical floodplains is somewhat lacking. However. for 
actions within base floodplains. the BlM will make a 
determination whether the proposed action will be 
located there. In cnlical floodplains. only cntic,,1 
actions will be identified and analyzed according tu 
the Bureau environmental assessment process. Oil 
and gas activity especially involving major surface-
disturbing activity qualify as critical action and should 
be appropnately assessed within a critical floodplain . 
The guidance does not state that BlM cannot 
authorize actions within floodplains. but it does state 
that mitigation and restoratkK1 measures must be 
completed for each a"emative considered. 
Executive Order 11990 of 1977, 
"Protection of Wetlands" 
This EO directs federal agencies to take action to 
minimize the destruction. toss. or degredation of 
weUands. All federally initiated. financed. or 
permitted construction projects in .wetlands must 
include all practical measures to minimize adverse 
impacts. Section 404 of the CWA (discussed above) 
is one of the permit processes to protect or mInimiZe 
adverse impacts to wetlands. 
Eagle Protection Act of 1940 
This act prohibits taking any golden or ba:d eagle 
or nesk. of such birds. Taking is defined und13r thiS 
statute to include molesting or disturbing. Violation 
at the prohibition in 16 U.S.C.§§ 688-668d is . a 
crtminal violation regardless of where the activity 
occurs, whether it is on public land , National Forest 
lands. or private lands. 
Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act of 1976, as amended (RCRA) 
This law is used to regulate the treatment, 
storage. and disposal of hazardous wastes. 
Hazardous wastes are solid wastes that are listed or 
exhibit one or more of the characteristics of 
hazardous waste such as certain human toxicity 
criteria or contain one or more of 50 chemical 
compounds/substances that are listed as hazardous 
constituents. The RCRA defines solid wastes as any 
material that is discarded or intended to be 
discarded. It can be solid. semi-solid. liquid. or 
contain gaseous matenal. Oil and gas E&P wastes 
with the enactment of an amendment to RCRA in 
1980 are exempt from the hazardous waste 
management and disposal requirements (subtitle C of 
RCRA [Section 3001(b)(2)(A)]). They include drilling 
muds and cuttings. produced waters. and associated 
wastes (40 CFR 261). Generally. E&P exempt 
wastes are generated in primary field operations and 
not as a result of transportatton or maintenance 
activities. When listed nonexempt and exempt 
wastes are mixed, the entire mixture oould be 
considered a hazardous waste. For example. 
discarding a haK empty listed solvent in a reserve pit 
could cause the otherwise exempt reserve pit 
contents to become a hazardous waste. This may 
resu" in closure of a reserve pit under RCRA 
hazardous wastes regulations. 
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The amendment to RCRA also mandated EPA to 
study E&P wastes and recommend appropriate 
regulatory action to congress. EPA conducted the 
study and submitted the report to Congress on 
December 28, 1987. This regulatory determination 
was made public on June 30, 1988. A key portion of 
this determination follows: 
"The Agency plans a three-pronged 
approach toward filling gaps in existing 
State and Federal regulatory programs by: 
1) Improving Federal programs under 
existing authorities in Subtitle 0 of 
RCRA, the Clean Water Act, and the 
Safe Drinking Water Act. 1 
2) Worl<ing with States to encourage 
changes in their regulations and 
enforcement to improve some 
programs; and, 
3) Worl<ing with Congress to develop any 
additional statutory authority that may 
be required." 
Some of the reasons put forth by EPA for this 
determination are: 
- ·Subtitle C does not provide sufficient flexibility to 
consider it.e costs and avoid the serious 
economic impacts that regulation would create for 
the industry's exploration and production 
operations; 
- existing state and federal regulatory programs are 
generally adequate for controlling oil, gas, and 
geothermal wastes. Regulatory gaps in the Clean 
Water Act, and Underground Injection Control 
(UIC) program are already being addressed, and 
the remaining gaps in state and federal regulatory 
programs can be effectively addressed by 
formulating requirements under SubtiUe 0 of 
RCRA and by worl<ing with the States; and 
- it is impractica l and inefficient to implement 
Subtitle C for all or some of these wastes 
because permitting burden that the regulatory 
agencies would incur if even a small percentage 
of these sites were considered Treatment 
Storage, and Disposal Facilities (TSDFs)" (53 FR 
254!;6, July 6, 1988). 
1 Nonhazardous wastes are regulated under 
Submle 0 of the RCRA. Sub@e 0 regulations are 
less extensive and depend primarily on state 
control. 
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The Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission 
(IOGCC) is an organization comprised of the 
govemors of the 29 oil and gas producing states and 
has been assisting states in developing their oil and 
gas regulatory programs since 1935. In January 
1989, the 10GCC formed a council on regulatory 
need~ to assist EPA in its three-pronged approach 
mentioned above to fill the gaps in regulations. This 
council Is comprised of 12 state regulatory agency 
members and is supported by a nine.member 
advisory committee made up of representatives from 
~tate regul~tory agencies, industry. and public 
InteresUenvlronmental groups. This council is also 
assisted by representatives from EPA, Department of 
Energy (DOE), and BlM who act as official 
observers. 
The purpose of the council is to recommend 
effective regulations , guidelines, and standards for 
state-level management of oil and gas production 
(E&P) wastes. It is not intended to form the sole 
basis for any future federal statutory or regulatory 
authorities that may be sought by EPA for E&P 
wastes. In 1990 the 10GCC adopted guidelines in the 
form of technical and administrative criteria 
recom!,"ended by the council and advisory 
commottee. This publication, EPAIIOGCC Study of 
Slate Regulation of Oil and Gas Exploration and 
Product;('In Wastes is known as "IOGCC Guidelines" 
or the ·Green Boo~." These guidelines were update 
on May 1994 with the publication titled 10GCC 
Environmenta Guidelines for Stale Oil & Gas 
Regulatory Programs. 
The Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability 
Act of 1980, as amended (CERCLA) 
The CERCLA, also known as ·Superfund," and 
closely related to RCRA, is distinct and separate in 
that it mandates the cleanup of hazardous 
substances which encompasses a much broader 
range of products than does hazardous wastes 
defined by RCRA. It requires the potentially 
responsible party (PRP) to undertake cleanup 
(section 106) or to recover costs incurred in 
conducting remedial actions from PRPs (section 
107). Hazardous SUbstance means any element. 
compound, mixture, solution, or substance 
deSignated pursuant to section 102 of CERCLA. 
The CERCLA provides for the exclusion of 
petroleum, including crude oil, or any fraction thereof 
which is not otherwise or specifically listed from the 
definition of hazardous substances, contaminants, or 
pollutants (sections 101 and 104). This also includes 
natural gas, natural gas liquids, liquified natural gas, 
and synthetic gas usable for fuel. The legislative 
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history of the petroleum exclusion in CERCLA 
indicates that although petroleum and any fractions 
thereof are exempt. hazardous substances that have 
been added to oil but are not normally found in 
petroleum at the levels added, are not exempt. EPA 
could respond under CERCLA to releases of added 
hazardous substances from E&P wastes. Several 
oilfield waste disposal sites that accept RCRA 
Subtitle C exempt wastes are now Superfund sites 
because these sites were not managed to prevent the 
release of hazardous substances. RCRA exemption 
does not release the operator of liability under 
CERCLA. 
The CERCLA can be applied retroactively to 
provide for strict liability without regard to fault. and in 
appropriate circumstances, to impose joint and 
several liability. This liability may ultimately be the 
responsibility of the landowner. who also has the 
option of using CERCLA as the legal basis to sue the 
responsible parties who abandon hazardous 
substances on their land. It has been interpreted that 
any such relA::Jse which is defined in section 101 of 
CERCLA occurring on split estate be removed by the 
responsible party as provided by 43 CFR 3162.5-1(c) 
and Notice to Lessees and Operators of Onshore 
Federal and Indian Oil and Gas leases (NTl-3A). It 
is further interpreted to expand the requirement by the 
BlM to federal oil and gas leases on split estate that 
any such release be removet.l in compliance with the 
regulations provided by RCRA ref hazardous wastes 
and CERCLA for hazardous sub.:ances. (This 
expanded interpretation is presently being 
review by BlM's Washington Solicitor.) The 
reasoning for this expanded interpretation is leasing 
and subsequent development of the federal mineral 
estate on split-estate land is a federal action 
control:c 'J by federal regulation and appoicable federal 
and state laws. The BlM is the managing agency for 
federal oil and gas lease development on split estate. 
Although it could be strictly interpreted that the BlM 
is not the ultimate responsible landowner (surface 
owner), there is a legal and moral interpretation that 
the BlM (the mineral estate manager) in leasing the 
federal minerals. is the ultimate responsible party if 
all else faHed to secure retribution for damages and 
cleanup from the responsible operatorsJlessees. This 
w(Juld release the private surface owner(s) from any 
lease development liability of which they have no 
direct control. However. it would not release the 
private surface owner(s) from potential liability for a 
release of hazardous waste or substance that they 
authorized on their land that was not part of the 
federal lease development. 
There is a multitude of players as well as laws in 
solid waste management; it is difficult to determine 
who to call or who is responsible for what. The key 
experts for the BlM are the hazardous materials 
specialists/coordinators. The regulations for 
hazardous S;Jbstances and wastes are found in 40 
CFR, and they are the enforcement domain of EPA. 
The DEQ is anticipated to be delegated primacy from 
EPA for the enforcement of the solid waste 
management regulations including those for 
hazardous substances and wastes. This delegation 
is antiCipated to take place in October 1995. 
The Department of the Interior has the following 
fundamental principles of waste management: 
'Wherever feasible. we will seek to 
prevent the g~neratlon and acquisition of 
hazardous wastes; where waste generation 
is unavoidable. we will work to reduce the 
amounts (toxicity or risk) generated 
through the use of sound waste 
management practices; we w ill manage 
waste materials responsiblY in order to 
protect not only the natural rp,sources 
entrusted to us, but the many people who 
live and work on our public lands. and the 
millions more who enjoy our lands and 
facilities each year; we will move 
aggressively to clean up and restore 
areas under our care that are contaminated 
by pollution." 
ACCESS TO SPLIT·ESTATE TO 
DEVELOP FEDERALL V·OWNED 
MINERALS 
Any mineral lessee or operator (any person who 
has acquired from tr.e United States the mineral 
deposits in such Idnd) may enter and occupy as 
much of the private surface (patented) as may be 
required for the purpose of prospecting for mlning or 
removal of minerals upon completion of anyone of the 
following options (43 CFR 381 4. 1994): 
1. Upon securing a written consent or waiver 
of the surface owner(s) for lands covered 
by the federal lease and/or access to such 
lease over patenit:d lands covered by the 
SRHA or HA estate or a Single estate 
unified from several parcels origir.ally 
patented under the above subject acts. 
2. Upon payment of damages for crops, 
tangible improvements, and the value of the 
land for grazing purposes to the owner of 
the lands referenced in (1) above. 
3. Upon the execution of a good and sufficient 
bond or undertaking to the United States 
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for the use and benefit of the owner of the 
land referenced in (1) above, and to secu~. 
the payment of such damages for th., 
crops. tangible improvements and the value 
of the land for grazing purposes of the 
owner as may be detennined and fixed in 
an action brought upon the land or 
undertaken in a court of competent 
jurisdiction against the principles and 
sureties thereon. 
For options 1 and 2 mentio'led above, the BlM 
will require, at a minimum, a signed statement from 
the approved operator representative or the landowner 
that the operatornessee and the landowner have 
reached an agreement for surface disturbance 
damages. The BlM also may require the 
operatorllessee to furnish any additional agreement 
with the surface owner for !he protection of surface 
resources and the reclamation of disturbed areas for 
incorporatk>n into a)nditions of approval for 
authorizing the action, If the agreement is not 
deemed adeql:ate to protect both on and offsite 
damage to the lands, additional measures and 
mitigation will be required. If no agreement is 
reached, then the method according to option 3 must 
be followed. Under this method, a good and sufficient 
bond must be posted by the lessee/operator payable 
to the United States for payment for damages, 
specifically for crops, langible improvements, and the 
value of the land for grazing purposes. Nationwide, 
statewide, and individual bonds should suffice for this 
coverage (BlM Manual 3104. 1; Coquina Oil Corp., 41 
IBLA 248, 1979; Thea R. Gassin, 551BLA 257, 1981). 
According to the procedures for this option, the 
lessee/operator must serve this bond on the affected 
landowner and serve proof to the appropriate BlM 
office that they have done so. This then prompts the 
BLM authorized officer to serve written notice 
(certified letter) to the landowner conlaining pertinent 
infonnation about the proposed action and her/his 
right to protest. A copy must also be sent to the 
lessee/operator. The protest period runs for 30 days 
from date of service by BlM. 
The emphasis in this section is on access within 
SRHA and HA patented land. This process for 
access also pertains to patents issued pursuant to 
section 203 (sales) and section 206 (exchanges) of 
the FlPMA. 
The right to access an oil and gas lease includes 
all the land within the original patent e'"en if t..';a! !ond 
is not within the lease. if dn oil company wishes to 
cross one portion of a patent that has been 
subdivided into two portions to tlrill in the other 
portion, they have that right. In Kinney Coastal Oil 
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Co. v. Kieffer, 2n US 488, 544 (1928), Coaslal Oil , 
who held a federal oil and gas lease, sued the surface 
owner for subdividing the surface and erectinn 
buildings tor a town. The Supreme Court agreed with 
the oil company and ruled to prevent the use of the 
area as a commercial or residential area. Thus, the 
mineral owner's dominant servitude applies anywhere 
within the limits of the original patent no matter how 
far or often the surface eslate has been subdivided. 
In another landmark case. Mountain Fuel Supply Co. 
v. Smith, 471 F. 2d (10th Cir. 1973), an oil company 
wished to cross 10 parcels to drill a well on the 11 
parcel. All of the parcels have been patented at 
different times to different parties. At a later date, all 
of these parcels had been obtained by the defendant 
in this case. The court made no less than three 
significant holdings in this case. One. if the parcels 
had remained separately owned. the oil company 
would not have access rights across the 10 parcels 
to drill a well on 11 ; however. the company does have 
access rights on the 11th parcel on which they were 
to drill their well (471 F. 2d at 596,597). Two, where 
the surface ownership of all the parcels had been 
unified under a single ownership, the oil company 
would indeed have access across all the parcels (471 
F. 2d at 597). Three, the approved unitization of the 
area by !he appropriate authority was simply 
irrelevant (4.,1 F. 2d at 597). The lessees were 
restricted to the development of their leases, or if 
appropri.:!te, within a unit. Thu SRHA or HA access 
rights to deVF~lnp faderal min'~ral is dictated by the 
patented 8tJrface or a combination of patents unified 
by a sii'lgle owner. 
Following are three decisions options that may 
evolve in the protest period. 
If no objections are received from the landowner 
within the protest period, the authorized officer will 
issue and serve a final decision of approval of the 
sufficient bond coverage to the landowner with a copy 
going to the lessee/operator. The lessee/operator 
can then enter onto the surface of the patented 
land(s) of which are affected by the lease provided all 
applicable federal and state laws are met. 
~ the surface owner file; a protest (objection) to 
the bond within the protest period, the authorized 
officer will review the bond coverage, accompanying 
papers, and objections to detennine whetherthe bond 
should be approved or disapproved. If the bond is 
disapproved, a decision will be served on the 
lessee/operator with a copy goir.~ to the :~ndowner. 
The lessee/operator will have 3~ days to appeal to the 
Director of the BlM. There t,ave been cases where 
this appeal has gone to the Interior Board of land 
Appeals; however, this is not the process according 
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to the regulations contained in 43 CFR 3814. If the 
bond is approved, the decision will be served to the 
surface owner with a copy going to the 
lessee/operator. The surface owner will be given 30 
days to appeal the decision to the Director. If no 
appeal is filed, the authorized officer will serve a 
second final decision to the landowner approving the 
bond with no further right of appeal. The lessee! 
operator can then enter onto the land as specified 
above. If an appeal is filed, the action cannot be 
Approved until the matter is settled by a decision from 
the Director or his delegated authority approving or 
disapproving the bond. 
In no instances will lease action such as an APO 
be approved in the absence of the surface owner 
consent without first satisfying the requirements of 43 
CFR 3814. The purpose of these requirements is to 
ensure that the surface owners are treated fairly. and 
the mineral lessee/operators are allowed to enjoy the 
full privileges of their lease. 
In instances where landowner demands become 
unreasonable or excessive, the operator is protected 
by 43 CFR 3814 regulations. Conversely, BlM is 
assuring the landowners of the opportunity to protect 
themselves and to assure just compensation via the 
43 CFR 3814 regulations. 
If the landowner and lessee/operator cannot agree 
or settle on a payment for damages within the 
lifespan of the authorization(s), especially if the lease 
is to be abandon. then the landowner should take 
her/his action to a court of competent jurisdiction to 
secure payment of such damages. The lesseel 
operator has the option also to go to court to settle 
for payment of damages to the landowner. This may 
be especially true if a lesseeflandowner should want 
their bond released from any lease obligations 
including termination. If an agreement cannot be 
reached for settlement for the payment of damages. 
either party may go to court at anytime in this above 
mentioned process to have the court set the amount 
of damages which are to be paid at that time. 
Another option that could be pursued by a 
lessee/operator for access to develop federal minerals 
is via state condemnation procedures. 
It is not BlM's position to encourage the practice 
of payment of damages in lieu of restoration, nor to 
question the terms and dollar amounts under which 
an agreement is made. It is merely a position to 
assure that an agreement is reached which is 
acceptable to both parties. The BlM does have the 
right according to the MLA to require additional 
surface reclamation measures on all lease actions. 
However, they must be reasonable. justifiable, and in 
compliance with all pertinent laws. The goal should 
be to restore these areas disturbed by lease activities 
and operations to their original condition or to a 
reasonable environmentally sound condition. The 
surface owner should be compensated for all 
damages created by lease development. 
Policy and Guidance for Authorizing 
Class II Injection Wells for Fluid 
Oisposallocated on Split Estate, 
Private Surface/Federal Minerals, 
If an oil and/or gas well located within a federal oil 
and gas lease on split estate is converted to an 
injection well for disposing of off-lease, un~-produced 
fluids by either a third party or the current oil and gas 
lessee/operator, a right-of-way (ROW) is not the 
appropriate authorization and will cease being the 
pennitting instrument. This policy resuhed from two 
key IBLA decisions· Mallon Oil Company (104 IBLA 
145, September 2, 1988), and Phillips Petroleum 
Company (105 IBLA 345, November 17, 1988). The 
outcome from the Mallon Oil Company case was that 
once the minerals have been removed from the 
ground, the void fonnerly occupied by the minerals 
reverts to the surface owner. In this case both the 
surface and minerals were owned by the United 
States, and the court upheld that an ROW issued by 
BlM was the appropriate authorization. In the 
Phillips Petroleum Company case which involved 
split-estate lands, the BlM did not have the authority 
to issue a permit for the disposal of salt water into a 
dry well located on private surface and federal 
minerals. In actuality, BlM used the wrong 
authorization mechanism-a permit pursuant to 
section 302(b) of the FlPMA instead of an ROW 
under section 501 of the FlPMA. However, the BlM 
was not the owner. According to the Mallon Oil 
Company case decision, the void space is the 
property of the surface owner. Henceforth, the federal 
mineral estate will be protected using the following 
guidelines and procedures. 
Where BlM detennines that there are federal 
minerals within the formation for injection of fluids , the 
appropriate authorization for fluid disposal on existing 
federal oil and gas leases on split estate is by an 
approved Sundry Notice (Fonn 3160-5) These well 
activities will be the responsibility of the appropriate 
lessee/operator and not a third party. 
In conSidering and documenting feasibility for 
each case, the following factors must be analyzed, 
where applicable, in the applicant's proposal for 
subsequent well operation (Sundry Notice): (1) 
geology, (2) economic factors, (3) volume of produced 
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fluids, (4) hydrology and hydrogeology, (5) land use 
plans, (6) availabitity of private, state, and other land 
disposal sites, (7) state and/or federal agencies' 
permitting requirements (Onshore Oil and Gas Order 
#7, 1994), (8) water quality, (9) well bore schematics 
(present and/or proposed), (10) mon~oring require-
ments of down hole injection/disposal, and, (11) other 
factors determined by the authorized ollicer. Not only 
the applicant, but even more important, the BlM 
must consider these factors before approving an 
authorization. 
• the proposal is determined to be feasible, and a 
Sundry Notice is the instrument of authorization, the 
following conditions and slipulations should be 
considered and included as part of the authorizalion: 
1. A sUpulaUon stating, "The disposal well 
authorization may be tenminated by the 
authorized ollicer of the BlM by a decision 
notjlying the approved lesseeloperator 
thirty days (30) prior to the date of 
tennination. Termination must be for 
cause which includes. but is not limited to, 
compliance ~ both the lease and 
specific Sundry Notice authorizaUon 
sUpulations and cond~s as well as the 
protecUon of the federal mineral estate, 
and the laws and regulations that govem 
thereof. 
2. An approved underground injection control 
(UIC) penmit issued by the State of 
Wyoming, Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission (WOGCC), and written 
approval from the surface owner. 
3. Produced fluid disposed in a well must be 
traced to the specific oil and gas well(s) 
from which ~ came, and these specific 
well(s) so stated as part of the approved 
Sundry Notice. 
Converting federal oil and gas oil wells within a 
federal lease on split-estate lands to Class I 
commercial injectkln wells (wells used to dispose of 
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hazardous wasle: 40 CFR 144.6. 1993) will not be 
authorized for fluid disposal into a formation 
containing federal minera:s. 
• the BlM detenmines that the produced "uids 
from off-Iease/unil is to be disposed of by injection 
into a formation found to be totally void of federal 
minerals. the following conditions must be addressed 
before a well is approved for disposal purposes: 
1. The lesseeloperator must comply with all 
the appropriate regulations within 43 CFR 
3160 (1994), and more specifically section 
3162.3-4, "Well Abandonment." 
2. • used for disposal purposes, the BlM 
must consider that the well will meet 
specific criteria including: (1) that 
appropriate steps will be taken to avoid 
intermingling of fluids (oil. gas, and water) 
between formations or intervals that 
contain fluids of Significant different quality. 
and (2) protect all federal minerals that 
may occur in other formations. 
3. For an abandoned federal well to be used 
for subsurface disposal of off-Iease/unit 
produced fluids into a fonmation depleted of 
federal minerals. a BLM release form must 
be properly filled out and signed by the 
private surface owner(s)_ and accepled by 
the BlM authorized officer. By Signing this 
release fonn. the private surface owner 
ad<nowledges herlhis potential future 
liability Tor disposal activities and for 
assuring the operation of the well to 
standards as required by appropriate 
federal and state :-egulatory agencies. 
With an approved release. the landowner 
also could ultimately assume the 
responsibility for the final plugging and 
reclamation requirements for the well. 
When BlM accepts this release, the 
lessee/operatO(s oil and gas bond should 
also be released for this well. 
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Appendix 4 
LANDOWNERSHIP ADJUSTMENT STRATEGY 
FOR THE BlM-ADMINISTERED PUBLIC LANDS IN THE 
NEWCASTLE FIELD OFFICE, WYOMING 
PURPOSE OF THE LAND 
ADJUSTMENT STRATEGY 
The purpose ofthis land adjustment strategy is to 
provide general guidance to the land adjustment 
program for the Newcastle Field Office in order to 
accomplish plan objectives of the resource area. The 
strategy will be useful in guiding land exchange 
negotiations as well as other land adjustment actions 
with landowners and discussing the overall program 
with the public. 
The strategy provides general direction for federal 
land adjustments and may be modified or amended as 
new information and/or opportunities become evident. 
The strategy does not make hard and fast deci~ions on 
land adjustment; it provides concepts. Specific land 
adjustment proposals will be analyzed using the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) 
process including public participation. Decisions to 
implement a specifiC proposal will be based on the 
specific NEPA analysis and finding that the proposal is 
in the public interest and consistent with the land use 
plans, and applicable laws and regulations. 
Goals 
The overall goals are: 
1. 10 develop a landownership pattem that will 
provide better access to, and better 
management and protection of the public 
lands: 
2. to identify and pursue appropriate disposal 
actions of public land to private individuals 
and/or for management by other federal or 
state agencies to help solve problems relat-
ed to intermixed landownership pattems: and 
3. to implement and accomplish landownership 
adjustment in a timely. cost-effective manner 
while continuing to streamline processes. 
Objectives 
These following objectives will tier to the resource 
management plan with emphasis on land adjustment 
using exchanges, including assembled land ex-
changes. 
1. Provide or improve public access and recr&-
ation use and opportunities by consolidating 
landownership pattern and acquiring ease-
ment through land adjustment. 
2. Reduce conflicting land management objec-
wes between private landowners and the 
BlM. 
3. Improve resource management of BlM-
administered public lands and other federal 
lands to meet planning direction and allow 
implementation of an ecosystem manage--
ment approach. 
4. Acquire lands within critical wildlife habitat 
areas, special management areas such as 
areas of critical environmental concern. or 
riparian areas according to planning 
direction. 
5. Improve cost-effective management practices 
and cost efficiency of management objec-
tives by reducing administrative costs. 
JUSTIFICATION FOR A LAND 
ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM 
The intermingled landownership pattern in th~ 
Newcastle Field Office planning area makes It 
especially difficult for both the BlM and the private 
landowners to achieve their individual management 
objectives and inhibits management effectiveness and 
efficiency. In striving to meet its planning objectives. 
the Newcastle Field Office will plan and use 
landownership adjustment to consolidate public lands 
into more manageable and accessible units to further 
benefit the public and to more effectively initiate and 
continue management practices. The intent of land-
ownership adjustment is not to increase the federal 
land estate, but to consolidate parcels into more 
efficient and manageable patterns. 
An issue and comments from past scoping 
meetings involved access to and recreation potential on 
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public lands. Another area of interest over the past 
several years from both adjoining landowners and the 
general public was the desire to acquire many of these 
isolated public land parcels. Also. with the onset of 
range reform and the uncertainty of grazing lease fees. 
landowners surrounding isolated. scattered parcels of 
public lands within their ranch units have voiced their 
growing interest in purchasing these lands. These 
scattered. isolated public lands are both expensive and 
diflicutt to manage. and more efficiency would be 
gained while better serving the public by disposing of 
these parcels. In exchange for many of these disposal 
parcels. lands or easements could be acquired through 
avenues such as ·assem~ed land exchanges" where 
several different federal and/or private parcels are 
combined and exchanged in one or more transactions 
rNe( time. The expense of conducting the exchange 
could be distributed among several different participants 
and a higher dollar value could be used 10 exchange for 
lands or public interest therein Ihat the BlM has 
identified for high priority acquisibon in aocordanee with 
land use plans. 
LAND ADJUSTMENT 
PROGRAM 
tt is anticipated that land exchanges will provide the 
greatest opportunity to improve the landownership 
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pattem. No exchange will be completed without a 
determination that the public interest will be well served 
aocording to 43 CFR 2200.06 (b). 
In order to minimize impacts to the local 
govemments. such as loss of Payment in lieu of Taxes 
(Pll n. preference should be given to acquiring lands in 
counties where these public lands are to be disposed. 
LAND ADJUSTMENT 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
The acquisition and disposal evaluation and ranking 
criteria shown on the following pages were approved on 
October 11 . 1995. They were developed by an 
interdisciplinary team referred to as the Casper District 
land Exchange Team (lEn comprised of members 
from the resource areas and the district. Though the 
BlM has since reorganized into field offices that report 
directly to the State Director. the product the lET 
developed is still valid. The criteria they used were 
derived from laws, regulation s, policy, 
program/resource management experience, and 
planning decisions. The Newcastle Field Office will 
continue to use the t.,.. iteria in evaluating land 
adjustment proposals. 
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Acquisition Criteria 
Given: Acquisition of land has to have and/or provide public access that 
can be managed effectively and cost efficiently according to BlM goals 
Yes 0 
and initiatives. Can this given be met? 
No 0 
(If yes continue completing ranking criteria) 
Explain: (that is, uncontrolled access, restricted or cooperative) 
Ranking Criteria (Points Awarded) Points 
I. Public Values 
A. Recreation 
1. Hunting 
a. Big Game 
(1) Multiple species (15 pOints) 
or 
(2) Single species (10 pOints) 
b. Small Game 
(1) Multiple spec;es (15 pOints) 
or 
(2) Single species (10 pOints) 
2. Fishing (15 pOints) 
3. ORV Use (If meets planning or public demand objectives) 
a. Present (5 pOints) 
b. Potential (5 pOints) 
4. Scenic (0-15 points in increments of 5 points) 
·(8ased on visual resource management ratings) 
5. Other Recreation Value(s) (5 points each) 
(Specify) 
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B. 
AcquIsition Criteria 
RankIng CriterIa (Continued) 
Resource(s) Managemenl 
• If the re~urce value is presenl, would Ihe value(s) acquired or consolidaled be/add 10 Ihe cosl efficiency and 
manageablhty of Ihem by BLM/federal agency by compleling Ihe land adjuslment. 
1. Improves cost and management efficiency in: 
a. Cullural Resources (5 poinls) 
b. Foreslry Resources (5 poinls) 
c. Valuable Hisloric Resources (5 poinls) 
d. Minerals Resources (5 poinls) 
(1) Oil and Gas Leases CJ 
(2) Coal Leases CJ 
(3) Localables CJ 
(4) Salables D 
e. Paleonlological Resources (5 poinls) 
f. Range Resources (5 poinls) 
g. Walershed(5 or 10 poinls) 
h. Wildlife Resources (habilal) (5 poinls) 
i. T & E SpeCies (5 poinls) 
j . Olher (5 poinls) 
C. Unique Opportunilies (5-50 poinls in incremenls of 5) 
Explanation: 
Nota : Unique opportunities may also be qualified by tactors that aid in the economics of the opportunities: (i. 
B. proponent sha.res a percentage of the expenses on the evaluation of the public land. Such expenses as the 
cosls of cullural Invenlory, T&E, appraisal, elc.) 
II. Provide access 10 blocks of consolidaled federal land or Siale (?) lands. 
5 points for 1-640 acres 
10 poinls for 640-2000 acres 
15 poinls for 2,000-5,000 acres 
20 points for 5,000-10,000 acres 
30 poinls for 10,000 + acres 
Total PoInts I 1 
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AcquIsition Criteria 
RankIng Criteria (ContInued) 
Acres in consolidated blocks that access effects: acres. 
Further explanation of topics: 
Criteria for Disposal of Public Lands 
Given : Public Interest will be wall served. 
Anyone or more of the following criteria may be used to justify the disposal of public land: 
0 public land, becaus..: of its location and other characteristics. is difficult and uneconomical to manage. 
0 public land is not suitable for Inanagement by another federal department or agency. 
0 public land acquired for a specific purpose is no longer required for that or any other federal purpose. 
0 disposal of public land would serve important public purposes 
0 public lana IS more suitable for residential, commercial. agriculture, or industrial development in nonfederal ownership 
0 create ownership patterns that allow for local community development that cannot be achieved prudently or feasiblely on land other than public land and which outweigh other public objectives ,lind values. 
0 consistent with the mission of BlM and land use plans 
.. Dispose of entire grazing aUotmenVlease Yes 0 No 0 
Acres in grazing allotmenVlease: acres 
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Appendix 5 
WILD AND SCENIC RIVER REVIEW 
OF WATERWAYS IN THE 
NEWCASTLE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
PLANNING AREA 
INTRODUCTION 
As part of the planning effort for developing the 
Newcastle RMP, the BlM planning team members 
reviewed all BlM-administered public land surface along 
waterways within the Newcastle RMP planning area 
(Crook. Weston. and Niobrara counties). This review 
was to determine if any of these BlM-administered 
public lands mel the wild and scenic rivers eligibil~ty 
criteria and suitability factors. as identified in the Wild 
and Scenic Rivers Act (WSRA). 
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND 
COORDINATION 
The Wyoming BLM staff mel with representatives of 
various Wyoming state agencies. including the 
Governor's office, in January 1991 . These meetings 
were specifically for the purpose of reaching a mutual 
understanding of the wild and scenic rivers review 
process, and of the wild and scenic rivers eligibility 
criteria and suitability factors to be used in the process. 
This included some agreement on any needed 
refinements of these criteria and factors , specific to 
Wyoming, and their statewide application on BlM-
administered public lands. The eligibility criteria and 
suitability factors. including minor refinements agreed to 
at that time. are still consistent with the later·released 
BlM Wild and Scenic Rivers Manual 8351 (May 19, 
1992). At the same time, this included disagreement by 
state government, with giving any consideration for 
reviewing waterways that do not contain water year· 
round (for example. intermittent and ephemeral 
waterways) , The Wyoming BlM recognizes that 
position but is obligated to follow the BlM manual 
requirement to include intermittent and ephemeral 
waterways in the review. 
The State Directo(s policy and guidance statement 
for conducting the BlM wild and scenic rivers review 
process in Wyoming was issued December 31 , 1992. 
Minor editorial refinements to this policy and guidance 
were made on June 29, 1993, to make the wording more 
consistent with BLM Manual 8351 . The policy and 
guidance statement was again updated to reflect a 
December 1993 Washington office policy change 
concerning the inappropriate consideration of 
jurisdictional concerns as an eligibility criterion instead 
of a suitability factor. 
A September 20, 1989, Federal Register notice 
included the intent to conduct a wild and scenic rivers 
review in the Newcastle RMP planning area. 
On June 20, 1991 , .n ~p".n house was held at the 
Newcastle Resource Area office in Newcastle. Several 
topics discussed at the open house covered all identified 
issues and land use and resource management options 
to be addressed in the Newcastle EIS, including the wild 
and scenic rivers review. 
On June 28,1991, a presentation on the Newcastle 
wild and scenic rivers review was given to the Casper 
District Multiple Use AdviSOry Council. 
On February 12, 1992. the Newcastle wild and 
scenic rivers review was discussed with a representative 
of the Sierra Club. 
In July 1992, BlM personnel briefed Wyoming state 
agencies on the preliminary eligibility and suitability 
findings of the wild and scenic rivers review in the 
Newcastle RMP planning area. No BlM-administered 
public lands along waterways in the planning area were 
found to meet either the eligibility criteria or the 
suitability factors. Due to a BlM policy change, some 
BlM-administered public land parcels along eight 
waterways in the review area were found to meet the wild 
and scenic rivers eligibility criteria. However, these 
BlM-administered public lands were not found to meet 
the wild and scenic rivers suitability factors. Thus, the 
policy change did not result in any net change in the 
ultimate outcome of the wild and scenic rivers review in 
the Newcastle RMP planning area. This is explained in 
the "Results of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility 
Review" section below. 
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General mailings were sent to the individuals. 
interest groups and agencies on the Newcastle 
Resource Area mailing list. requesting input for the 
development of the Newcastle RMP. throughout the 
RMP development process. Individuals and groups that 
have expressed interest in special designations or 
special management areas (such as wild and scenic 
rivers) are included on the list. 
Briefings on the eligibility and suitability 
detenninations were also given to the Wyoming 
Congressional delegation representatives. 
representatives from local government agencies, and the 
Crook, Weston and Niobrara County Commissioners. 
PROCESS 
The following definitions apply to key terms used in 
the WSRR process: 
Waterway: A flowing body of water or estuary or a 
section, portion, or tributary thereof. including rivers. 
streams, creeks, runs, kills, rills, and small lakes. 
For purposes of this review. a waterway is not 
required to have water in it year·round and may be 
ephemeral or intermittent. 
Public lands: The BlM-administered public land 
surface along waterways within an RMP planning 
area. Those "split estate lands." where the land 
surface is state or privately owned and the federal 
mineral estate is administered by the BlM. are not 
invotved with these reviews. Other references to 
segments. parcels. corridors. and waterways. all 
represent public lands, which is the basis for our 
review. 
The BlM wild and scenic rivers review in the Newcastle 
RMP planning area will entail a three-step process of: 
1. Dete'TT1ining ~ BlM-administered public lands along 
waterways meet the eligibility criteria to be 
tentatively classified as wild. scenic. or recreational. 
2. Determining ~ any of those public lands that meet 
the eligibility criteria also meet the wild and scenic 
rivers suitability factors. 
3. Determining how any of those public lands that 
meet the suitability factors will be managed to 
protect their outstandingly remarkable values and 
their tentative wild. scenic. or recreational 
classification. 
These steps are further defined as follows: 
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Step I: Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Eligibility Criteria and Tentative 
Classification 
To meet the eligibility criteria. a waterway must be 
"free-flowing" and. along with its adjacent land area. 
must possess one or more "outstandingly remarkable-
values. As part of the eligibility review. BlM planning 
team members reviewed all waterways in the Newcastle 
RMP planning area to see if they contained any BlM-
administered public lands that meet the eligibility 
criteria. Only those portions of waterways flowing 
thl _ .Jgh BlM-administered public lands were considered. 
The following are the guidelines used in applying the 
eligibility criteria on BlM-administered public land 
surface in the Newcastle RMP planning area. 
Free-flowing. Free-flowing is defined in the WSRA as 
"existing or flowing in natural condilion without 
impoundment. diversion. straightening. rip-rapping. 
or other modification of the waterway." The 
existence of small dams. diversion works. or other 
minor structures at the time the river segment is 
being considered shall not automatically disqualify 
it for possible addition to the WSRS. A river need 
not be "boatable or floatable" in order to be eligible: 
there is no "minimum flow" requirement. 
Outstandingly Remarkabte Values. The BlM-
administered public land surface along waterways 
must also possess one or more outstandingly 
remarl<able values to be eligible for further 
consideration. Outstandingly remarkable values 
relate to scenic. recreational. geologic. fish and 
wildlife, historic. cultural. or other similar resource 
values. 
The term "outstandingly remarkable value" is 
not precisely defined in the WSRA. However. these 
values must be directly waterway related. The 
criteria for outstandingly remarkable values. used for 
the review of BlM-administered public land surface 
in the Newcastle RMP planning area. are as follows: 
~ The landscape elements of landform. 
vegetation, water, c%r, and related factors result in 
notable or exemplary visual features andlor 
attractions. Additional factors such as seasonal 
variations in vegetation, scale of cultural 
modifications, and length of time negative intrusions 
are viewed can also be considered when analyzing 
scenic values. Scenery and visual attractions may 
be highly diverse over the majority of the BlM-
administered public land surface involved; are not 
common to other waterways in the area; and must 
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be of a quality to attract visitors from outside the 
area. 
Reqeationa ,. Recreational opportunities on the 
BlM-administered public land surface are unique 
enough to attract visitors from outside the area. 
Visitors would be willing to travel long distances to 
use the waterway resources on the public lands for 
recreational purposes. Waterway related 
opportunities coukf include. but are not limited to. 
Sightseeing. wildlife observation. camping. 
photography. hiking. fishiny. hunting. and boating. 
Interpretive opportunities may be exceptional 
and attract viSitors from outside the area. The 
waterway may provide settings for national or 
regional commercial usage or competitive events. 
~ The BlM-administered public land 
surface provides an example(s} of a geologic 
feature. process, or ptlenomenon that is rare, 
unusual. or unique to the area. The feature{s} may 
be in an unusually active stage of devekJpment. 
represent a "textbook" example and/or represent a 
unique or rare combination of geologic features (for 
example, erosional, volcanic. glaCial, and other 
geologic structures). 
~ The fishery values on the BlM-
administered public land surface may be judged on 
the relative merits of either fish populations or 
habitat. or a combination of these conditions. For 
example: 
a. Populations. The waterway or waterway 
segment on BlM-administered public land 
surface is a contributor to one of the top 
producers of resident , indigenous fish species, 
either nationally or regionally. Of particular 
significance may be the presence of wild or 
unique stocks. or populations of federally listed 
or candidate threatened or endangered species. 
Diversity of species is also important. 
b. ~ The BlM-administered public land 
surface is contributing to exceptionally high 
quality habitat :..lr fish species indigenous to 
the region. Of particular Significance may be habitat 
for federally listed or candidate threatened and 
endangered species. 
~ Wildlife values on the BlM-administered 
public land surface may be judged on the relative 
merits of either wildlife populations or habitat, or a 
combination of these conditions. For example: 
a. f>opulaljgnl The Bl~ public land 
surface is CXII1Iributing to populations of resident 
or indigenous wildlife species important In the 
""'" or nationally. Of particular significance are 
species consider8d to be unique or populations 
of federally listed or candidate threatened or 
endangored species. DiveBity of species is 
also important. 
b. tlAI!iIal. The BlM-adminlstered public land 
surface is contribuling to exceptionally high 
quality habitat for wildl~e species importanl in 
the area or nationally. or may provide unique 
habitat or a critical link in habitat conditions for 
faderally listed or candidate threatened or 
endangerad species. Adjacent habitat 
conditions are such that the biological needs of 
the species are met. 
~ The BlM-edministered public land surface 
contains exampkts of outstanding cuHural sites 
which have unusual '.;haracteristics relating to 
prehistoric or histonc use. Sites may be important 
in the area or nationally for interpreting prehistory or 
history: may be rare and represent an area where a 
culture or cu~ural period was first identified and 
described: may have been used concurrently by two 
or more cuHural groups: or may have been used by 
cuHural groups for rare or sacred purposes. 
~ The BlM-administered public land 
surface contains a site(s) or feature(s) associated 
with a significant event. an important person, or a 
cultural activity of the past that was rare, unusual, or 
unique In the area. 
Note: Eligibility for inclusion in the National 
Register of Historic Places, by itself, is not sufficient 
justification for being considered outstandingly 
remarkable. 
Similar Values ' Other values may include 
significalt hydrologic. paleontologic, botanic, 
scientific, or ecologic resources as long as they are 
waterway related. 
Tentative ClasSification. At the same time that 
eligibility determinations are made, BlM-
administered public lands that meet the eligibility 
criteria are also given a tentative classification 
(either wild. scenic, or recreatklnal). as required by 
the Act. Tentative classification is based on the 
type and degree of human developments associated 
with the BlM-administered public lands involved and 
adjacent lands at the time of the review. Actual 
classification is a congressional legislative 
determination. 
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The tentative classifications. as used by BlM in 
Wyoming. are further defined as follows: 
Wild WatelW8V Area~ Wild areas are those where 
the waterways or sections of waterways on the 
BlM·administered public tand surface are free of 
impoundments and generally inaccessible except 
by trail with watersheds or shorelines essentially 
primitive and waters unpolluted. These represent 
vestiges of primitive America. Wild means 
undevetoped; roads, dams, or diversion works are 
generally absant from a quarter·mite corridor on both 
sides of the waterway. 
Scenic Waterway Areas' Scenic areas are those 
where the waterways or sections of waterways on 
the BlM·administered public land surface are 
generally free of impoundments. with shorelines or 
watersheds still largely primitive and shorelines 
largely undeveloped. but accessible in places by 
roads. Scenic does not necessarily mean the 
waterway corridor has to have scenery as an 
outstandingly remar1<able value; however. it means 
the waterway or waterway segment may contain 
more development (except for major dams or 
diversion worl<s) than a wild segment and less 
development than a recreational segment. For 
example. roads may cross the waterway in places 
but generally do not run parallel to it. In certain 
cases, however, if a parallel road is unpaved and 
well·screened from the waterway by vegetation or a 
hill for example. it could qualify for scenic 
classification. 
Recreational Waterway Areas' Recreational areas 
are those where the waterways or sections of 
waterways on the BlM·administered public land 
surface are readily accessible by road or railroad. 
that may have some development along their 
shorelines, and that may have undergone some 
impoundment or diversion in the past. Parallel 
roads or railroads, or the existence of small dams or 
diversions, can be allowed in this classification. A 
recreational area classification does not imply that 
the waterway or section of waterway on the public 
land surface will be managed or have priority for 
recreational use or development. 
Results of the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Eligibility Review for the Newcastle RMP 
Planning Area 
The Newcastle wild and scenic rivers review team 
met on October 9. 10. 11. 22. and 23. 1992. to conduct 
the prelimin3ry eligibility review for the waterways in the 
Newcastle RMP planning area. 
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Because of the broad interpretation of the "free 
flowing" criterion, all waterways reviewed were assumed 
to be free-flowing. Using an interdisciplinary approach. 
these waterways were further reviewed to determine 
whether any BlM·administered public lands along their 
courses contained any of the outstandingly remarl<able 
values described in the eligibility criteria. Of the 226 
waterways reviewed in the RMP planning area. the BlM· 
administered lands along 218 of the waterways were 
found to not have outstandingly remar1<able values and 
were dropped from further consideration. 
Pursuan" to BlM Manual 8351 (May 19. 1992). an 
additional eligibility criterion, the "Jurisdictional 
Considerations" criterion, was established. This new 
c;;terion provided that. where the BlM·administered 
public land surface represents less than 40 percent of 
the shoreline in a waterway or waterway segment being 
reviewed. the BlM·administered public land surface 
involved will be considered to be ineligible for further 
consideration. In considering this new criterion, 19 
BlM·administered public land parcels. scaHered along 
the remaining eight of the waterways reviewed (Beaver 
Creek. West Plum Creek. Blacktail Canyon . Belle 
Fourche River. Inyan Kara Creek. Whoopup Creek. Cave 
Springs Creek. and Bear Run Creek) were found to not 
meet the eligibility criteria. Subsequen:ly. this 
jurisdictional eligibility criterion policy was rescinded 
(BlM Washington Office Instruction Memorandum No. 
94-69. December 3. 1993). because jurisdictional 
considerations (administrative role or presence) are 
factors of suitability. rather than eligibility criteria. and 
are more appropriately addressed in the suitability 
determination phase of the review process. As a result, 
the 19 parcels of BlM·administered public lands along 
the remaining 8 waterways mentioned above were found 
to meet the wild and scenic rivers eligibility criteria. 
AHachment A (Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility 
Review) shows the waterways containing BlM· 
administered public lands that were reviewed and the 
eligibility determinations made for the public lands 
involved. 
AHachment B and Table B (waterway segment 
identification and classification) describe the involved 
public lands in more detail and show the tentative 
classification (either Wild. scenic. or recreational) given 
to each of the BlM·administered public land parcels that 
meet the eligibility criteria. 
Step II: Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Suitability Factors 
Any BlM·administered public lands that are found 
to meet the eligibility criteria and that are classified 
(wild. scenic. or recreational) are further reviewed to 
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determine if they meet the wild and scenic rivers 
suitability factors. The suitability determinations are 
made after the general public. local. state and federal 
governments and agencies, and other interested parties 
have reviewed the eligibility and classification 
determinations. 
Some factors to be considered in making the 
suitability determinations include, but are not limited to: 
1. Characteristics which do or do not make the BlM· 
administered public lands a worthy addition to the 
WSRS . 
2. Status of landownership, minerals (surface and 
subsurface), use in the area, including the amount 
of private land involved, and associated or 
incompatible uses. Jurisdictional consideration 
(administrative role and or presence) must be taken 
into account, to the extent that management would 
be affected. Refer to BlM Manual 8351 .33A2 (as 
amended on December 22. 1993) for additional 
information and details on the consideration of this 
suitability factor. 
3. Reasonably foreseeable potential use of the BlM· 
administered public lands and related watsrs which 
would be enhanced, foreclosed, or curtailed if they 
were included in the WSRS, and the values which 
could be foreclosed or diminished if the BlM· 
administered public lands are not protected as part 
of the system. 
4. Public, state, local. tribal. or federal interest in 
deSignation or nondesignation of any part or all of 
the waterway involved, including the extent to which 
the administration of any or all of the waterway, 
including costs thereof, may be shared by state, 
local. or other agencies and individuals. 
5. Estimated cost of acquiring necessary lands and 
interests in lands and of administering the area if it 
is added to the WSRS. Section 6 of the WSRA 
outlines policies and limitations of acquiring lands cr 
interests in land by donation, exchange, consent of 
owners, easement, transfer, assignment of rights , or 
condemnation within and outside established river 
boundaries. 
6. Ability of the BlM to manage andlor protect the 
BlM·administered public lands involved as a WSR 
or other mechanisms (existing or potential) to 
protect identified values other than WSR 
designation. 
7. Historical or existing rights which would be 
adversely affected. In the suitability review. 
adequate consideration will be given to rights held 
by other landowners and applicants. lessees. 
claimants. or authorized users of the BlM· 
administered public lands involved. 
8. Other issues and concems. ~ any. 
Results ofthe Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Suitability Review for the Newcastle RMP 
Planning Area 
Due to the jurisdictional considerations policy 
change mentioned above, a suitability review was 
conducted on the BlM·administered public lands 
determined to meet the eligibility criteria (BlM lands 
along Beaver Creek. West Plum Creek. Blacl<tail 
Canyon. Belle Fourche River. Inyan Kara Creek. 
Whoopup Creek. Cave Springs Creek. and Bear Run 
Creek) to determine whether or not they meet the wild 
and scenic rivers suitability factors. The Newcastle 
WSR preliminary suitability determinations were made 
based on an intemal BlM screening of the above eight 
factors. Both in·house knowledge and comments 
received from the general public were used to make 
these determinations. Much of the public input received 
during the eligibility phase involved discussion of 
suitability factors. This input proved very valuable in 
helping the BlM to make the preliminary suitability 
determinations. All parties who participated in the 
eligibility review process were notified of the preliminary 
suitability detemlinations by mail and were afforded the 
opportunity to comment. Specialists determined that 
none of the BlM-administered public lands involved met 
the suitability factors : therefore. they will net be 
considered for inclusion in the WSRS. Attachment C 
(Wild and Scenic Rivers Suitability Review) summarizes 
the waterways, containing BlM-administered public 
lands. that were reviewed and the suitability 
detenninations made for the public lands involved. 
Step III: Management of BLM· 
Administered Public Lands That 
Meet the Suitability Factors 
Because there were no BlM-administered public 
lands found to meet the suitability factors . step III of the 
review process (described below) is not appiicable to. 
and was not conducted as part of the wild and scenic 
rivers review process in the Newcastle RMP planning 
area. It is described here for informational purposes 
only. Management of the BlM·administered public 
lands involved will be i..,cluded within the provisions of the 
general planning and management deCisions of the 
Newcaslle RMP. 
The BlM land use planning decisions are developed 
and implemented for any Bl.M·administered public lands 
along waterways that are determined to meet the 
SUitability factors. These planning decisions are made 
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in the RMP and include management objectives. 
management actions, and appropriate allocations of land 
and resource uses that would maintain the outstandingly 
remarkable values and tentative wild a:ld I3cenic 
waterway classifications identified on the BlM-
administered public lands involved. 
The Bl M-administered public lailds that are 
determined to meet the suitability factors would then be 
managed under the BlM's land use plan management 
decisions indefinitely. At some time in the future, it is 
possible that the Secretary of the interior may direct the 
BLM to participate in the development of wild and scenic 
river study reports. The results and documentation of 
the BlM wild and scenic river reviews for the RMP 
planning area would be used in developing allY such 
reports . 
Attachment C summarizes the wild and scenic 
river.; suitability review conducted for the Newcastle 
RMP planning area. 
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Se gment 
Coun!l "'um ber 
Niobrara 51 
Niobrara 52 
Niobrara 53 
Niobrara S4 
Niobrara 55 
Niobrara 56 
Niobrara 58 
Niobrara 59 
Niobrara 510 
Niobrara 511 
Niobrara 512 
Niobrara 513 
Niobrara 51' 
Niobrara 515 
Niobrara 516 
Niobrara 517 
Niobrara 518 
Niobrara 519 
rliobrara 520 
Weston 521 
Weslon 522 
Weston 523 
Weston 524 
Weston 525 
Weston 526 
Weston 527 
Weston 528 
Weston 529 
Weston 530 
Weslon 531 
Weston 532 
Weston 533 
Weston 534 
Weston 535 
Weston 536 
Weston 537 
Weston 538 
Weston 539 
Weston S40 
Weston S41 
Weston S42 
Weston S43 
C_ S44 
CrooI< S45 
C_ S46 
C_ S47 
CrooI< S48 
C_ S49 
erook 550 
C,ook 551 
C,ook 552 
C_ 553 
C_ 554 
C_ 555 
C_ 556 
- ~--
Appendix 5-Attachment A 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Review 
for the 
Newcastle RMP Planning Area 
Quartllr-
Nam . of Wlterwl Y Township Range Section QUl rter Quarter 
Cheyenne Rroer 39N 62W. 01 >IN SE 
Cheyenne River 41 N. 67W. 26 SE >IN 
Antelope Creek 38N. 62W. 25 SW SW 
Black Ta~ Qeet< 37N. 61W. 19 SW SW 
tndianCreelc. 35N. 6OW. 27 lIE 
Stream 36N. 65W. 27 SE SE 
Cow Creek 38N. 66W. 07 lIE SE 
Cow Creek 38N. 66W. 09 5E >IN 
little Cow Creek 38N. 67W. 24 SE 
Spring Creek 39N. 65W. 34 
South Greasewood Creek 39N. 64W. 34 >IN 
Dixon Draw 4ON. 65W. 15 lIE 
Snyder Creek 4ON. 65W. 30 SW 
Snyder Creek 4ON. 65W. 30 lIE SE 
Snyder Creek 4ON. 65W. 29 lIE >IN 
Stream 39N. 65W. 12 lIE lIE 
Snyder Creek 4ON. 65W. 23 >IN lIE 
Robbers Roost Creek 4ON. 61W. 09 >IN >IN 
Stream 4ON. 6OW. 08 5W >IN 
Stream 45N. 63W. 04 SW 
Stream 45N. 63W. 04 5W 5W 
Stream 45N. 63W. 04 SW 5E 
Stream 45N. 63W. 08 5E 
Poison Creek 46N. 63W. 30 >IN 
Beaver Creek 46N. 63W. 30 SW 
Beaver Creek 46N. 63W. 31 >IN >IN 
Beaver Creek 46N. 64W. 23 SE 5 E 
Beaver Creek 46N. 64W. 23 5E 5E 
Beaver Creek 42N. 61W. 07 >IN lIE 
Beaver Creek 42N. 61W. 06 SW >IN 
Beaver Creek 42N. 61W. 06 SW 5W 
Stream 46N. 64W. 15 lIE 
Beaver Creek [Stockade] 47N. 6OW. 03 r-t.v 
West Plum Creek 46N. 62W. 27 SE SW 
West Plum Creek 46N. 62W. 27 5E 5W 
Blacktail Canyon 46N. 62W. 15 5E >IN 
Lone Tree Creek 45N. 67W. 05 lIE 
Stream 45N. 67W. 04 5E SE 
South Beaver Creek 43N. 62W. 28 5W >IN 
South Beaver Creek 43N. 62W. 29 
Stream 41 N. 61W. 13 5W 
Blacktail Creek 43N. 61W. 21 lIE lIE 
N". FOI1t Little Mo. River 57N. 67W. 34 lIE 5E 
Nc' •. FOI1t UtUe Mo. River 57N. 68W. 35 >IN lIE 
No. FOI1t litHe Mo. River 57 N. 66W. 33 >IN lIE 
Belle Fourche River 53N. 66W. 25 >IN 
Belle Fourche River 53N. 66W. 26 5E 
Belle Fourche River 55N. 64W. 13 SW lIE 
Belle Fourche River 57N. 63W. 13 SW lIE 
Stream 57N. 61W. 02 5W lIE 
Gaff Creek 57 N. 64W. 03 lIE SE 
Holben Creek 58N. 64W. 33 >IN SW 
Boggy Creek 57N. 63W. 19 5W >IN 
Prickly Pear Creel( 57 N. 66W. 21 5E 5W 
Short Creek 58N. 66W. 30 lIE lIE 
BEST COPY AVAILABLE 
----- --
--- ----_._-
f ., 
Outlllllndlng iy 
F'H Rttmartl:.b le 
Flowing ? Values? 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
VR. N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
ves N:> 
ves N:> 
ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves ves 
ves Ves 
Ves Ves 
Ves Ves 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves Ves 
Ves Ves 
Ves Ves 
Ves Ves 
Ves N:> 
Ve. N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ves N:> 
Ve. N:> 
73 
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Appendix ~Attachment A (Continued) Appendix ~Attachment A (Continued) 
Wild and Scenic RIv .... Eligibility Review Wild and Scenic Rlv .... Eligibility R.vl.w 
lor the lor the 
Newcastl. RMP Planning Area Newcastle RMP Planning Area 
Out.t.ndlngly 
legment QUlrt. r. Fr •• Rlmlrhbla Outatondlngly 
County Number Maml of W.I"'r Townahlp Ring. Section QUlrtar QUlrt.r Flowlns? V,lu •• ? Sigment QUirt.,· F'H Ramaruble 
County Numb.r Nlm. of WI.erwll Townlhle Rani' Section QUirt., QUlrtar FIOWlna? V,lu •• ? 
~ 557 ~CnIok saN. SSW. 29 SE 1'£ Ves No ~ S58 Stream 53N. 67W. 25 NN NN Ves No Crook 5113 Stream saN. 67W. 34 5W Ve. No 
~ S59 BuflaIoC'- 49N. 67W. 31 1'£ SW Ves No Crook 5114 Stream 57N. 67 W. 23 Ves No 
~ S60 BuflaIoC,- 49N. 67W. 31 1'£ SW Ves No Crook 5115 BaI1!e Creek 57N. 67W. 15 5W 5W Ve. No ~ 561 Coid Springs CnIok SON. 61W. 32 1'£ 1'£ Ves No Crook 5116 Battle Creek 57N. 67W. 15 5W 5W Ves No 
~ S62 Coid Springs CnIok SON. 61W. 32 1'£ 1'£ Ves No Crook 5117 Stream 57N. 67W. 27 5W NN Ves No 
~ S63 Coid Springs CnIok 51 N. 61W. 09 5f SE Ves No Crook 5118 Gammon Prong Creek 57N. 67W. 28 5f 5f Ve. No 
~ S64 Inyon Kara CnIok SON. 64W. 35 SW 5f Ve. Ves Crook 5119 Little Missouri River 56N. 66W. 20 NN NN Ve. No 
~ S65 UtIIoMill:helc.- 52N. 68W. 07 1'£ 5W Ves No Crook 5120 TLCreek 56N. 66W. 20 NN NN Ve. No 
~ S66 UtIIoMitchelCnlok 52N. 68W. 07 1'£ 5f Ves No Crook 5121 Mule~ 56N. 67W. 25 SW 1'£ Ve. No ~ 567 GIonmon Prong CnIok 57N. 67W. 20 SW SE Ves No Crook 5122 Mule Creek 56N. 67W. 25 SW 5f Ves No 
~ S68 5"'am 49N. 66W. 33 5W 5f Ves No Crook 5123 Came Nation Creek SSN. 67W. 06 Sf SW Ves No 
Crook 569 West FOIl< Won<! CnIok 49N. 66W. 33 5f SW Ves No Crook 5124 Stream 56N. 67W. 19 NN Ves No ~ 570 West FOIl< Won<! c.- 49N. 68W. 33 NN Ves No Crook S125 Stream 56N. 67W. 30 1'£ 1'£ Ves No 
~ 571 Stream 49N. 66W. 17 SW SE Ves No Crook 5126 Stream 56N. 67W. 15 NN Ves No 
~ 572 Stream 52N. 68W. 04 NN Ves No Crook 5127 Stream 56 N. 67W. 15 SW Ves No ~ S73 Stream 52N. 68W. 05 SW SW Ves No Crook 5126 Stream 56N. 67W. 15 Sf 1'£ Ves No 
~ 574 5tream 52N. 68W. 07 1'£ NN Ves No Crook 5129 Little Missouri River 56N. 66W. 18 5f 5f Ves No 
~ 575 S .... m 52N. 68W. 06 NN 1'£ Ves No Crook 5130 little Piney Creek 49N 65W. 14 5f SE Ves No 
~ 576 S .... m 51 N. 67W. 18 1'£ 5W Ves No Crook 5 131 Willow Creek 49N. SSW. 14 Sf SE Ve. No 
~ 5n S .... m 53N. 67W. 03 SW 1'£ Ves No ~ 5132 OeepOraw 49N. SSW. 23 5W Ves No 
~ 578 5 .... m 53N. 66W. 30 NN NN Ves No Crook 5133 Willow Creek 49N. 65W. 23 1'£ Ves No 
~ 579 5tream 53N. 68W. 31 NN Ves No Crook SI34 DeepOraw 49N. SSW. 25 NN Ves No ~ sao 5tream 52N. 66W. 05 1'£ SW Ves No Crook 5135 Willow Creek 49N. 65W. 23 5f Ves No 
~ 561 5 ...... 52N. 66W. 05 NN Ves No "rook 5136 Green River 49N. 65W. 26 5f 5f Ves No 
~ S62 5 ...... 52N. 66W. 24 SE 1'£ Ves No Cr<>Ok 5137 Willow Creek 49N. 65W. 25 5W 5W Ves No ~ S63 S ...... 51 N. 66W. 01 SW Ves No C""", 5 138 Stream 56N. 67W. 11 5f SW Ves No 
~ S64 Tomcat CnIok SON. 65W. 32 1'£ Ves No Crook 5 139 Stream 56N. 67 W. 02 SE 5E Ves No 
~ S85 Stream SON. SSW. 32 1'£ NN Ves No Croc~ 5140 Stream 56N. 67W. 01 SW Ves No ~ S86 Stream SON. SSW. 31 SE Ves No Crook 5141 Stream 56N. 67W. 01 SW Ves No 
~ S86 5tream SON. 64W. 06 SE 1'£ Ves No Crook 5142 CedarCreek 56N. 67W. 01 NN 5W Ves No 
~ S69 5b"eam SON. 64W. 06 5f Ves No Crook 5143 CedarCreek 56N. 67W. 01 NN NN Ves No ~ 590 _c.e. SON. 64W. 06 SE NN Ves ~ Crook 5144 Bush Creek 56N. 66W. 05 1'£ Ves No 
~ 591 5tream SON. 64W. 07 1'£ Ves No Crook 5145 CedarCreek 56N. 67W. 02 Sf Ves No 
~ 592 5tream 49N. 64W. 02 NN NN Ves No Crook S145 No. FMc Little Mo. River 56N. 67W. 02 1'£ NN Ves No 
~ S93 5tream 52N. 62W. 31 SW NN Ves No C_ 5147 Stream 56N. 67W. 10 1'£ 1'£ Ves No 
~ 594 5b"eam 52N. 61W. 13 SW SW Ves No Crook 5148 CedarCreek 56N. 67W. 10 SE Ves No 
~ 595 5tream 49N. 65W. 07 1'£ SE Ves No Crook 5149 Stream 56N. 67W. 10 SE Ves No 
~ 596 5tream 49N. 65W. 07 1'£ SE Ves No Crook 51SO Stream 56N. 67W. 10 5W Ves No 
~ S97 Stream 54N. 68W. 25 NN NN Ves No Crook 5151 CedarCreek 56N. 67W. 10 SW Ves No 
~ S96 5tream 54N. 68W. 25 1'£ NN Ves No Crook 5152 Stream 56N. 67W. 05 1'£ 5E Ves No 
~ 599 5~oam 49N. 68W. 34 1'£ SE Ves No ~ 5153 Stream 56N. 67W. 05 NN Ves No 
~ 5100 Stream 54 N. 61W. 06 1'£ SW Ves No ~ 5154 Stream 56N. 67W. 06 NN Ves No 
~ S101 5tream 54 N. 61W. 06 1'£ NN Ves No Crook 5155 Driscoll Creek 56N. 67W. 08 NN Ves No ~ 5102 Stream !'IN. 61W. 06 Ve. No Crook 5156 Stream 56N. 67W. 07 1'£ Ves No 
~ 51 03 S .... m 54N. 61W. 07 1'£ SW Ves No Crook 5157 Stann Draw 57 N. 66W. 29 5E Ves No 
~ 5104 5 .... m 54N. 61W. 07 1'£ SW Ves No Crook 5156 Stream 57 N. 67W. 25 NN 1'£ Ves No 
~ 5105 5tream 49N. SSW. 21 SW SW Ves No Crook 5159 North Battle Creek 57 N. 67W. 23 1'£ Ves No ~ 5106 S ...... 56N. 68W. 23 SW NN Ves No Crook 5160 Stream 57 N. 66W. 16 SE 1'£ Ves No 
~ 5107 5tream 56N. 68W. 21 1'£ SE Ves No Crook 5161 North Draw 57 N. 66W. 16 1'£ Ve. No 
~ 5108 S .... m 56N. 68W. 03 5W NN Ves No Crook 5162 Stream 57 N. 66W. 05 SW 5E Ves No ~ 5109 No. FOIl< lJ11Io Mo. Rmr 57N. 67W. 31 5f NN Ves No Crook 5163 Stream 57N. 66W. 05 5E 5W Ves No 
~ 5110 5 ...... 57N. 67W. 05 SE Ves No Crook 5164 Craft Draw 57 N. 66W. 05 5W Ves No 
~ 5111 _c.e. 56N. 67W. 28 1'£ 1'£ Ves No Crook 5165 Craft Draw 57N. 66W. 05 5W Ves No ~ 5112 5tream saN. 67W. 27 SW Ves No Crook 5166 Strand Draw 57N. 66W. 21 1'£ Ves No 
Crook 5167 No. FOIl< little Mo. River 57N. 66W. 27 5W NN Ves No 
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE BEST COPy AVAILAtiLt 
Segment 
Appendix 5-Attachment A (Continued) 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Review 
forth. 
Newcastle RMP Planning Area 
Coun Humber Name of Wa'e,.e Town.hl 
Quart.r~ 
Ran. Section Quarter Quarter 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
C.-
Crook 
C.-
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
C.-
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
C.-
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
C.-
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
C.-
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
C.-
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Crook 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
76 
5168 
5169 
5170 
5171 
5172 
5173 
5174 
5175 
5176 
51n 
51 78 
5179 
5180 
5181 
5182 
5183 
5184 
5185 
5186 
5187 
5188 
5189 
5190 
5191 
5192 
5193 
5194 
5195 
5196 
5197 
5198 
5199 
5200 
5201 
5202 
5203 
5204 
5205 
5206 
5207 
5208 
5209 
5210 
5211 
5212 
5213 
5214 
5215 
5216 
5217 
5218 
5219 
5220 
5221 
5222 
Priddy Pear Creek 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
5tream 
Stream 
Bronco John Creek 
Stream 
Lindsey Creek 
Lindsey Creek 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Sage Creek 
Sage Creek 
Stream 
little Missouri River 
Utt1e Missouri River 
little Missouri River 
Little Missouri River 
little Missouri River 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
5tream 
5tream 
Stream 
Stream 
5tream 
Stream 
5tream 
Stream 
[);nkyCreek 
Stream 
Stream 
Twentyone Draw 
Twentyone Draw 
Stream 
Stream 
5tream 
B;gDrnw 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Gaff Creek 
Stream 
Gaff Creek 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Owl Creek 
OwtCreek 
Stream 
57N. 
56N. 
56N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57N. 
S7N. 
56N. 
56 N. 
56N. 
57N. 
S7N. 
57 N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57N. 
56N. 
56N. 
56N. 
56N. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
seN. 
56N. 
56N. 
56N. 
56N. 
SS N. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
56N. 
56N. 
56N. 
56N. 
57N. 
57 N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57N. 
57 N. 
S7 N. 
seN. 
seN. 
4ON. 
41 N. 
4ON. 
66W. 
68W. 
66W. 
SSW. 
85W. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
85W. 
6SW. 
65W. 
65W. 
6SW. 
65W. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
65W. 
65W. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
6S W. 
6SW. 
68W. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
68W. 
6OW. 
6OW. 
65W. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
65W. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
65W. 
64W. 
64W. 
64W. 
64W. 
64W. 
61W. 
61W. 
66W. 
66W. 
68W. 
27 
23 
23 
lS 
l S 
11 
08 
3S 
02 
11 
11 
3S 
02 
02 
02 
01 
01 
29 
17 
17 
17 
17 
29 
30 
30 
19 
30 
30 
32 
32 
28 
29 
28 
28 
27 
lS 
06 
08 
18 
18 
07 
OS 
33 
33 
32 
02 
14 
14 
22 
lS 
30 
2S 
08 
31 
04 
NW 
I'E 
I'E 
5E 
5E 
5E 
NW 
NW 
5W 
5W 
NW 
SE 
NW 
I'E 
I'E 
5W 
5W 
NW 
NW 
NW 
NW 
NW 
5W 
NW 
I'E 
5E 
5W 
5W 
5W 
I'E 
5W 
I'E 
5W 
I'E 
NW 
5E 
5E 
NW 
5E 
I'E 
5E 
I'E 
I'E 
NW 
I'E 
SW 
NW 
NW 
I'E 
5E 
NW 
5E 
SE 
5E 
I'E 
BEST COpy AVAILABLE 
5W 
5E 
I'E 
5W 
5E 
I'E 
5W 
5E 
5E 
I'E 
NW 
NW 
NW 
5W 
NW 
I'E 
5E 
NW 
I'E 
5E 
I'E 
NW 
5W 
I'E 
5E 
Outstandingly 
Fr.. Rema rkable 
Flowln? Valu •• ? 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
,.., 
Segment 
Appendix 5-Attachment A (Continued) 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Review 
forth. 
Newcastle RMP Planning Area 
eountv Number Name of Waterway 
Quarte,-
Townahlp Ranp. Siction Quart., Quartl' 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobrara 
Niobfara 
Niobrara 
Weston 
Weston 
Weston 
Weston 
Weston 
Weston 
5223 
5224 
522S 
5226 
5227 
5226 
5229 
5230 
5231 
5232 
5233 
5234 
5235 
5236 
5237 
5238 
5239 
5240 
S241 
5242 
5243 
52" 
524S 
5246 
5247 
5248 
5249 
5250 
52S1 
52S2 
5253 
5254 
52SS 
5256 
52S7 
52se 
52S9 
5260 
5261 
5262 
5263 
5264 
526S 
5266 
5267 
5268 
5269 
5270 
5271 
5272 
5273 
5274 
527S 
5276 
52n 
Fred Draw 
Stream 
West Bufl Creelt 
Little Cow Creek 
Stream 
OogieCr~ 
Stream 
Stream 
Snyder Creek 
Snyder Creek 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Boggy Creek 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Snyder Creek 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
N. Greasewood Creek 
Stream 
N. Greasewood Creek 
Stream 
Seven Mile Creek 
Rock Corral Draw 
Rock Corral Draw 
Trout Draw 
Mercer Draw 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Stream 
Cow Creek 
Twenty Mile Gulch 
Twenty Mile Gulch 
Stream 
MikesOraw 
Stream 
Stream 
Oil Creek 
[);I Creek 
[);I Creek 
Four Mile Draw 
Whoopup Creek 
Whoopup Creek 
41 N. 
4ON. 
39N. 
38N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39 N. 
39N. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
38N. 
38N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
4ON. 
40 N. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
4O N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
39N. 
38N. 
39N. 
38N. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
4ON. 
37N. 
37N. 
38N. 
38N. 
37 N. 
38N. 
36N. 
36N. 
36N. 
36N. 
36N. 
35N. 
43N. 
"N. 
46 N. 
46N. 
<IN. 
<IN. 
66W. 
67W. 
67W. 
66W. 
6SW. 
66W. 
68W. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
64W. 
64W. 
64W. 
64W. 
6SW. 
65W. 
64W. 
64W. 
64W. 
6SW. 
64W. 
6SW. 
6SW. 
64W. 
64W. 
63W. 
63W. 
63W. 
64W. 
63W. 
63W. 
63W. 
63W. 
63W. 
62W. 
62W. 
68W. 
66W. 
66W. 
6SW. 
66W. 
6SW. 
68W. 
66W. 
66W. 
66W. 
67W. 
6SW. 
62W. 
62W. 
62W. 
62W. 
6OW. 
6OW. 
27 
24 
26 
20 
3S 
08 
08 
17 
06 
33 
33 
OS 
OS 
27 
27 
13 
2S 
17 
05 
08 
2S 
32 
13 
13 
17 
21 
28 
27 
27 
2S 
06 
32 
OS 
22 
01 
OS 
OS 
07 
OS 
33 
31 
12 
28 
02 
14 
09 
17 
11 
04 
23 
3S 
lS 
14 
06 
20 
BEST COpy AVAILABU: 
NW 
I'E 
I'E 
SW 
SW 
5E 
5E 
5E 
5E 
SW 
SW 
5E 
5E 
5W 
5W 
5W 
5E 
NW 
5W 
SE 
5W 
5W 
NW 
5E 
5W 
NW 
5W 
I'E 
I'E 
NW 
5W 
5E 
NW 
I'E 
5E 
I'E 
NW 
I'E 
5E 
NW 
5E 
5E 
I'E 
5W 
lIE 
I'E 
SW 
5E 
5E 
5E 
5E 
5E 
I'E 
I'E 
NW 
I'E 
I'E 
I'E 
NW 
5W 
5E 
SW 
5E 
NW 
~ 
I'E 
5W 
NW 
5E 
I'E 
I'E 
5E 
NW 
5E 
5W 
Outagndlngl~ 
F'H Rlm.rtl.bll 
Flowing? Valu.a? 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ve. 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
Yes 
Ves 
Ves 
Ves 
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,.., 
,.., 
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Appendix 5-Attachment A (Continued) 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Review 
for the 
Newcastle RMP Planning Area 
Segment Quarte,. 
County Number Nlme of Waterway Townlhlp Rlna. Section QUlrt.r QUlrter 
Weston 5278 Whoopup Creek 43N. SOW. 21 
W .. ton 5279 Whoopup Creek 43N. SOW. 28 
Weston 5280 Whoopup Creek 43N. SOW. 29 
Weston 5281 Whoopup Creek 43N. SOW. 33 
Weston 5282 Whoopup Creek 44N. SOW. 31 5E NE 
Weston 5283 Cave 5prings Creek 45N. 61W. 18 
Weston 5284 eave Springs Creek 45N. 61W. 19 
Weston 5285 Beaver Creek Tributary 42N. 61W. 32 NII2 
Weston 5286 Bear Run Creek 46N. SOW. 09 
Weston 5287 Thompson Canyon Creek 46N SOW. 34 
Weston 5288 N. Thompson Canyon Creek. 46N. SOW. 27 
Weston 5289 N. Thompson Canyon Creek. 46N. SOW. 28 
Weston 5290 Sherwood Canyon Creek 45N. SOW. 09 
Weston 5291 Sherwood Canyon Ck. Trb. 45N. SOW. 08 
Weston 5292 5he1don Canyon Creek. Tit>. 45N. 6OW. 20 
Weston 5293 Sheldon Canyon Creek. Tit>. 45N. 6OW. 21 
Weston 5294 Stotts Canyon Creek 46N. SOW. 15 
Weston 5295 Hay Creek 46N. 67W. 34 
Weston 5296 Kinney Canyon Creek 45N. SOW. 05 
Weston 5297 Kinney Canyon Creek 45N. 6OW. 06 
Weston 5298 Cedar Craw Creek 44N. SOW. 09 
Weston 5299 Cedar Draw Creek Tribs . 44N. 6OW. 04 
Weston 5300 Cedar Draw Creek TMbs. 44N. 60W. 08 
Weston S301 Hay Creek 41 N. SOW. 05 EII2 
Weston 5302 Uno Creek 43N. 6OW. 33 
Weston 5303 Rals Valley Creek 45N. 6OW. 18 
Weston S304 Rats Valley Creek 45N. 6 1W. 13 
Weston 5305 Rats Valley Creek 45N. 61W. 24 
Weston 5306 Sheep Creek & fribs. 41 N. 61W. 05 
Weston 5307 Stream 48N. 68W. 25 
Weston 5308 5lream 48N. 68W. 26 
Weston 5309 Stream 47N. 68W. 01 
Weston 5310 Stream 47N. 68W. 02 
Weston 5311 Stream 47N. 68W. 04 
Weston 5312 Stream 47 N. 68W. 09 
Weston 5313 Stream 47N. 68W. 14 
Weston 5314 Stream 47N. 68W. 16 
Weston 5315 Stream 47N. 67W. 17 
Weston 5316 SlIeam 47 N. 67W. 18 
Weston 5317 Stream 47N. 6OW. 09 
Weston 5318 Stream 47N. SOW. 34 
Weston 5319 SlIeam 46N. lOW. multiple 
Weston 5320 Stream 41 N. 61W. 17 
Niobrara 5321 21 Draw Creek & Tribs. 4ON. 6OW. 06 
Niobrara 5322 21 Draw Creek & Tribs. 4ON. SOW. 07 
NKlbrara 5323 21 Draw Creek & Tribs. 4ON. SOW. 08 
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Appendix 5-Attachment B 
Identification and Classification of BlM·Admlnlstered 
Public lands Along the Waterways Determined to Meet the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Criteria 
Segment of Waterway Reviewed 
Bear Run Creek (&egmenl S286-T. 46 N .. R. 60 W., sec. 09) 
Bear Run Creek Iraverses approximalely 5 miles of which approximalely 3/8 mile is on BlM-adminislered 
public land. This is an exlremely rough and sleep area in Ihe foolhills of Ihe Black Hills of Soulh Dakota and 
Wyoming. The BlM segmenl in ilself is not manageable for any purposes olher Ihan ils current uses which 
are recreation. potential timber management. and limited livestock grazing. Adjacent private lands have been 
subdivided and developed as seasonal home sites. Public access is by toot only. 
Belle Fourche River (Segmenls 547& 546-T. 53 N .. R. 66 W., sec. 25 &26; Segmenl 549, T. 55 N., 
R. 64 W .. sec. 13; and Segmenl S50, T.57 N., R. 63 W .. sec.13) 
The Belle Fourche River flows tor approximately 75 linear miles in the resource area with less than 2-1/8 
miles in four segments croSSing BlM-adminislered public land. Only one parcel has public access. The 
Belle Fourche River flows Ihrough varied lerrain changing from grass-shrub rangeland 10 s1eep pine-<:overed 
lerrain wilh cottonwoods and willows in Ihe riparian zone and grading back 10 grassland. leafy spurge, a 
noxious weed . has become established and is at intestation levels along several segments both on public 
and privale land. While Ihe lenglh of Ihe river can be considered highly scenic and passes Ihrough Devils 
Tuwer Nattonal Monument, the public land segments are separated and do not contribute enough river 
dislance 10 juslify inclusion in Ihe WSR syslem. 
Blacktail Canyon Creek (SegmenI 37- T. 46 N., R. 62 W .. sec. 15) 
Blacklai l Canyon Creek flows for approximalely 4 linear miles wilh approximalely 1/4 mile crossing BlM-
adminislered public land. The area is in Ihe foolhills of the Black Hills of Soulh Dakota and Wyoming and 
crosses rugged steep terrain with pine-covered slopes and shrubs and deciduous trees in the riparian zone. 
Due 10 Ihe small amounl of publ ic land Ihis segmenl is not recommended for inclusion in 1he WSR syslem. 
Cave Springs Creek (T. 45 N., R. 61 W .. sec. 18 and 19) 
Cave Springs Creek drainage is approximalely 3 miles long of which approximalely 1 mile cr.:>sses BlM-
administered public land. The drainage passes through broken terrain with deciduous trees and shrubs in a 
portion of the riparian zone and grassland in the remainder of the area. There is no public access. Scenic 
and historic values are not threatened. Public land management has only a minor influence on the character 
of the area. The public land segments alone do not contain the most significant historic or scenic values on 
Ihe slream. Due 10 Ihe small amounl of public land and Ihe lack of Ihreals 10 values, Ihe area is not 
recommended as suitable for inclusion in the WSR system. 
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Inyan Kara Creek (T. 50 N., 64 W .. sec. 35) 
Inyan Kara Creek flows for approximately 21-112 linear miles. less than 118 mile of the creek flows 
across public land administered by the BlM from its origin to its confluence with the Belle Fourche River. 
The public land portion lies in a scenic creek bottom in rolling terrain. The ripa~an zone includes deciduous 
trees and shrubs. The BlM-administered portion of the stream is not large enough to preserve the 
outstanding values of the area. 
Identification and Tentative Classification of BlM-Amlnlstered Public Land Parcels 
That Meet the Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Criteria 
Preliminary 
Mileage Distance to Description And Cla •• Iflc.tlon Next of Acroas location Value. of Public Parcel Public Public land Land Parcel Public Land Number Land of Waterway Parcel Parcel 
Stockade Beaver Creek (Segment SJ4.---aeave, Creek IStockadel. T. 47 N., R. 60 W .. sec. 03) Bear Run Creek 
The public land segment (approximately 0.25 mile) on Stockade Beaver Creek has been Iransferred to 
Weston County under the provisions of the Recrealion and Public Purposes Act and is no longer in federal 
ownership. The area is currently being managed by Weston County as part of a county recreation sile. 
T. 46 N. R. 60 W., Rugged. steep terrain; pine- recreation SI(S286) 318 single parcel covered hills; narrow riparian scenic sec. 9 
zone; difficult foot access only. 
West Plum Creek (Segments S35 & S36-T. 46 N, R. 62 W .. sec.27) Belle Fourche River 
West Plum Creek flows for approximately 10V, linear miles. The BlM-administered public land occurs in 
two parcels totalling d mile in length. The area is in scenic pine-covered, steep terrain. The creek bottom 
meanders and has shrubs and deciduous Irees along a portion of its length. Due to Ihe small amount of 
public land and the scattered ownership pattem Ihe public land segments are not recommended for inclusion 
as part of the WSR syslem. 
Whoopup Creek and Tributaries (Segments S278. S279. S280. S.281 , & S282-T. 43 
N., R. 60 W .. secs. 21 , 28, 29, & 33 and T. 44 N., R. 60 W .. Sec. 31) 
The Whoopup Creek drainage and its tributaries on public land pass through varied terrain along the 
foothills of Elk Mountain, a part of the Black Hills of South Dakota and Wyoming. The creek itself has been 
dry for several years; the tributaries are intermittent, flowing only when snowmelt and heavy rains are occur. 
The main drainage of Whoopup Creek passes through Whoopup Canyon, a steep-walled scenic canyon. 
There is no public access to any segments of Whoopup Creek and only limited foot access to the public 
land along its tributaries. A portion of the public land along Whoopup Creek is managed as part of an ACEC 
for other values, and to protect the character of the drainage. The scattered parcels and intermittent 
landownership do not lend themselves to management as a comoonent of the WSR svslem. 
T. 53 N., R. 66 W., Timbered slopes, wide floodplain, recreation SI(S47) 318 112 mile to S2 cottonwood riparian zone, leafy 
scenic sec. 25. NW spurge infestation; no access. 
T 53 N .. R. 66 W., 112 mile to S1 . Timbered slopes, wide floodplain , recreation S2(S48) <1/8 approximalely 15 cottonwood riparian zone, leafy 
scenic sec. 26, SE 
air miles 10 S3 spurge infestation; no access. 
T. 55 N., R. 64 W., approximately 13 Steep red rock cliffs to river recreation S3(S49) 112 to 318 
sec. 13, SWNE air miles botlom; wide grassy botlom scenic 
abutting cliff. 
T . 57 N., R. 63 W. approximalely 13 Broad cotlonwood riparian zone recreation S4(S50) 114 
sec. 13. SWNE air miles to 53 grading into prairie; no access. scenic 
Blacktail Canyon Creek 
T. 46 N .. R. 62 W .. Rugged sleep pine-covered scenic SI(S37) 114 single parcel slopes; creek botlom with shn,bs 
recreation sec. 15, SENW and deciduous trees. 
Cave Springs Creek 
Small canyon; intermitlant 
T. 45 N., R. 61 W., stream. deciduous trees and recreation SI(S283) 314 
sec. 108 adjacent to S2 shrubs in bottom; surrounded by scenic 
shrub grassland; no access. 
Small canyon; intermitlant 
T. 45 N .. R. 61 W .. stream. deciduous trees and recreation S2(S264) 114 
sec. 19 adjacenl to S1 shrubs in bottom; surrounded by scenic 
shrub grassland: no access. 
Inyan Kara Creek 
T. 50 N., R. 64 W .. Wide creek botlom; riparian zone I(S64) < 1/8 single parcel includes deciduous trees and scenic 
sec. 35. SWSE shrubs; scenic setling. 
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Appendix 5-Table B·1 
Identification and Tentative Classification of BlM·Amlnlstered Public land Parcels 
That Meet the Wild and Scenic Rivers Eligibility Criteria 
Preliminary 
Mileage Distance to Description And Clas.lflcatlon Ac:rou Next of Parcel Public Location Public Land Values of Public Number of Waterway Land Parcel Public Land Land Parcel Parcel 
Stockade Beaver Creek 
(Segment 534, T. 46 N .. R. 60 W .. sec. 3) This parcel is no longer in federal ownership; transferred to Weston 
County under provisions of the Recreation and Public Purposes Act. Currently managed as part of county 
recreation site. 
West Plum Creek 
T. 46 N .. R. 62 IV .. Scenic pine-covered steep terrain; 5 1(5 35) 114 
sec. 27 , 5W5E 1/2 mile meandering creek bottom with scenic 
shrubs and deciduous trees. 
T. 46 N., R. 62 W., Scenic pine-covered steep terrain: 52(536) 118 
sec. 27, NWNE 1/2 mile meandering creek bottom with scenic 
shrubs and deciduous trees. 
Whoopup Creek 
T. 43 N .. R. 60 W .. Dry creek bed in canyon; steep recreation 51(5276) 3/8 
sec. 6, 5ENW 114 mile to 57 walls, few cottonwood trees; scenic 
scattered shrubs. 
Interrnittant stream; tributary to 
52(5277) 3/8 T. 43 N. , R. 60 W .. 1/2 mile to 5 2 Whoopup Creek; broken terrain recreation 
sec. 20 with scattered pine and juniper: no scenic 
public access. 
Intermittant stream; tributary to 
53(5278) 114 T. 43 N .. R. 60 W .. 1/2 mile to Whoopup Creek; broken terrain recreation 
sec. 20 I 52 and 54 with scattered pine and juniper; scenic foot access only. 
T. 43 N., R. 60 W., Tributary to Whoopup Creek; recreation 54(5279) 1/2 1 mile from 52 broken terrain through moderate 
sec. 28 to steep hills; foot access only. scenic 
55(5280) T. 43 N., R. 60 W., 
T';butary to Whoopup Creek: 
recreation 112 I mile from 52 broken terrain through moderate 
sec. 29 to steep hills: foot access only. scenic 
Deep canyon with shrubs and 
T. 43 N .. R. 60 W .. scattered pine and juniper. recreation 56(5281) 1 I air mile from 55 chokecherry, and few deciduous 
sec. 33 trees in bottom. Interrnittant scenic 
stream. Foot access only. 
5teep-walled narrow canyon with 
57 3/8 T, 44 N .. R. 60 W .. 114 mile to 51 shrubs. cottonwood and juniper in recreation 
sec. 31 , 5ENE bottom: no water in channel for scenic 
several years; no public access. 
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W.lerway 
Reviewed 
West Plum Creek 
Blacktail Canyon Creek 
Belle Fourche River 
Inyan Kara Creek 
Cave Springs Creek 
Bear Run Creek 
Whoopup Creek 
Appendix 5-Attachment C 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Suitability Review 
for the 
Newcastle Planning Area 
Total Total BLM 
Length Length Determination 
(Mlle.) (Miles) 
-10~ d unsuitable 
-4 Yo unsuitable 
-75 <2c unsuitable 
-13 <c unsuitable 
-3 1 unsuitable 
-5 d unsuitable 
-13 3d unsuitable 
Stockade Beaver Creek No longer in federat ownership 
'Rationale codes: 
Rational. 
1, 2 
1, 2 
1, 2, 3 
1.2 
1. 2 
1,2 
1. 2. 4 
1-Nol manageable due to small percent of federal ownership. 
2-Federal ownership not enough to preserve outstanding values w1thou~ adjacent nonfederallands. 
3--Conflicting management goals on federal. private. and state ownership. 
4-Currently portions managed as special management area for other values. 
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